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Dr. Hughes
resigns seat
iscal court willname replacement
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Dr. Robert Hughes, who has
served on the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board since
January. announced his resignation at Thursday's meeting.
The announcement, which
came as a surprise, was presented
in cldsed session to the board.
The board formally accepted
Hughes' resignation after returning to open session.
"As far as I know, no one had
prior knowledge of this decision," said hospital administrator
Stuart Poston. "He didn't offer
any explanations."
Hughes submitted a letter of
resignation to board chairman
Mayor Bill Cherry which outlined his decision.
According to the letter, "I
hereby resign as a board member... I would ask that the stipend
for this meeting, as have all the
stipends that 1 have received
since being a board member at
this institution, be donated to the
Murray City School Foundation

"I wanted tø
devote more time
to my family and
my patients..."
Bob Hughes
(Local doctor)
for Excellence."
In a prepared statement delivered to the Ledger Friday morn-

BERNARD KANE

Leger & Ttrnes Pho:o
AN APPLE A DAY: In celebration of National Family Week and the Thanksgiving holiday, "Family
Pilgrim Day" has been scheduled on
Monday at 3:30 p.m. for families in the Calloway County elementary schools. Here, Elysa Durbin
and her mother, Beth, work on an apple turkey.
Beth Durbin, program specialist at the Family Resource Center, is coordinating the event. Other
activities planned are churning butter, making
corn husk dolls, designing family quilts and making other treats. Reservations are required. Call
753-3070 by 1:30 p.m. Monday. Participants
will be given a free booklet of additional activities for family time together.

See Page 2

Area tobacco farmers ban together on issues
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Emphasizing the need for continued support, Bob Maples told
more than 175 area tobacco farmers Thursday night that the
fight against federal excise taxes
hasn't ended.
"We in the tobacco industry
are at a crossroads that may
determine the future route," said
Maples, a lobbyist for the Smokeless Tobacco Council, Inc. in
Washington. Maples spoke at the
annual meeting of the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers'
Association.

175 farmers attend annual meeting
Maples warned the farmers that
the 104th Congress will likely
feature health care discussions.
, "You will be called on again,"
Maples said. "We will have to
reach deep for the commitment
because 1995 won't be any
easier. The tobacco tax will again
be discussed for funding health
care.
"In many states, cities and
counties, the issue of tobacco will

heat up," Maples said. "We need
you to help defeat these issues as
they come up. We have to be
ready to act and remain focused
on out-thinking our opponent."
On a more positive note,
Maples said he is "cautiously
optimistic" about the results of
the recent election.
"I think the Republicans will
try to be more fair," Maples said.
"The biggest problem we have

Transition:
Local bank changes with times
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The Bank of Murray is getting
a new name — Peoples First
National Bank of Calloway
County.
"We hope you'll like the new
name and the new approach to
banking," Peoples First National
Bank of Calloway County president Chuck Foster told a large
group including local officials
during,,eriday's unveilingi9f/ the
hank's new sign.
Peoples First officials
announced today that there will
be a new presence in banking
throughout the Purchase area.
Five of west Kentucky's community banks will begin operating as "Peoples First National
Bank" with 17 banking offices
located in McCracken, Calloway,
Livingston, Ballard and Marshall
counties.
The five banks are affiliated

CHUCK FOSTER
with Peoples First Corporation,
the region's largest bank holding
company with total assets of $1.2
billion. Peoples First Corporation
is among the largest financial
institutions in Kentucky.

Foster said Friday morning that
the bank has always been a
strong community institution.
"We intend to continue that,"
he said: "We'll have the same
people that have always been
here."
In fact, Foster said the bank
has grown from 90 to 115
employees in 24 years.
"We plan to introduce 'new
products and services," he said.
Board chairman Joe Dick said
he is looking forward to the
enhancement of the bank's
services.
"It's innovative and it's new,"
he said.
Aubrey W. Lippert, chairman
of the board and president of
Peoples First Corporation, also
announced that the bank will contribute $250,000 to Murray State
University over the next five
In See Page 2

had is telling our stories. I think
we will get some better
hearings."
In addition, Maples said he
thinks the Republicans will treat
the idea of a tobacco excise tax
as a new tax, which Republicans
don't favor.
In spite of a potentially positive reception in Congress,
Maples warned the farmers of a

McConnell
predicts
cuts to
farm programs
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
said that significant spending
cuts in farm programs could
occur after Republicans take
control of Congress, but he
offered few specifics in a
speech to farm leaders.
"I don't think it's reasonable to assume that agriculture's going to be off limits to
further reductions in spending," McConnell, R-Ky., told
the Kentucky Agricultural
Summit on Thursday. 'It
isn't."
Noting that the Republican
agenda includes calls for a
balanced-budget amendment to
the U.S. Constitution, McConnell said, If you think that
In See Page 2

new movement called neoProhibition.
"This group believes that if
someone enjoys something, it
must be bad so they either try to
get rid of it or tax it to death,"
Maples said. "These voices get
louder and more radical when
talking about tobacco."
The group has already begun to
make an impact on the tobacco
industry. In fact, Maples said the

group wants to put warning labels
on smokeless tobacco advertisements that appear on race ,cars.
"This past year has been really
something," he said. "We got
involved in the federal excise tax
and many of you got involved
directly and made a difference.
Through letters, petitions .and
marches, you helped us educate
our representatives and senators."
Maples said the turning point
in the war against what he calls
"a punitive tax" came July 14-15
when a group of Kentucky and
See Page 2

250 local families
turn to Need Line
By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
About 250 families have been
registered for the Christmas
baskets to be distributed by
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line in December, according to
Kathie Gentry, executive director.
Gentry said "this is one way to
assist the elderly and homebound
as well as families in the area."
The baskets consist of turkeys
and baking hens, cake mixes,
frosting, sweet potatoes, instant
potatoes, stuffing, canned fruit,
cranberry sauce, chicken broth or
chicken or turkey gravy, rolls,
green beans, corn and green peas.
These items arc coordinated to
fill the baskets according to the
size of the family.
These baskets will be distributed on Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 21 and 22, during regular office hours out of the Need

Line office on the bottom floor of
Weaks Community Center.
The Salvation Army is assisting with the purchase of the turkeys, but more help is needed for
these expensive items. Gentry
said. Rolls arc given by an
anonymous donor. 7k-k-of this
time, the Need Line pantry has a
supply of green beans, corn and
green peas.
Many of the churches in the
area have volunteered to donate
various it;ms for the baskets.
Recently large donations of
canned food have been made at
the office.
Donations should be brought to
the Need Line office no later than
Monday, Dec. 12, to be used io
preparation for the Christmas
food baskcts. For information
concerning donations or to volunteer for. food or service, call the
Need Line office at 753-6333.
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he decision was
. difficult one to make.
-I wanted to devote more time
my family and my patients,
'di of which are very important

Insure

your
and your home

to me," he said. "I still plan to be
active in medical matters by continuing to serve on the medical
executive committee as chairman
of the department of medicine at
the hospital.
"1- believe 'that I can better
serve the needs of the citizens of
this area, both through this role
and as a practicing physician,
than I can as a hospital board
member," he said.
Hughes thanked the various
people who provided him with
the opportunity_ to serve on the
board.
"We have a fine hospital with
many good loyal and dedicated
employees working together with
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FROM PAGE 1
years.
"We will ask our local board
and management to meet with the
Murray State University administration and determine the
appropriate uses of the funds.
"Our interest is in programs
that foster economic development
and business, as well as scholarships to assist students," Lippert
said in a press release.
"We think that indicates our
dedication to Murray, Calloway
County and Murray State .University," Foster said.
The banks that are joining
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CLARIFICATION
It was incorrectly reported in
Thursday's edition that an armed
robbery at State Line Grocery
was in Hazel. The store is actually near New Concord.

CRIME

TOPPEIIS
OF MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Call 753-9500

Pelonis
Heaters

Kerosene Heaters

together as Peoples First National
Bank will retain their current
presidents, staff and local boards
of directors, as well as full
authority for all loan decisions.
As part of the name change,
bank products and services have
been standardized.
With 17 banking offices and a
network of 10 24-hour teller
machines, Peoples First customers can bank where they live or
where they work.
In addition to the convenience,
customers can choose from the
most complete lineup of financial
products in the area and benefit
from the safety of the region's
largest bank.
"When you combine these benefits with traditional hometown
service in each of our communities, it is clear that Peoples First
is a bank committed to the individual customer's needs," Libbert
said.
Foster said a-customer who has
an account at Peoples First in
Calloway County has an account
at every People First location.
"We've found that a lot of people may live in Murray, work in

SEE WHAT HISTORIC
PADUCAH HAS IN STORE FOR
YOU THIS CHRISTMAS
Call for our free

Complete Line of

Ashley Wood
Heaters,
Wood Stoves
and Furnaces

Holiday Calendar ofEvents
Your heating headquarters since 1955.
MURRAY

SALELECTRIC

RENTAVSALES
CENTER

753-3361
208 E. Main

SUPPLY

753-8194
206 E. Main

l'aduralt-Mtl'rackcii
Tinirist arid Cotivcrilion
117 S. 4111 Street.
keittitticv
12002 0000

1-800-359-4775

Calvert City and do a lot of shopping in Paducah.'
"Now they have convenient
access to all our banks," he said.
In addition, Foster said the
merger will help the regional
bank compete with national
banks who may come into 'the
area in 1997 when interstate
banking laws change.
"With a strong regional bank, I
think we'll be more competitive
an offer more products," Foster
said.
Other name changes include:
*Peoples First National Bank
& Trust Company of Paducah
will be called Peoples First
National Bank of McCracken
County.
*Salem Bank of Salem and
Smithland will become Peoples'
First National Bank of Livingston
County.
•First National Bank of
LaCenter will be called Peoples
First National Bank of Ballard
County.
*First Liberty Bank of Calvert
City and Benton will change to
Peoples First National Bank of
Marshall County.
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Scientists isolate 80 million-year-old gene

at

WASHINGTON (AP) — bit of genetic material was
Brigham Young University extracted from bones found in an
researchers say they have isolated 1,800-foot-deep coal mine. Since
a bit of DNA from the bony the gene matches no living mamremains of a dinosaur that died in mal, bird or reptile, and since the
a'Utah peat bog 80 million years bone& came from a very ancient
rock formation, he said the -DNA
ago.
- Experts hailedthe- discavyry as could -come from only one
the oldest gene fragment ever source.
"I believe we are probably
recovered from a vertebra, but
there was skepticism about dealing with a dinosaur," Woodwhether it actually came from a ward said, basing his conclusion
on what he called "good circumdinosaur.
Scott R. Woodward, lead stantial evidence."
"The bone was found in a rock
author of a study published today
in the journal Science, said the formation that is dated to 80 mil-
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allied into hard stone, but Woodward said his find "is the actual
bone that Once supported a

work are exxellent, but the interence of the DNA being dinosaur
is flawed," said DeSalle. "What
dinosaur."
they have is a very old piece of
- Woodward said the dinosaur
DNA, and they don't know what
apparently died-in- a -bog on- the ---ir
shores of an ancient inland sea
The bones could have from
and then was quickly covered and
crocodiles or turtles that were jivpreserved by peat.
ing during that era, said DeSalle..
The nine sequences of DNA do
"It's a very surprising findnot match any of the gene pating," Svante Paabo, a molecular
terns of known animals and for
evolutionist at the University of
this reason DeSalle iand others are
Munich, told Science. But he said
Woodwerd's
about
skeptical
it will not be accepted until other
_
`
'conclusions.
--laboratorTes— re-PIcCaie the
"The technical aspects of the
discovery.
Woodward said specimens are
being prepared for tests in other
labs. He also hopes to find more
bones.

Storm moves toward North Carolina coast
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OCRACOKE, N.C. (AP) —
Hurricane Gordon, a deadly and
erratic storm that confounded
forecasters by gaining strength
and turning back toward shore,
continued zigzagging toward the
North Carolina coast today.
Hurricane warnings were post,ed from the -Virginia state line to
Bogue Inlet, about 130 miles
south, as Gordon inched northwest with winds of up to 75 mph.
Forecasters expected the
storm's center to remain at sea
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late

It to
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and eventually turn away from
the shore. At midnight the center
was about 200 miles east of Wilmington and moving about 5
mph.
"We still think it will miss the
coast," said Jerry Jarrell, deputy
director of the National Hurricane
Center in Coral Gables, Fla. "But
it's too close to call."
Some residents who had heard
earlier that Gordon was heading
out to sea were shocked by its
approach.

"It's a LOW surprise," said
Rob Florez. "Because this morning it wasn't here, and now it's
here."
The storm washed out the
beach road in Kitty Hawk and
submerged a state road in Pea
Island under 18 inches of water.
More flooding was expected
today along the Outer Banks, a
chain of barrier islands off the
coast.
tall#Vreaside
nfinnts
gI wumthrea:gut
edd-M
by -CUas'=-7Whbeach

erosion.
The slow-moving storm developed off Nicaragua on Nov. 8
and ran a zigzag course over eastern Cuba and neighboring Haiti,
where officials put the .death toll.
at 531.
The storm crossed the Florida
Keys, Churned into the Gulf of
Mexico, then turned back toward
Florida and cut across the middle
of the state.
thoirtmF,ImOrdoardaosnju swt'
as
a
tropiceanl

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

blamed for six deaths and devastated crops in an area that supplies more than half the nation's
winter vegetables. State officials
estimated crop losses at S200
million and predicted an increase
in produce prices nationwide.
The stofm grew stronger offshore Thursday,. and by morning_
was spinning winds of 75 mph,
just above the 74 mph'threshold
that made it the third hurricane of
the Atlantic storm- s,..JM711.
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Spring: touted a kingmaker,
pacesetter for peace talks
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DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) — He's
already forced the shocking collapse of one government over the
case of a child-molesting Catholic priest. Now Dick Spring, Ireland's icy Labor Party leader and
a dominant voice in Northern Ireland peace efforts, has crowned
himself kingmaker in the heated
haggling to form a new one.
Spring _gave Prime Minister
Albert -Reynolds the boot this
week when he stepped down as
deputy prime minister, taking the
crucial support of his party's lawmakers with him. Reynolds resigned Thursday.
Reynolds' party, Fianna Fail, is
expected to pick a new leader
Saturday in a private conference.
The leading candidate is Finance
Minister Bertie Ahern, a close
associate of Reynolds. But the
justice minister, Maire
Geoghegan-Quinn, who has played a major role in negotiations on
Northern Ireland, emerged today
as a strong contender.
No majority government can
be formed without the support of
Spring's Labor Party, which is
hesitant to enter into another
coalition with Fianna Fail.
The 44-year-old Labor leader
watched, stern-faced, as his Fianna Fail party partner fell from
grace. Reynolds' humiliating resignation meant the end of a coalition government that helped persuade the Irish Republican Army
to call a cease-fire and pursue
peace talks.
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a small fragment of one gene.
DNA is the chemical molecule
that holds the genetic rode for a
species.
If the DNA is from a dinosaur,
Woodward said, he has .no.plaus
to follow the plot of -Jurassic
Park," the popular novel and,
movie in which living animals
are cloned from ancient genes.
"That will not happen in my
lifetime," said Woodward. And
certainly not from the small DNA
fragment that he has recovered.
• Most dinosaur studies are based on bones that have been miner-

Hurricane Gordon:
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lion years ago," he said. "There
are a lot of- traces of dinosaurs in
the area from that period. The
bones are quite large and the only
large animals that we know about
from then are dinosaurs."
This is pretty important
becausehoWs you can obtain
DN-A from very, very old bone
fragments," said Rob DeSalle of
the American Museum of Natural
History in New York. "This is
the oldest DNA from a vertebrate
and that's significant."
Woodward said that the DNA,
or deoxyribonucleic acid, is only

N•

That stunning success obscured
tensions between Reynolds' Fianna Fail and Spring's Labor that
have existed from the day they
joined forces in January 1993.
They were a peculiar match:
Fianna Fail is tradition-minded,
strongly nationalist and conservative on economic matters, while
Labor is committed to a welfare

state and an end to Catholic
Church influence on government.
Together they commanded 101 of
the parliament's 166 seats, the
biggest majority in the 72-year
history of the Irish Republic.
Reynolds, though, repeatedly
made decisions without consulting his Labor allies — about Irish
passports for fee-paying foreigners, amnesties for tax cheats,
suspect beef export deals, salary
hikes and use of corporate jets —
that Labor found hard to reconcile with its commitment to ethical and accountable government.
The crunch came last Friday
when Reynolds insisted on
appointinP his conservative
Catholic attorney general, Harry
Whelehan, to a senior judicial
post. Labor blamed Whelehan for
failing to extradite a priest convicted in Northern Ireland of.
molesting children, and stormed
out of the Cabinet.
Within the week, Ireland's
third-largest party had decapitated the largest in an unabashed
power play.
Now Spring must calculate
which deal will keep him the No.
2 figure in government. As both
foreign minister and deputy
prime minister, he led the negotiations with Britain about the .
future of British-ruled Northern
Ireland. Britain sees Spring as
essential for continuity in inching
the North's polarized parties toward round-table talks.
A Reynolds-less Fianna Fail
might make a better workmate
for Labor the second time round,
but many leading Labor members
remain suspicious. Labor may opt
to form a new administration
with the main opposition party,
Fine Gael, led by John Bruton.
"Mustering support comes
down to one 'simple issue: Will
the Labor Party support the Fine
Gael nominee or the Fianna Fail

nominee?" said Michael Noonan,
a Fine Gael lawmaker.
Spring's first taste of coalition
government came in 1982-87
with Fine Gael, and that too collapsed in bad blood. Spring and
Bruton both suffer from short
fuses and regularly trade barbs
with each other on the parliament
floor.
A third option would be to
force another election before
Christmas in hopes of boosting
Labor's hand. Reynolds cautioned against that path.
A national election "would
only have a destabilizing effect"
on the Irish republic and Northern Ireland, he said in an interview today in the Irish Independent. "I think the politicians will
be sensible."
Spring's party has nosedived in
the polls since the heady days of
1992. Many voters sec Labor as
hypocritical for promising radical
changes in Irish society while
campaigning against the Fianna
Fail establishment, then teaming
up with the party afterward.
Spring said he isn't afraid of
an election, but senses the dangers in shunning Fianna Fail.
Hours after watching Reynolds'
coup de grace, he praised the
"dignity" of his former partner's
resignation speech and suggested
Labor-Fianna Fail had been a
good combination after all.
"We are natural partners and
our program of government
remains in place," he said. "But
coalition partners have to work
together with all the cards on the
table. One can't dictate terms to
the other."
Ireland's parliament meets
Tuesday but the horse-trading
may not be resolved by then. It
took Reynolds and Spring two
months to form a coalition after
the inconclusive national election
in November 1992.
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Sport Coats, Slacks & Blazers
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Governors fear
Republicans will
balance budget
on states' backs
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS, W.Va.(AP) — At the school for
new governors, they've got a lesson for the Republican Congress:
Don't try to balance the budget on the backs of state taxpayers.
Republican governors are as concerned as Democrats about that
risk, the chairman of the National Governors Association said Wednesday amid the seminars for governors-elect. Ten of the new chief
executives were on hand, with two-dozen veterans serving as
teachers.
Gov. Howard Dean of Vermont said the governors want the
incoming GOP congressional leadership to hear their case soon,
since a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution is the top
priority of the new Republican congressional leadership.
Democrat Dean was echoed by Gov. Mike Leavitt of Utah,
spokesman for the Republicans who dominate the states and the
attendance list. Leavitt said in an interview that a constitutional bar
to deficit spending will create "an enormous incentive for shifting
the burden" down the line, to states and local governments.
He advocates a constitutional barrier to that too, saying that if it
is done by statute, when the financial pressures build, "they'll
change the law, they'll find a way around it."
That's the dilemma, especially for Republicans, who long have
championed the balanced budget amendment. The governors association endorsed the amendment earlier, but with a hedge that made
that a token. They're for it, but only when the federal budget is in
balance anyhow.
Rep. Newt Gingrich, the incoming speaker of the House, has
made action on the balanced budget amendment first on his list for
January action. It has passed one house or the other before but
always failed for lack of the required two-thirds majority. With
Republicans in full control, that margin may be in reach in 1995.
Approval would require ratification by three-fourths of the states;
presidents do not have veto power over constitutional amendments.
"The way the balanced budget amendment is currently written. I
think it was the consensus in here, among Democrats and Republicans, that,there's no safeguards for the states whatsoever, and it
simply passes the cost of all these programs over to the states and
the state taxpayers," Dean said.
The NGA executive committee decided to form a working group
to meet with congressional leaders on the issue. Dean said Republican governors said Gingrich was willing to listen. The GOP governors will be seeing him next week when their own association
meets in Williamsburg, Va.
"So we believe that we're going to be listened to," Dean said.
Gov. William F. Weld of Massachusetts, who made a landslide
re-election run this time and soared onto presidential prospect lists,
said he is "wildly in favor" of the balanced budget amendment,
and is willing to accept the state burdens that might result. He said
those can be repaired with specific legislation when it's needed and
that oversized government needs a jolt.
"The shoe is going to pinch somewhere," Weld said. "Those of
us who believe that government has just gotten, too big want that
shoe to pinch. We don't want to have the same size shoe."
But there also were Republican caveats. Gov. Brereton C. Jones
of Kentucky told his colleagues that done right, a balanced budget
amendment could have a really positive impact, but done wrong, it
would be a disaster.
The working sessions, at the luxurious Greenbrier resort hotel,
dealt with topics ranging from assembling a staff to communications to the role of spouses. Those closed seminars run through
Saturday.
Weld, one of the teachers, said it's all a matter of sharing experience with the newcomers.
"They're all war stories," he said.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

_

Nov. 4
The Press-Enterprise, Riverside County, Calif, on genetically
altered foods:
The Food and Drug Administration's approval of a genetically
altered tomato — which employed a fish gene to slow the ripening
process — may have gone over well with a lot of farmers, but it
has been greeted with a sense of unease by consumers. Had the
FDA really thought through the ramifications of genetically altered
foods?
And now the FDA has given approval to seven more genetically
altered foods, the sense of unease has spread to the scientific community, including some of the government's own researchers. One
of the products recently approved by the FDA is a chemically
altered potato that exudes its own pesticide. How comfortable can
you be cooking a potato that also sprays for pests?
The concern is justified. The FDA seems to be forging ahead
into this brave new world a little too hastily. Nobody will suffer if
that toxic tuber goes back on the shelf a bit longer while the FDA
spends more time exploring the long-term implications of putting
genetically altered foods on our dinner tables.

A key to the past
•
As time goes by, it becomes
winFuL TI iouGHTS
more difficult to remember
events of the past. One of our
shortcomings as humans is the
fact that we don't have perfect
recall that would allow us to capture each minute, each second for
instantaneous replay upon
Ledger & limes Stuff Writer
demand.
resident
older
an
time
Every
ing story told by Brandon that
dies, a part of history disappears, full of "Recollections" written by
her senior honors English classes involves a 1940 Ford.
trapped within that person's
Coleman said the books, which
mind. Yet those memories don't at Calloway County High School.
sell for $13, should be available
This year will-mark the eighth
have to be forever chained to
before Christmas.
edition of the book and it is
- silence.
These limited edition books
packed full of stories about peoIn fact, more and more people
have traveled across the United
are seeking information about the ple, places and issues in CalloStates as gifts for relatives and
past in oMr-To-pleee togedierthe - Way- County.
Earlier editions of "Recollec- friends who have connections
events of the present. With
with Murray and Calloway
today's health problems, it is tions" have featured articles on a
essential to--know- more -about- ---variety-of-topies- such -as-Dew 'County.
AsColeman pointed out, since
Drop Rowlett, Auburn Wells,
genealogy.
Learning about the past has a Rainey T. Wells, John Mack Car- they are limited editions, once the
books are sold, no more will be
strange way of providing keys to ter and Mason Memorial
available. In fact, Coleman said
the present and the future. For Hospital.
no more copies of the first three
The latest edition, which hasn't
example, the residents of Kirksey
books are available for sale. yet rolled off the press, contains
now have a permanent link with
A truly unique aspect of these
the past thanks to efforts leading some very interesting facts about
boolci is that they are written by
to the placement of a historical local residents, especially Mayor
marker at the site of Calloway
Bill Cherry and Howard Brandon. high school students, who are
County Normal School.
Anyone wanting to see a 1946 responsible for collecting all the
Creating a link between the
photo of Cherry and his wife information. Sometimes that
past and the present was one of Gean should take a look at the means endless -phone calls and
the motivations behind Lynda
1995 edition of "Recollections:" interviews or even long hours
Coleman's idea to publish a book
The book also features an amus- spent poring over old records.

Amy Helm Wilson

Yet with each fact that is collected by the students, awareness
of the past increases. Their
efforts help to emphasize the
necessity in recording historical
events. After all, history is only
created after someone records it
to share with others.
There is a strong fascination
with the past, especially when
you consider that Calloway
County's past is dotted with its
share of saloons, hangings and
folk remedies.
Mix all those elements in with
the establishment of a university,
a buggy factory and an active
'railroad and .you -end up with
some pretty interesting facts.
I don't think I will ever forget
-lass--week's dedication ceremony
for the Calloway Normal School.
When the crowd was asked how
many of them had relatives who
had attended the school, the show
of hands was astonishing.
At that moment, I realized how
very proud a community can be
because of a segment of time in
its history. It also made me want
to become more in touch with the
past.
As it is often said: the answer
to the future typically lies in the
events of the past.
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Political ads: a curable cancer
the door in their faces. But what can
There used to be liquor commeryou say to the liar who enters your
cials on TV, not only for beer or
living room by way of your TV set?
wine, but genuine 86-proof, skullWithout TV commercials,a canpopper hootch. Now, you don't see
didate would have to find ways to
them.
generate loyalty among grass-roots
There used to be cigarette compeople, the volunteers who used to
mercials on TV with macho guys
be the heart of a campaign. That
and sexy women filling the air with
means having ideas that are more
smoke. They're gone, too.
than some spin doctor's slick
Commercials for booze and
smokes were banned from TV by games.
sound-bite creation.
day and night about where-their next
That's one of the reasons why the dope hits will come from, they're
Congress because we don't want
Instead of relying on morphing,
turned
People
low.
so
was
turnout
getting
people
young
,money
for media buys and malevolence, a
children and
obsessed with raising
disgust.
in
suckor
away
their next TV campaigns.
the idea that being sloshed
candidate would have to actually
And there is no reason to believe
ing in smoke is acceptable behavior.
But try to imagine political cam- hoof into Elks Clubs, old people's
betany
get
will
At the time the decisions to that campaigning
paigns without unlimited TV adver- homes and community centers to
outlaw such commercials were ter, because the professional liars tising, campaigns in which each
make real speeches, hold real dewho hire out to run these campaigns candidate is allowed only a limited
made, there was a lot of wailing
and prove that he or she has
bates
about how they infringed on free know that lies and deceit are easier and an equal amount of air time. something to offer. Instead of
speech, private enterprise and free- to sell than truth. They aren't going
Mostof the roving campaign liars hiding behind his pollster and markto walk away from a good thing. would be out of work. It's one thing
dom of choice.
eting whiz,a candidate would have
It's TV advertising that allows a to create a 15-second commercial in
They didn't. Any American adult
to get back to the factory gates, the
who chooses to, can still drink or rich mope such as Michael Huffing- which the opponent's face melts and subway platforms and anywhere
smoke himself into an early grave. ton, a man with few credentials or reappears as Satan. But it's another else a pamphlet could be handed
But it can be argued that the bans ideas, to be pushed by a scheming to write a lenghty speech for the out, a hand squeezed or a question
probably prevented many impress- and ambitious wife into spending candidate to deliver before an audi- answered.
ionable kids from thinktng there is $27 million of his family fortune to ence of voters who just yell: "Hey,
It would rejuvenate political orsomething glamorous about hitting
try to buy a seat in the U.S. Senate. cut the bull, pal,and tell us what you ganizations at the grass roots, and
the sauce or lighting up.
With the reach of TV and that are going to do."
that would carry over into stronger
So maybe it is time to seriously
There's a political cliche that tells national parties. It would no longer
much of daddy's money to play
consider banning a product that is
with, a Michael Huffington might us: "Television is the precinct be every rich man for himself and to
clearly dangerous to our mental have crushed an Abe Lincoln or a captain."
heck with paying dues and party
health.
Thomas Jefferson.
While there's truth in that, it's also values. A person might have to
I'm talking about political adverThat's all it takes to be a senous an insult to the dying breed-of prove that he could run for highway
tising on TV.
candidate today: a big wad and the flesh-and-blood campaign workers commissioner before he'aims at the
By now,everyone agrees that we phone number of a professional
who rang doorbells, handed out U.S. Senate.
just finished watching some of the
political hired gun.
Most politicians say they favor
literature and talked to voters. They
lowest, dirtiest, most deceitful poThose who aren't born with the might have tried to sway you, campaign reform. Some of them
litical campaigns in memory.
money that Huffington was, can promising small favors or calling even mean it.
From local offices Up to races for take another approach: selling their upon your friendship or shared
Good,then there is no reason they
we
governor,
and
Senate
the U.S.
souls and future votes to special background. But if they pushed too should want to preserve the means
trick
were swamped with smears,
interests. They become something
hard or told whoppers, you could to tell lies that would make a used
photography, flat-out lies and con like junkies. But instead of thinking challenge them, talk back or slam car dealer blush.
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• Disability Income Coverage
• Fixed & Variable Annuities
407 Maple St. • 502-753-4451
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for the
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"DON'T DRINK
DRIVE!"

1994 MURRAY STATE FOOTBALL, GAME NO. 11
RACERS (5-5) at Western Illinois (7-3)
Nov. -19, 1994 — 1 p.m. (CST), Hanson Field (15,000)
MURRAY STATE
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Series: Overall MSU leads 1-0
Murray No meeting
Macomb MSU leads 1-0
First 'sleeting: MSU 7, Will 6
(9/22.62 at WIU)
Last Meeting: Same
LOCAL RADIO/TV
Racer Sports .NeNvork
Neal Bradley, play-by-play
Sens Rkknaan,color
-WRLN-F51 103.7 Flagship
MURRAY STATE QUICK FACTS
Location: Murray, KY
Enrollment: 8,328
Conference: Ohio Valley
Head Coach: Houston Nutt
(Oklahoma State, 1981)
Overall Record. 9-12-0(Second year)
MSU Record: 9-12-0(Two years)
vs. Western Illinois: First Metung
Primary Offense: 1-Formation
Primary Defense: 43
WESTERN ILLINOIS QUICK FACTS
Location: Macomb, Ill.
Enrollment: 12,500
Conference: Gateway
Head Coach: Randy Ball
Northeast Missouri, 1973)
Overall Record: 28-26-1 (50] year)
WIU Record: 28-26-1 (5th year)
vs Murray State: First Meeting
Primary Offense: Multiple
Primary Defense: Multiple

Woodmen offers a wide variety of
- life insurance plans which provide
flexibility on insurance protection
and tax-deferred interest features.
To find the plan that meets your
needs, contact:

Racers still aiming for winning season
The Murray State Racers get a final
shot to complete their first winning season
since 1989 when they visit Macomb.Ill, for
a 1 pm kickoff with Western Illinois.
The Racers, 5-5 overall, finished the
year 4-4 in the Ohio Valley Conference after a 24-21 loss to Tennessee State last week

Racer coach Houston Nutt is looking
for a little better performance from the MSU
passing attack, which could only muster 94
yards in last week's loss.
Murray State hasn't completed a winning season since 1989, when the Racers
finished 6-4-1.

at Stewart Stadium. Murray State held a2110 lead early in the fourth quarter, after
Waynee McGowan scored his second touchdown of the day, but the Racers couldn't
contain Tennessee State's high-powered
passing game as two fourth-quarter touchdown passes from TSlYs Robey \Williams to
Lawrence S...egree gave the Tigers the win.

•
Western Illinoii is 7-3 overall and finished second in the Gateway Conference
this season The Leathemecics are still hoping for a berth in the Division I-AA playoffs.
•
They are led by quarterback Rob St
Saucer, who threw five jouchdown passes
in last week's 49-7 win over the University

Murray State finished the year at 1-4 in

of Buffalo Four ofthose Tr)passes were to

Ste-wart Stadium ;but the Racers,
road so far in 1994, could tie the

singleseason school record for road wins in a season with their fifth victory on the road this
season.
One bright spot in last week's loss was
the continued development of sophomore
tailback Tim Scarborough. The Little Rock,
Ark native carried for 83 yards last week.

Date
9/1
9/8
9/17
9/24
10/1
10/8
10/15
10/29
11/5
11/12
11/19

MSU SCOREBOARD (5-5-0)
Seore/Time
Opponent
W 31•15
at Eastern Illinois
L13-39
WESTERN KENTUCKY
W23-16
at Southeast Missouri
L 21-23
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
W25-24
TENNESSEE-MARTIN
W 29-14
at Austin Peay
L 13-49
at Eastern Kentucky
. L21-38
TENNESSEE TECH
W 45-6
at Morehead State
L21-24
TENNESSEE STATE
I p.m.
at 3Vestern Illinois

Jim Crick
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
489-2322

0L Woodmen
of the World

Life Insurance Scu iety
home OfTkr- Omaha riatadmlyt

Good Luck MSU!

set a GatevAy Conference record with the

IlingNills
urser

performance.
On the year, Si. Sauver has thrown for
over 2,000 yards, while tailback Kendall
McDonald has five 100-yard games on the
StaS00.

The two teams have met just once
before,with MSU scoring a 7-6 win in 1962.
WIU SCOREBOARD(74-0)
Score/Time
Date Opponent
W42-0
Sept. 1 IOWA WESLEYAN
L 7-43
Sept.
at Western Michigan
L0-17
Sept 17 ILLINOIS STATE
W 31-24
Sept 24 at SW Missouri
W24-2I
Oct. 1 at Southern Illinois
W38-17
Oct. 15 INDIANA STATE
W2)-l3
Oct. 22 EASTERN ILLINOIS
Oct. 29 at Northern Iowa
L 27-36
W 42-27
Nov. 5 JACKSONVILLE ST.
W42-27
Nov.12 BUFFALO
1 P.M.
Nov.19 MURRAY STATE

Creative Landscaping
Garden Center • Gift Shop
407 N. 12th St.
753-1725
711.,;11,

:EIDIfit CD:A-J.24

All Day Friday 3-9 p.m.

CATFISH DINNERS
2 Pc. $5.95

3 Pc. $6.95
$8.95
10 oz. Rtheyes $7.95

All You Can Eat

Satellite Home Entertainment

'41 93 mo. (complete)
ULTIMATE
COMMUNICATIONS
From

810 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Breakfast Daily
Homemade Biscuits 6r Gravy, Thes, Sandwiches
Plate unch, • Carr,: Our Orric,

RUDY'S

502-753-2640
800-642-2446

Court Square • Murray • 753-1632
Mon.-Thurs. 5.30-2 p.m. / Fri. 5.30-9 p.m
Saturday & Sunday Closed

YOUR 1 STOP SATELLITE SHOP

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

Agfa
r•

Good Luck
- Coach Nutt
and all the Racers.
Here's to a Winning Season!

WAL:MART
619 S. 4th St. • 753-6831
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J.T. LEE
Jeweler
Mivf
Jewelry Repair Specialist • Custom Design

"Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold"
Dixieland Shopping Center
On Chestnut St. • Murray, Ky • 739-1141

This Date in
Racer History

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

COMPARING: MSU vs. WIU

MSU is 6-3 on this-date, including a 3-0
record on the road.
Murray State's most recent action on
Nov. 19 came in 1988, when Murray State
posted a 42-0 win over Austin Peay.
Perhaps the biggest win in Murray State
history on this date came in 1948,in the first
year of Ohio Valley Conference play. A 9-7
win over Evansville enabled the Racers to
win the OVC title and earn a berth in the
Tangerine Bowl.
The Racers have never played Western
Illinois on this date.

(Per Game Average.: in 1994)
WIU
MSU
7-3-0
Record
5-5-0
370.4
345.1
Total Offense
350.1
Total Offense (Opp)-410.9
241
283
Points Scored
203
Points Allowed
24.8
First Downs
17.2
19.1
159.4
168.1
Rushing Yards
1991
Rushing Yards(Opp) 213.6
177.0
211.0
Passing Yards
150.3
Passing Yards(Opp) 1973
.500
Third Down Cony.._.....378

Mahe A Touchdown
With Us!
753-9525
Central Shopping Center

CLEANERS

C

Os

'IA• MASH RI Awl) •

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company

AurAlkatv.
LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Christopher
Maley

Shell
622 South 4th

753-5726

Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
Leave Your Leaf Work To Us.

Please
200 N. 4th
Support Murray, KY TRANSMISSION
753-6577
These
Businesses Trans-Tune Special
That Help Fluid Change
- Pan Gasket $1995
Sponsor Inspection
Any Applicable
Adjustments
These
Water Not Included)
Pages
Best of Luck MSU!

(across from RoyasStewart Stadium/
Mon.-Frt. 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-Noon

`71.

0
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CAR WASH
* OPEN 24 HOURS
* ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 A M .430 PM
* NO WATER
SPOTTING
* FOAM
BRUSH
* HEATED
FLOORS
* 3 SELFSERVE BAYS
* AUTOMATIC
759-1544
BAY
Li..a Malts St.. Murray

WASH
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Charge-wide supper Saturday
A Charge-wide Thanksgiving potluck supper will be Saturday, Nov.
18, at 6 p.m. at Independence United Methodist Church, located east
of Almo off Highway 464. This is being sponsored by Coles Camp
Ground, Temple Hill and Independence United Methodist Churches.

CCMS Council plans events
Calloway County Middle School Site-Based Decision Making
Council will have a work day on Saturday, Nov. 19, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the school. Items on the agenda include policies, procedures
and committee assignments. The Council meeting will be Monday,
Nov. 28, at 6 p.m, in the school library.

Members of the Mini-Music-Makers of First United Methodist Church
will sing at "Hanging of the Greens" on Sunday, Nov. 20, at 5 p.m. in
the church sanctuary. More than 150 people will participate in this ceremony which opens the Christmas season. There will be bell choirs,
senior choir, pre-schooler choir, flute and oboe solos and readers of
the legends. The Bob Jackson family will light the Advent Candle. Joan
Bowker and Clara Humphrey have coordinated the program. The public
. is invited. follp!4itwthe program, the Friendship-Hannah Circle will
serve their 16th annual Thahksgiving dinner in the Fellowship Hall. -

.9;-m-m-ons-'-twins bornat hospital on Nov. 11
,

..;1.1 Mrs. Jay Simmons Of
v 738, yurray, are the
twins, born on FnII, at Murray•
nty Hospital.
Preston Simmons,
tour pounds nine
4
/
measuring 181
i-om at 101! a.m. A.

daughter, Katherine Noelle Simmons, weighing five pounds six
ounces and measuring 19/2
inches, was born at 10:37 a.m.
The mother is the former Kim
Hale.
Grandparents are Joann Simmons of Murray and Jerry and
Jean Hale of Rt. 3, Mayfield.

Natalie Elkins
celebrates her
8th birthday

—•

111111
Natalie F:lkins

• A birthday party was given for
Natalie Marie Elkins, daughter of
Tommy and Judy 'Elkins, at her
home on Saturday, Nov. 5. Her
eighth birthday was on Nov., 6.
"Daddy's Little Ballerina" was
the theme of her party. Decorealions included a ballerina tablecloth, plates, cups, cake and 12
matching balloons.
Attending the party were the
following:
Ellie Elkins, Brandon
Lawrence, Kelley Key, Casey
Mohler, Stephanie Rogers, Jessica Lassiter, Lacie Morris, Heather Rosco, Shawn Voncheck, Elizabeth Musser, Tara Hale, Heather Miller, Sheila Mohler, Hester
Sims, Lona Mac Williams, Stella
Morgan, Tracy Miller, and her
grandparents, Carlos and Linda
Elkins and Layton and Patsy
Lawrence.
Natalie expressed thanks for
her gifts and in return invited her
guests to Circus Skate of Murray
for more entertainment.

Thanksgiving service at Northdside
Northside, Flint, Dexter and Scotts drove Baptist Churches will
have a combined Thanksgiving service on Sunday, Nov. 20, at 5:30
p.m. at Northside church. The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor at Scotts
Grove, will be the speaker. Music will be by Flint and Dexter churches. The public is invited to attend.

Thetas will hear Officer Jones
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will have an open
meeting on Monday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at the club house. Murray
Police Officer Melodic Jones will speak about "Safety for Seniors,"
according to Anna Mae Thurman, program chairman. Hostesses will
be Maxine Scott, Bess Kerlick and Lucy Ann Forrest. All members
and interested persons are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. John A. Paschall

McClain and Paschall
vows are said Sept. 10

First Christian Youth plan events
Youth of First Christian Church have activities planned. A Senior
High Lock-in for current Christian Youth Fellowship members and
friends only will start at 8 p.m. tonight and continue to 8 a.m. on
Saturday. On Sunday, Nov. 20, the Junior and Senior High Youth
Groups will meet from 5 to 7 p.m. at First Christian Church.

Melanie L. McClain and John A. Paschall were married Saturday,
Sept. 10, at 2 p.m. at Blood River Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Charles McClain and Mildred McClain,
both of Murray. The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Paschall of Hardin and Ms. Louise Paschall of Benton.
The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy, pastor of,the church, officiated. Music
was by Bethany Thompson and Justin Paschall, soloists, and Carol
Thompson, pianist. The groom sang a solo following the lighting of
the unity candle..
Angel Adams of Murray was the bride's only attendant.
Chad Canter was best man. Ushers were Gene Alexander and Kevin
Gupton.
A reception followed in the church fellowship hall.'
Servers were Shannon Farley, Jon Paschall and Cassie Paschall.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
They are now at home at 309 South 10th St., Murray. The Nide is
employed at Wal-Mart, Murray, and the groom with Defender Services, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles -Paschall were hosts for the rehearsal dinner
held Sept. 9 at Sirloin Stockade, Murray.
A bridal shower was given by Angel Adams and Gayle Balentine at
the home of Mrs. Balentine.

Patton at Harrington home today
Democratic Gubernatorial Hopeful Paul Patton and his running
mate, Dr. Steve Henry, will attenda fundraising event in their honor
today (Friday) at 5:30 p.m. at the home of Calloway County Attorney
David Harrington at 1218 Dogwood Dr., Murray. All contributors are
welcome.

Family YMCA plans day camp
:the Murray Family YMCA will have a Turkey Break Day Camp,
on Friday, Nov. 25, the day after Thanksgiving. The camp will be at
North Calloway Elementary School and will run from 6:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. Children from both school systems are welcome to attend.
All children must have a current YMCA membership and bring a sack
lunch. Call April Lane at 759-9622 to register your child or to find out
more information.

Local AARP Chapter will meet
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the American Association of
Retired Persons will meet Tuesday. Nov. 22, at noon at the Holiday
Inn. The guest speaker will be Cindy Ragsdale, Licensed Social
Worker, who will talk about "Alzheimer's," according to Prentice
Dunn, program chairman. Mancil Vinson, president, urges all members and interested persons to attend. A meeting of the Board of
Directors will be at 11:15 a.m. prior to the chapter meeting.

Single Too plans activities
Single Too will have activities on Saturday, Nov. 19, and Monday,
Nov. 21. The group will meet Saturday at 6:30 p.m. at JCPenney parking lot to go to Sheila's for a chili supper. On Monday, the group will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Christopher's Restaurant. Sheila will be in charge
of the program. This is open to all single adults, whether always
single, divorced, widowed or separated. For information call 753-0817
or 753-3595.

-vr,x.x.
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Murray State Ut7Iversity
Intercollegiate
Rodeo
Nov. 17, 18, & 19
i:30 p.m. Nightly
vest Kentucky Expo Center
College Farm Road

Youth Fest planned Saturday

CHRISTMAS BAZAAR will be Saturday, Nov. 19, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Eastwood Christian Academy, located one mile east of Murray on
Highway 94. Pictured are Pat Gust, left, and Anita Andress displaying
several of the items. The public is invited.

I

SUBSCRIBE

West Kentucky Youth Fest will be Saturday, Nov. 19, at Trace
Creek Baptist Church, Mayfield. The fest will begin at 4 p.m. with a
free pizza blast, followed by a concert by The Martins at 5:30 p.m.
Guest speaker will be Dr. Jay Struck of Miami, Fla., who has spoken
in over 3,800 high schools across America. For information call
1-502-677-4511.

Toy Run planned Saturday
THEATRES.

Mori imports

Fti

BRIDAL
Starts II 8

"Star Trek:
Generations" (PG)
bm Allen In

The Santa Clause
(PG)

1,30
s:ss
7A5
920

1:30

ii41
90°

A Toy Run will be Saturday, Nov. 19, at Paducah. The bikers will
meet at noon at Southside Wal-Mart, 1927 Irvin Cobb, Paducah and
ride to Noble Park at 1 p.m. Featured will be a bike show and raffles.
Admission will be one new toy per person. All proceeds will be
donated directly to the Department of Social Services. This is sponsored by Wildman and Ann and for information call 1-502-554-7174.
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ISrIRY
Effie Barnes & Mike Hopkins
Tammy Bennett & Todd Contri
April Boswell & Eric Cothran
Heather Dorris & Mark A. Miller

Thursday

, 'light,
MSU Students
free with ID

5

High School
Rodeo
Nov. 20 All day

Interview With
The Vampire (P)

1:30
350
7:05
9:30

Holly Fishburne & Mark West
Heather Hasey & Eric Hogancomp

Come
Join Us!

Jennifer Lee & Brian Flickinger

Christmas At The Cabin

Robyn Meador & Martin Ridgley

Stargate
(PG13)

1:30
3:45
7:10
9:30

STOREWIDE SALE
Friday * Saturday * Sunday

Cathryn Walker-Miller & Cary Miller
Kimberly Moore & Joey &lust

10-7

Kelly Redman & Mark Workman
Bargain Matinees Sat & Sun Only
Bargain Night is Thursday'
MSU Nghts Tues 8. Wed $250 *ID

For Program Information
Call 1400-223-7593

10-4

Friday Night Shopping Spree

Stephcnie Sammons & Wade Balmer

1-4
Open Tit 7:00 p.m.

Primitives • Afghans • Pewter • Wreaths
Christmas Arrangements • Santa Shades

Angela Woods & Monte Stalls
Dawn Wynn & Michael Bucy
University Plaza • Chestnut Si.
753-1851
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'By Way Of The Grapevine
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3,/a miles out of Murray on 121 8 to Old Salon% Rd.
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Dorris-Miller wedding
Darnell-Scott wedding vows to be said Dec. 17
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Clemens
vows are said Aug. 20
Williams and Clemens
wedding vows are said
Mr. and Mrs. S. Christopher Scott
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Heather Ginger Dorris and
Mark Allen Miller to marry

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Dorris of Jackson, Tenn., announce the
_engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Heather GinKimberly Damell and S. Christopher Scott were married Saturday.
ger Dorris, to Mark Allen Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cary Miller of
Aug. 20, in a candlelight ceremony at the Murray Woman's Club
Murray.
House.
The bride-elect is'the granddaughter of Mrs. Bufard Carver and the
The bride is the daughter of Hyland and Norma Darnell of Coldwa—1a46--Mi,--Garvef-4-Vale,-T-eaft-4--ead-ef-the-iftte-44t-artd-Mrs:--Yieterr—
ter. She is the grandaalfahrei of Ham- and treva Pendergrass or LoIDorris of Jackson.
dwater and Jesse Darnell of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. HopkThe groom is the son of James Lee and Barbana...Scott of Murray.
ins and the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Miller, all -Of Murray.
He is the grandson of James and -Irene Mitchuson and Owen and Ethel
•
- Miss Dorris is a graduate of Rhodes College; Memphis, and is now
Farris, all of Murray, and the late Sam Scott.
enrolled in the Physical Therapy Program at the University of TennesHayes Grady officiated at the ceremony. Pre-recorded musical,
see at Memphis. She is a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
selections were made by the bride and groom and played back by
Mr. Miller is a graduate of Rhodes College and is now attending the,
Brad Young.
University of Tennessee Dental School at Memphis. He -is a member'
Melissa Garland served is matron of honor. Monica Cossey, niece
of Sigma Nu fraternity.
of the bride, was bridesmaid. '
/
1
4
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 17, at 4
Ed Young was best man. Tomniy Manning was groomsman.
p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Jackson, Tenn.
Ushers were Randal Scott and Roger Scott, brothers of the groom.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
Julie Stone directed the ceremony. Vicki Jones of Murray kept the
All relatives and friends are invited to attehd the wedding and the
guest register.
reception.
A reception followed at the club house.
Servers were Wanda Futrell, cousin of the groom, and Tonya Scott,
sister-in-law of the groom.
After a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn., the bridal couple is now
residing. in Murray.

JennirEF A. Williams and Bill Cranens announce tHerinarriage_.
The vows were said Saturday, Nov. 5, in a Small private ceremony
at The Wedding Chapel at Gatlinburg,.Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Roszella Williams of Rt.-4, Mur- • ray, and the late Odell Williams.
The new Mrs. Clemens is a pharmacist at the Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashille. Mr. Clemens is a pharmacist at Memorial
Hospital, Madison, Tenn.
The couple is now ., making their home in Old Hickory, Tenn.
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CALENDAR
Friday, Nov. 18
Meet the Laker* basketball teams and
cheerleaders/CMS Girls/4:30
p.m./CMS Boys/5:30 p.m./CCHS
Girls/6:30 p.m./CCHS Boys/7:30
p.m./Jeffrey Gym.
Murray High School Tigers play at
Russellville High in football
playoffs/7:30 p.m.
North Calloway Elementary School
Fall Festival/5 p.m./school.
Gospel Singing/7 p.m./Green Plain
Church of Christ.
AA and Al-Anon open to
newcomers/8 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple, Murray. Into/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents Night Out/6-9:30 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include MSU movies/7 p.m.
Country Dance/7:30 p.m./Hardin
Community Center.
Intercollegiate Rodeo/sponsored by
MSU Rodeo Club/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Int/762-3125.
Mery Griffin Theater/7:30 p.m/across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Meteropolis, III. Info/1-800-935-7700.
Saturday, Nov. 19
Cards N Comics Show/9 a.m.-5
p.m./Murray High School. Sponsored
by Band Boosters,
Turkey Shootout Bowling
Tournament/1 2:30 and 2:30
p.m./Corvette Lanes, by Ruling Star
Lodge No. 51.
Cheerleading Clinic by Murray High
Cheerleaders/9:30 a.m.-1 p.m /West
Kentucky Gymnastics Academy.
Cub Scouts at East Elementary
School accepting newspapers/9
am.-noon.

Saturday, Nov, 19
.
Christmas Bazaar by Humane
Society/8 am.-4 p.m /Annex of Calloway Public Library
Bake Sale by Hazel United Methodist
Church Women/10 a.m./downtown
Hazel.
Holiday Bazaar by North Pleasant
Grove CP Women/8:30 a.m -1
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Christmas Bazaar at Eastwood
Christian Academy/10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Christmas Crafts Bazaar/9 am -6
p.m /second floor, Curris Center. Murray State.
Alpha Department of Murray
Woman's Club/10 a.m./home of Sally
Livesay.
Single Too/6:30 p.m./JCPenney parking lot to go to Sheila's for chili supper.
Info/753-0817 or 753-3395.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/4:30 p.m./Chamber of Commerce-to go to Gland Rivers and Madisonville. Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St. /open 5-11 p.m Into/
753-TEEN.
Saturday Brass Quintet concert by
Murray Civic Music Association/8
p.m./First Baptist Church.
National Scouting Museum open/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Intercollegiate Rodeo/sponsored by
MSU Rodeo Club/7:30 p.m./West Kentucky Exposition Center. Info/
762-3125.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 and 7:30
p.m./across from Players Riverboat
Casino, Metropolis, Ill.
Info/1-800-935-7700.

Saturday, Nov. 19' •
Land Between the Lakes events
include Baking
Pies/2-4
p.m./Homeplace-1850; peer Up
Close/11 a.m., Snakes Alitle/1 p.m.,
Eagles Up close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/
Coyotes/3
p.m., Owls/4
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center; City of
Stars/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden
Pond
Visitor
Center.
Info/1-800-455-5897.
Sunday, Nov. 20
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins' golden
wedding anniversary reception/2-5
p.m./The Greystone, Paris, Tenn.
Family requests guests not bring gifts.
West Kentucky Interstitial Cystitis
Support Group/2-4 p.m./private dinino
room of PineLake Medical Center,
Mayfield.
Christmas Crafts Bazaar/1-6
p.m./second floor of Curris Center,
Murray State. Children's Story
Hour/2-3.30 p.m. near University Book
Store.
MSU Choral Union and University
Chorale concert/3 p.m./First Baptist
Church.
Turkey Shootout Bowling
Tournament/1 2:30 and 2:30
p.m./Corvette Lanes by Ruling Star
Lodge No. 51.
AA and AI-Anon/closed meetings/9
a.m. and 4 p.m./American Legion
Building, S. Sixth and Maple.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
High School Rodeo/9 a.m. and 2
p.m./West Kentucky Exposition
Center.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Deer Up Close/11 a.m.,
Snakes Alive/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m., Owls/4 p.m./Woodlands Nature
Center; Harvest Home/1:30
p.m./Homeplace; City of Stars/11 a.m.,.
1, 2 and 3 p.m /Golden Pond Visitor
Center. Info/1 V0-455-5897
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Opening Special

15% Off
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ALL

Liz Claiborne
• Scarves • Socks
• Handbags • Jewelry
• Wallets • Belts
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We are pleased
to announce that
April
Boswell,
bride-elect of Eric
Cothran, has made
her domestic and
household selections through our
bridal registry.

litf
4 •
We are pleased to announce
that Tammy Bennett. bride.
elect ofTodd Contri, has made
her domestic and household
selections through our bridal
registry.
Tammy and Todd will be
married December 23, 1994.

We are pleased
to announce that
Angie Wilburn,
recent bride of
Brian Wilburn,
has made her
domestic
and
household selections through our
bridal registry.
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Holiday Party Dresses

$41.00 to $164.00
Court Square • Murray
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MurrapCalloway County
Church Directory
This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.

r

SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00•m.
Evening Worship
7.15 pm

ADVENTISTS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Set. 1045 cm.
Sat. 9:00 cm.
Worship

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
753-4175
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger & Times)
Closed Sundays

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

Carroll 'lira 8 Wheel Alignment, Inc.
MICHELIN'
Molt-Mil.. Grand Am Raieed.White Letters
•Cainpotarhind -Wtmet-Baisnernc-&-eworpubonsd
2 Wheel • 4 Wheel Alignment Syntem
1308 N. 12th Bt. • Murray • 763.1489
Nouns 7.30-11 Monc.Fol. • Clown! Set. & Sun.

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

FORD
MERCURY
(Zgi)
LINCOLN

Parker Ford
Lineoln•Mercury

701 Main St.

Murray

753-5273

Murray Ledger & Times
Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller St. • 753-0212

753-6656

804 Chestnut

Hoffman's
Garden Center, GM Shop, Landscaping

Hwy. 94 E.

Murray, Ky.

759-4512

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's

CHRYSLERPLYMOUTH•DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448
Murray Family

YMCA
759-9622
University Square • 12th St.
Murray

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

_-

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree - Pharmacist
753-2380
Olvmoic Plaza
HIriiN'" 0• •
T II EATRES

ASSEMBLIES OF COD
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 &int
Jerry Handley, Pastor
Sunday School
9.30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10.30 ere.
Sunday Eve. Sam.
COO p.m.
Wed Eva. Sere.
7.00 pre

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evening Worship
600
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday &hoer
10 cm.
Wornhip
,11 cm. & 6 pin.
Church Treining
5 pm.
Wednesdey
7 p.m.
CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CruiReit
Sunday School
9:45 a.m
Morning Service.
11:00 •.m
Evening Services
6:00 p.m
COMMUNITY BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sun. Morning Wonhip
9 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Church Teeming
5:00 p.m
Sun. Evening Service
6 p.m.
Wed. Evening Service
6 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Sere.
6:40 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
Sunday Night
6:00 p.m.
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship.
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00..,..
Evening Wonhip
6:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worohip
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 •.m.
Worship
10:45 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Church Training
6:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday' School
10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 p.m.
GRACE HAPTLST
Sunday School,
9:45 cm.
Warden
10:46 cm., 6 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.,...
Morning Worship
MOB cm.
Evening Wornhip .
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
730 p.m.
HARDIN BAPTIST
9.9:15 & 1030..,..
Worship
Sue. School. 8, 9:10 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
.600 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 p.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11700 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Church Training
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pm.
Wednesday Evening
7:00 p.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
Evening Service
5:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 pm.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Preaching
.11:00 a.m. &
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 pm.
LOCUST GROVE Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
10. Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
,6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
930 a.m.
.Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NORTHSLDE
Morning Worship
11:00
Evening Wornhip
7:60
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10:00
Preaching Sere.
11:00

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182
ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY

1008 Chestnut
753-3314

SCOPI S GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
600 pm.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
1100 •.m.
Evening Worship
660 p.m.

cm.
p.m.
cm.
a.m.

OAK GROVE
11 cm. & 7 pm:
Worehip
10 cm.
Sunday School
OWENS CHAPEL
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00
Preaching
Prayer Service
5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
Church
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Wirdup 8 30 cm., II cm. & 7 p.m.

SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
II a.m., 6:30 pm.
Wedneeday
7 pm.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11.00..,.,
Frvoning Worship
6:45 p.m.
Tnining Union'
6:00 p.m.
ST. JOHN
130 a.m.
Morning Worship
Sunday School
10745 cm.
SUGAR CRSEK
Sunday School
10:130 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 pin.
Mld Week Scrvice•
6:00 pm.
VICTORY BAPTIST
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
1100 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:03 p.m.
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
COO pm
Sunday Evening
700 p.m.
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 cm.
Sunday School
10.30 a.m.•6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesdey

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
Saturday
6:00 pm.
Sunday
900 cm.
- Holy Eve
7:00 p.m.
Holy Day
9:00 a.m.
ST. LEO'S
CAT110,LIC CHLIRCH
86 11 a.m.
Manses Sun.
61313 p.m.
Saturday Mass

CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
Worship

9;30 cm.
10:45 a.m.

MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worahip
10:30 cm.
.111/Ble Schlul
• 3r3
Evening Service
6:1)/ pm.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main Sc, Murniy
Sunday
10.30 cm
Sunday School
1030 a m.
2nd Wed.
7:30 pm.
Reading Room Every We
12-3 pm

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CIIRIST
Bible School
9:00 cm.
Morning Worship
9:50 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
COLDWATER
Bible Study
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wed, Bible Study

9:30 cm.
1C15 cm.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

DEXTER
Morning Worship
10:50 cm.
Evening Wonhip
6:00 pm.
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 act
Morning Service
10:45 cm.
Evening Wanhip
COO p.m.
Wed. Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
COO p.m.
Mid.Week Worship
7700 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CIIRIST
Sunday Bible Class
900 •.m.
Morning Worship
10.00 cm.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CIIRIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worship
10:50
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesday0
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Morning Worecip
11:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 cm. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 cm.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Semen
9:50 a.m.
Evening Service
6:00 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10.46
Evening Worship
660 p.m.
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
1045
Evening Worship
6-00 am -

GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m
Bible Study
10 cm.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 pm.
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10.50.,..
Evening Wochip
COO pm.
UNIVERSITY
Bible Clasaes
9.00 a.m.
Worship
10.00 a.m.
COO p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10:50 stn.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
9:00 a.m.
Evening
6:00.p.m.
Wedneulay
7:00 p.m.

MT. HEBRON
Worship
1000 cm.
Sunday School
11:00..,.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worehip
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 cm
Morning Worship
1045 a in
Evening
6:00 pm.
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Wenhip
11:00..,..
TEMPLE•HILL UNITED
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
Murray
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m.
• AME CHURCH
Weds. Prayer See.
700 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm
--Mniswint-Soortiee--141(09-wrin
Paster William J. Pratt

CHRISM AND
MISSIONARY ALLWICB

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF LATTER
DAY SAINTS
CHURCH OF JESUS CIIRIST
OF LATTER I/AY SAINTS
620 S. 16th St.
Sunday
Pnesthood
9.00 cm.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Siicnment Meeting
10:50 a.m.

ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W. Main
Sun. Hdy Rutland COO & 1030 cm.
Church School
9:15 a.m.
Weekdays Eve. Prayer 0-15 pm
(Holy Eucharist Wednesdav/

INDEPENDENT
CIIRISTIA N
COMMUNITY CHURCH
4.39 a.m.
Sunday Srii.°1
Morning Worship
10:30 cm.
LIGHTHOUSE CHRISTIAN
MISSION
Sunday Worship
11:00 a.m.
NEW LWE CIIRISTIANCENTER
1619 Martin Chapel Rd.
Sunday School
.
9:45 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednenday
7 p.m.
SHILOH CHRISTIAN ASSEMBLY
Sunday School
10 cm.
Worship
11 a.m., 7 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 •.m.

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
9:00 cm.
Bible Class
1010 cm.
Worahip

METHODIST
BETIIEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 •.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Wor•hip
11:00 a.m.
let & 3rd Sun. Night 700 pm.
COLD WATER
Worship
11330 cm.
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
850 cm.
Sunday School
9:50 cm.
DEXTER.HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worehip
11.00 •.m.. 660 p.m.
EIRST METHODIST
Worship
8:30 & 10:50 a.m.
Church School
9:45 cm.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
11:00 cm.
Wor•hip Service
10:00•in.
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
10:00 a.m.
Church School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Ser. Wee.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Morning Worship
K1RKSEY UNITED
10:00 cm.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.
Morning Worohip
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
LYNN GROVE
9:45 cm.
Worship Service
10.45 a.m.
Church School

Call In Orders 753-7101

WOODC14,91FTERVSGALLERIES

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

East Main Street

BETHEL CHAPEL
10:00 cm.
Sun811Y 5sh.°1
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
• CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday.School
10:00 a.m.
'Worship
II cm. & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
1060 cm.
Worship
11 cm. &. 6 P.m.
Saturday
7 p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Womhip Service 11 am 67pm
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun. Bar. 16.11 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Worship
II cm. & 7 p.m.
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
9730 ctn.
Wornhip
1030 cm. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP
CENTER
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Wornhip
10:30 & 6 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 p.m
Wornhip
1030 cm. & 7 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
1000 e.m.
Evening Wonhip.
6:00 pm.
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1000 cm.
Worship
•
1E00 a.m.
TRINITY MISSION
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Wonhip
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHIJRCII-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Bern.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 •.m
6:00 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
930 cm
Worship
10:45 a.m.
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worahip
11:00 a.m.
Evening Wor•hip
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
II a.m. A 420 pm.
Waraktp
10 a.m.
Sunday School
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Wornhip
Service
11.00 •rn & 7 p.m.

GEE PLUMBING
753-3008

Commercial • Residential • Industrial
New Construction - Repairs - Maintenance
Quality Electrical Work Since 1971

Arils

Call 759-4960

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Lunch 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr - 759-1400

75:1-RA:11 • 753-3571

FITTS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
7_53-3540

Our Showroom is.Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
Saturday 8-Noon
612 S. 9th St.
753-5719

4k.

MON-SAT
7PM
AnTO
8
623 S. 4th Street

FOODS

759-1144

4.4

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
0.111111M•04=10.10
Keith York. Kelvin York and Janirs Col

713 S. 4th St.
SIRLOIMPSTOCKADE'
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440
OWARD D
COMPANY (R:
1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
C.

edicine

PENTECOSTAL

Hwy. 641 South

West View

Open Mon.-Fri. 7.30.5

619 Snuth 4th St-

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 i.m.
Sunday School
10:00 cm.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 cm.
Morning Wonhip
10-45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wedneeday Worship 630 pm.

759-4522

"The oldest independent repair shop in Murray

ip Cunningham
Auto Repair

MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
10 cm
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Chilrvene Church Sewn
11 kin
Sunday Evening Warthip
6 p.m
Weinenday Evening Soon
7 pm

"Your Plumbing Specialist"

For Electrical Service

205 N. 12th

CHURCH OF COD

Thornton Tile and Marble

NAZARENE
EPISCOPAL

David Morris Electric
"We Do Chicken Right"

MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 cm.

PPe4
h°
8
759-9245
12th & Olive
Great Selections...
and Bible Covers
•Bibles
•Bible Index Tabs
BOOK - CARD 4* 'Bible Lesson Planners
Chestnut Hills •Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase
Murray

ADMORE

New and Used Tires * Lowe.st Prices!

Warehouse
Tire
400

Industrial Rd. 753-1111

GALLERY
301

"Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"
N. 12th • University Square, Murray • 759-1019
MasterCard, Visa Accepted

Murray Appliance
212 E. Main St.

753-1586

(conoco) pioneer
Convenience Store
•Groceries and Snack Bar Open 7 Days
•Hrit. Plate Lunches Served Mon -Sat
9, Sun 7-8
Open Mon -Sot
435.4500

Hwy. 94, 14nn Crave

Rudy's
"A Taste of Home Cookin.
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri. 5:30 a.m.-9 p.m.
Court Square

753-1632

Thurman's
FURNITURE
753-4834..

208 E. Main

Hwy. 641 North

Jack Marshall - FranchIsp

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Warship Service
9.30 • m
Sunday School
•
10.30 am
MASONS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000.,.
Morning Worehip
11.00 •m.

MILLER
FUNERAL HOMES
311 North 4th Murray, KY
Hazel, KY

\

•Satellite • Cable • Programming
Certified • Licensed • Insured

ULTIMATE COMMUNICATIONS
If
/
810 Sycamore St. • 753-2640

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 • m to 10 • m

T par t
•Custom Orders

•Supplie:
Rt. 1, Murray
753-2540

Hours: la 7p Mon 7rt
10a-2p Sat dr Sun

mez segem
flowent

Thane
,502 • 753-0553
502 • 753-3909 71
204 South eth Strut
Murray lOntur

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Since c
Owner
753-7962

Qix)lity Monuments & .Morkers

James
1707 W Main

Smothers -

641 SUPER SHELL 4 44P44'P
Open 6:30 a.m. - Close 10:00 p.m.
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:00 p.m.
South 12th
Phone 753-9131

•

1

.•r.:,• -

FRIDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NOVEMBER 18
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,
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Various area churches list speakers and music for Sunday

kN

6800

.0440

1, Ky

9245

wers

ers
Bible

urrhns,

-1019

lee

3-1586

-1632

'S
3-4834

lJr rdy

,40

.Various area churches ha.ve
G.T. Lay, deacon of the week At the 7
p m service, Dr Steve Cotb will teach
relea4Jed informatisa concerning
the foreign mission study book study
their services on Sunday, Nov.
GAs study will be from 5 to 3 p.m. cod
20, as follows:
Youth And RAs froni 6 to 8 p m SunFirst Presbyterian
day School will be at 9:30 a.m
The Rev David M Montgomery, coElm Grove Baptist
pastor, will speak about 'The King
The Rev Marvin T Robertson.
Truth' with scripture from Jot n
interim pastor, will speak at 11 am
18.33-37 at 10 45 a rn service Dor s
and 6.45 p.m. services. Music will be
Long will be liturgis. The Chancil
directed by Donald Smith with Glenda
Choir will sing an anthem, "I To tt u
Rowlett and Bobbie Burkeen as
Hills" with Pat Bomba as organist/choir
accompanists. Sunday School will be
director The Middle School Choir with
at 9 a m
Amy Ross as leader will sing 'Jesus
Hazel Baptist
My Lord.' Assisting will be Joe, Joey,
The Rev Tim Adcock, pastor, will
Gail, Edward and Lea Baust. Sunday
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p.m. serSchool will be at 930 a.m , Communvices. Music will be directed by Gene
icant's Class at 2 p m , Elder Training
Orr Miller with Rhonda Lamb and
at 3 p.m.. and Korean worship at 4
Gwyn Key as accompanists. Sunday
m•
School will be at 10 am
Westside Baptist
South Pleasant Grove Meth,
The Rev Glynn Orr. pastor, will
The Rev. Bob Saywell, pastor, will
speak about 'Sin and the Saint" at
speak about "The Sin of Ingratitude"
both 10.30 a.m. and 6 p m services.
with scripture from Luke 1711-19 at
Tommy Scott will direct the music with
10:45 a.m. service. Doug Crafton will
Patsy Neale and Sherma Scott as
direct the music with Tommy Gaines
accompanists. At the morning hour
and Martha Saywell as accompanists.
John. Tommy and Susie Scott will sing
The Choir will sing "Count Your Blessand the Adult Choir will sing 'Praise
ings.' Assisting will be Ashley Fannin
the Lord Our God Forever.' At the
and Stefanie Wilson, acolytes: Katherevening hour Martha Ellen Butters will
ine Rickman and Jessie Webb, greesing a solo, the Children's Choir,
ters; Gary Cooper, Larry McClain, HarGrades 4-6. directed by Bonnie Baker,
ry Fannin and Hazel Lee Boyd,
will, give a Dramatic Interpretation, and
ushers. Sunday School will be at 9:45
a baptismal service will be held. Herb
a.m., Bible STudy and UMYF at 6 p.m.
Denham and John Yezerski will be
and Choir Practice at 7 p.m
deacons of the week. Sunday School
Grace Baptist
will be at 9:30 a.m
The Rev. Joe W. Eaton, pastor, will
University Church of Christ
speak at 1045 a.m. and 6 p.m. serJim Pounders, minister, will speak
vices. Kevin Rudicil will direct the musabout "You Are A Letter For Christ" at
ic with Dwane Jones and Susan Jones
10 a.m. service. Young men of the
as accompanists. Kevin and Ann FlUdiyouth group will conduct the 6 p.m.
cil will sing and the Adult Choir will
service. Assisting will be Danny Claialso sing at morning hour. Howard
borne, song leader, Vernon Gantt,
McNeely will be deacon of the week.
Freed Curd, Randy Dunn, Jim
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m,
McCrory,-Rick Murdock, Max Cleaver,
and—Cfibir rehearsal at 5-oltr.
Jimmy Ford, Barry and Josh Johnson,
St. Leo Catholic
John Gallagher, John Murdock, Steve
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
Rowhutt, Cherrill Gargus and Ernie
and 8 and 10 a.m. Sunday with Fr.
Bailey Bible classes will be at 9 a.m.
Peter E. Hughes as pastor. Assisting
Memorial Baptist
will be Amanda D'Angelo, Nathan
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
Reed, Carl Najdek, Phil Bryan, Paul
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. serand Pallie Kuz, Jerry and Pam Kelly,
vices. John Wood will direct the music
Alison Fotsch, Matt and Sean Clemwith Tonya Simmons and Kathy
son, Virginia Smart, John Mikulcik,
Thweatt as accompanists. The Church
Jane Blankenship, Mike Stepto,
Choir will sing "America, The BeautiRobert Fieberg and family, Jill Farley,
ful" at the morning hour. Assisting will
Danny Oswald, Zach Cunningham,
be Randal Wilson, deacon of the
Belinda Woods, Therese Burke, Mary
week. Nursery workers will be Mike
Gertzen, Carol Doyle, and Gary Casand Diane Basiak and Vanda Gibson.
per and family. Parish Breakfast will
Sunday School will be at 945 a.m.
be at 9 a.m., PSR at 9:25 a.m, and
West Fork Baptist
and Adult Bible Study at 9:30 a.m.
The Rev, Lawson Williamson, pasGoshen Methodist
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor, will
services. The music will be directed by
speak about 'The Providence of God"
Alvin Usrey with Janet Arnold and
with scripture from II Corinthians
Cyndy Satterwhite as accompanists. 9:1-15 at 11 a.m. service. Jo Lovett
The Adult Choir will sing "Thank You '
,will conduct Children's Church. Mona
Lord or Your Blessiiigs" at the mornLewis will direct the song service with
ing hour. Shirley Nance will serve as
Renee Doyle and Pat Brunn as musideacc n of week. Sunday School with
cians. Tom Villaflor will be liturgist.
Philip Bazzell as director will be at 10 Todd Sexton and Nathan Doyle will be
a.m. The children will meet at 515 acolytes. Paula Palmer, Tim Palmer,
p.m. and the youth at 6:15 p.m.
Rhea Ann Wright and Melissa Villaflor
First United Methodist
will be greeters and ushers. Betty
The Youth of the church will conduct
Lawrence will be nursery attendant.
the 8:30 and 1050 a.m services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Nathan Keller will give the sermon on
Kirksey United Methodist
"Dollars and Sense." The UMYF Flying
The Rev. Ed Endsley, pastor, will
Nun Choir will sing 'My God I Will Folspeak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
low Him" and Carol Lane Christopher
The Choir will be led by Media Erickwill give a presentation of "Lord If." son with Clarice Norsworthy and Tracy
Brad Wilson will be liturgist and MorLeslie as accompanists. Sunday
gan Blankenship will conduct childSchool will be at 10 a.m.
ren's church. Also at the 10.50 serChristian Science
vice, the Chancel Choir will sing an
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunanthem, "Come Ye Thankful Peoples
day and 7:30 p.m each second
Come" and also featuring the Brass
Wednesday.
Quartet with Kim Black as director and
New Life Christian Center
Joan Bowker as organist. Acolytes will
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, will
be Austin Williams and Chris Naulty. speak at 11 a.m, service at 1619 MarChurch School will be at 945 a.m., tins Chapel Road. The Praise and
Hanging of the Green at 5 p.m. and
Worship Team will lead the service
Thanksgiving dinner at 6 p.m.
featuring Brent Armstrong on guitar.
Eastwood Baptist
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Larry Duffer, pastor, will
Kirksey Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m services.
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
Assisting will be Tom Holderby, song
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serleader, with Mildred Lassiter and Pam
vices. Children's Church will be at 11
Tress as accompanists Sunday
a.m. W.A'. Erwin will direct the music
School will be at 10 a.m.
with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossey
Glendale Road Church of Christ
as accompanists. Sunday School will
John Dale, pulpit minister, will speak
be at 10 a.m.
about "Be Thankful Unto Him and
Coldwater United Methodist
Bless High Name" with scripture from
The Rev. Charles McKenzie, pastor,
Psalm 100 at 9 a.m service, and
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Rex
about "All Things To All Men" with
Smith will be song leader with Jimmy
scripture from I Corinthians 9:19-23 at
Wilson as pianist. Sunday School will
6 p.m. service. Assisting will be Curtis
be at 10 a.m.
Darnall, song leader, Jerry Ainley,
Murray Church of God
Hubert Bazzell, Roy Harmon, Jamie
Dr. J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak at
Potts, Ted Howard, Randy Young: Don
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Danny
Stewart, Kenneth Cleaver, Caleb
McGrew, BOnnie Tyra, Ethel Jackson
Mathis, Ray Karraker, Joel Fisher,
and Karen Eldridge serve as
Johnny Bohannon, Marvin McFarlen,
accompanists.
Arvis Thorn and Jim Ragsdale. Bible
Murray Baptist Mission
classes will be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
First Baptist
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. serDr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
vices at 201 South Sixth St., Murray.
speak at 1045 a.m. service. Steve LitSunday School will be at 10 a.m.
tlefield will direct the music with MarPalestine United Methodist
garet Wilkins and Janet Finch as
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
accompanists. The Music Makers II
speak at 11 a.m. service. Mary Conner
Choir with Jill Asher as director will
will direct the music with Faye Childsing "My Singing Is a Prayer" and the
ress as pianist. Sunday School will be
Sanctuary Choir will sing 'Lord. I Sing
at 10 a.m.
My Thanksgiving" at morning hour
Emmanuel Baptist
Assisting will be the Rev. Terry Garvin,
The Rev. Paul McWherter, pastor
associate pastor, Boyd Smith, minister
will
speak
at 11 a m. and 630 pm
of outh, university and activities. and

Worship With Us
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Evening Worship Service

10 a.m.
11 a.m.
6 p.m.

Transportation Available • Call 753-5019 after 4

p.m.

Every Sunday, We Are On

WSJP Live 6:00 p.m.
Bro. Heyward Roberts, Pastor

3 1962

services. Gerald Canter will direct the
music with Carolyn Allbritton and Jane
Buchanan as accompanists Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
L:berty Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 6 p m, services
Sunday School will be at 10 am
Good Shepherd Methodist
The Rev, Richard Denton will speak
at 11 a m service. Choir director mil
be Diane Tatlock with Betty Poole as
accompanist Sunday School will be at
10 a.m
Alma Church of Christ
R.B Barton, minister, will speak at
9:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services Hoyt
Cleaver Jr. will direct the song service
Bible classes will be at 9 am
Coldwater Church of Christ
Timothy Roland, minister will speak
about 'Thanksgiving" with scripture
from Luke 1711-19 at 10:15 a.m. service and about 'What Do We Have To
Pe Thankful For?" with scripture from
F.-filippians 4:4-7 at 6 p.m. service
Assisting will be Larry Wisehart, songleader, Ralph Black, scripture reading. Darrell brandon, John Arnett, Tim
Roland, Gerald Rule, Richard Price,
Bill Vincent, J.T. Tidwell and Scott
Bazzell. Bible classes will be at 915
a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist
The Rev, David Smith, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Robert Houston is song leader, Sharon Pierceall is choir director and
organist, and Wanda Miles is pianist.
North Pleasant Grove CP
The Rev. Dennis Gardner, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
worship services. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 8 and 1030 a.m. Fr. Andre
-Trevathan will preside -and preach.
Assisting will be Pam Rice, Rose
Bogal-Allbritten and Ken Tucker.
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev, Bill Miller, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Jack Miller will direct the music with
Patty Harris as pianist. Karen Kelso
will conduct Children's Church. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
First Christian
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will speak
about "Stirring Up the Gift' with scripture from Romans 12:3-13 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir will
sing 'Gentle Shepherd" and the Youth
will present a skit. Dr. Ricky Brooks is
minister of music and Angie Massey is
pianist. Assisting will be Ron Gray,
Lisa Allen, Frank and Verna Roberts,
Bill Griffiths, Doug Vander Molen, Billie
Burton, Howard Boone, Karen Chapman, Lynn Griffiths, Chairmaine Lamb,
Eddie Phelps and David Robinson.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.,
Parent/Youth meeting after morning
service, and Youth Group at 5 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. Bobby Manning will direct the
music with Marge West as accompanist. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev, Charles McKenzie, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
Kelso and Fay Nell Kelso will be
accompanists with Cathy Crawford in
charge of Children's Church, Sunday
School will be at 10:30 a.m.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev, Terry Powell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
John Warren Nix will direct the music
with Wynnona Brinn and Daytha Howell as accompanists. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev. Donald Bowers, pastor,
will speak at 8:50 a.m. service. Assisting will be Greg Miller as song leader
and Janice Farris, Samantha Hall and
Dean Stephenson as pianists. Sunday
School will be at 9:50 a.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev, John Denham, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Tim Stone will direct the music with
Anna Requarth and Julie Stone as
accompanists. Sunday School will be
at 10 a.m.
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Donald Bowers, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Larry
Woodall will direct the music. Sunday
School will be at 9 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev, Randall Kuykendall, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 945 a.m service and the
Rev. Roger Joseph at 7 p.m. revival
service. Red Woods will be song leader with Bruce Bucklew as pianist. Sunday School will be at 10:45 a.m.
New Providence Baptist
The Rev, Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Donald Bowers, pastor,
will speak at 11 am. service with
Jared Lassiter as song leader and Pat-

ricia Lassiter as pianist. Sungay
School will be at 10 am
Meson's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Steven L. Douglas, pastor,
will speak at 11 am service Karen
Coles and Sharon Myatt will be
accompanists Sunday School will be
at 10 am
Flint Baptist
The Rev David York will speak at
11 a m service Darren Chapman and
Joe Dale Curd will direct the music
with Gina Brandon and Karon Johnson
as accompanists Sunday School will
be at 10 a m and Thanksgiving service at 5.30 pm at Northside Baptist
Church.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The,John Penny, pastor, will speak
at 11 am service. Eddie Ramsey will
direct the music with Janeen Burkeen
and Rita Culver as accompanists
Sunday School will be at 10 am.
West Murray Church of Christ
James Hahn, evangelist, will speak
at 10:50 a.m and 6 p.m. services The
morning lesson will be "A Happy
Home." Song leader will be John
McKee. Bible classes will be at 10
a.m.
Salem Baptist
The Rev. John Sheppard, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p m. services. Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Phyllis Shepard as accompanists. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Jerry Henley, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m services.
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Billy Turner, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. John Ray will direct the music with Laura Paschall and Faye Ray
as accompanists. Sunday School will
be it 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Baptist
The Rev, H.D. Hudson will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Dan Billington will direct the song service with
Jennifer Billington as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev, Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak at 8:45 and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
services. Mark Hardison will direct the
music. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
•
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. Richard Denton, pastor,
will speak at 9 a.m. service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Trinity Christian
The Rev. D.R. Ballew, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Dexter Baptist
The Rev, Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor.
will speak at 11 a.m, service, and at
Thanksgiving service at 5:30 p m. at
Northside Church. Sunday will be at
10 a.m.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. James E. Lewis, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Higher Praise
The Rev, E.F. Clare, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Bethany Baptist
The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Sunday School will be at 10
am.
Calvary Temple
The Rev, Darrell Young, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev, John W. Penney, pastor,
will speak at 930 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as pianist. Sunday School will be at 1030
a.m.
Northside Baptist
The Rev, Scott Bivins, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. service. Max McGinnis will be music director with Joy
Young as pianist. The Rev, Heyward
Roberts will speak at 5:30 p.m union
service. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m.
Ledbetter Baptist
The Rev, R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Tommy Bogard will be song leader
and Gertie Sheppard, pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Faith Apostolic
The Rev. Dwight Wyant, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m.
Victory Baptist
The Rev. Steve Todd, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m and 6 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 am
Chestnut Street G. Baptist
The Rev. Jerry Bradford, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 5 p.m. services
Sunday School will be at 10 a.m

m.

p.m
1-9131

Hwy. 641 North, Murray

South Marshall Baptist
The Rev, Russell Dunn, pastor wIl
speak at 11 am and 6.31) pm se,
vices Sunday School will be at 9 a m
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev James H Cain, pastor
will present a lesson at 10 a m
preaching/teaching session The
evangelistic service will be at 6 p m
- Church of Living God
Elder C B Bramley, minister, will
speak at 11 30 a m service Bible
classes will be at 11 a m
7th Day Adventist
Worship service will be at 9 am
and Sabbath School will be at 10.30
a m on Saturday
St, Henry's Catholic
Mass will be at 5 p m Saturday and
9 a m Sunday.

Fight Lung
Disease With
Christmas Seals.
When You Can't Breathe,
Nothing Else Matters'

4. AMERICAN

LUNG
ASSOCIATION,
1-800-LUNG-USA

1

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

Impatience: Waiting in a hurry!
God measures our giving by what we have left.
3. Christianity is not a new leaf; it is a new life.
4. To realize the worth of the anchor, we need to feel the force of the
1.

2.

SWIM.
5. If God's will has become my will,! need not fear what the end will be.
It must be victory.
6. It is better to know the rock of ages than to know the ages of the rocks.
7. Do not get the idea that a successful happy life comes by making
money. It often comes wrapped in other packages.

ServicemAsTER°
Commercial Janitorial Services
"Serving Marshall & Calloway Counties"
• Resilient Floor Maintenance
• Carpet Maintenance Programs
• Upholstered Furniture
• Janitorial Services

Call
1-800-524-7008

• Soil Proofing
• Static Proofing
• Spot Removal

• Window Cleaning
• Sanitizing
• Walls

Please join us on

Ta 1is9ioin6
from 11 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thanksgiving Buffet Includes:

ENGLISH FARMSTm

Turkey & Dressing
Carved Baked Ham
Roast Beef
BBQ Ribs
Fried Chicken
Cream Style Corn
Green Beans
Huge Dessert

SPECIALTY FOODS

Chrlatmu Tree
Shaped Pasta

Holiday
Pasta Salad

I pkg. Flinfoods Holiday Shaped pasta. cooked & drained
Vs pkg. Antoine's Fustili Tri-Colore pasta. cooked & drained
2 pkgs. Good Season's Italian Salad Dressing. preprovd according
to directions
I pkg. chopped uegetables-brocroll, caulglower. CorMiS

Fein Cheese
Mixfirstfour ingredients together. Than with Feta Cheese. Chill A

senset

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH

Union Grove Church of Christ
Henry Hargis. minister, will speak at
11 am and 6 pm services Bible
classes will be at 10 a.m.
Dexter Pentecostal
The Rev Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm services Sunday School will be at 10
am
• Hazel Church of Christ
Eldon Rogers, minister, will speak at
9 50 a.m and 6 pm services Bible
classes will be at 9 a m
Alliance Bible
The Rev Kerry L Lambert, pastor,
will speak about 'What Are You
Becoming for Christ?" at 10.30 am.
service at Weaks Community Center.
Sunday School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev Andrew Brondos, executive secretary for Parish Services within the Mid -South District of the
Lutheran-Missiouri Synod, will speak
about "When All Is Said and Done'
with scripture from Mark 13 32-37 at
10:15 a.m. service. Assisting will be
Alice Witte, organist; George Friebel,
Dale Rotterman, Larry Pahlke and Mel
Witte, ushers; Christina McPhail and
Heather Lennox, acolytes. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class will be at
9 a.m.
Community Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor.
will speak at 9 a.m. and 6 p.m services at church in Dixieland Shopping
Center. Reed Hall will direct the music
with Amy Hall as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m
St. John Baptist
Services will be at 10 45 a m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
'Greater Hope Baptist
The Rev. WE Cheaney, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m, service at Main
Street.Youth Center_ Sunda Sch
will be at 10 a.m.
Shiloh Christian Assembly
The Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a m. and 7 p m. services. 'Sunday School will be at 10
a.m.
Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8, 9;15 and 1030
a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Sunday
School will be at all morning hours

See Us For Unique Hoaday Gift Ideas
•Gift Baskets•Popcorn Tins
• Chocolates•Sugar Free Candies
We Ship UPS

10th & Arcadia • Murray • 753-0921
Holiday Hour. Sun. 1-4, M-F 8-6 & Sat 93

Honey Glaze Carrots
Blackeye Peas
Mashed Potatoes
Gravy
Sweet Potatoes
Whole Baked Apples
& Salad Bar

$795
Only

N4,0

All You Can Eat
Book Your Christmas
Parties Now!

Fox & Hounds
406 12th St.
759-2215
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Sports News
•
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Murray State's Lady Racer basketball team Aid!
nave its first scrimmage of the season Sunday night at
7 when they take on Slovenia in Racer Arena

(1 MURRAY

bPORTS

• FOOTBALL: Regional Finals
Murray High at Russellville 730 p

Racer Road Show:

Racers seek 6-5 mark
in 1994 finale at WIU
By STEVE PARKER
seniors out right.
Sports Editor
"That's the way it's been all year," said
It's been a tale of two football teams for
McCann. "We gave it all for the seniors last
the Racers in 1994 — one that shows up at
year. We just take it on down the line every
home and the other that hits the road.
year and play our hearts out for the seniors.
Murray State, which takes on the Western
That's the way it should be."
Illinois Leathemecks Saturday, has an edge as
Murray State's 10 seniors had a chance to
they head into the final game of the season.
wrap up a winning season last week in MSU's
They're not playing at home.
Roy Stewart Stadium, but suffered a disap"Right now, honestly, I feel better about
pointing 24-21 loss to Tennessee State -after,
getting on the bus," Racer coach Houston
building a, 21-10 lead in the third quarter.
Nutt said of the upcoming game.
"It's going to be nice getting a chance to
Murray State (5-5) isn't just making the
prove ourselves," said Jimmy Stratton, a
usual two-hour road trip which is common in
senior defensive end. "Six and five is a pretty
the Ohio Valley Conference, they're loading
good year when you consider all the.
up for a 7-hour bus tour of the midwest when _adversity."
-they—head—to--M-atumb; 11L,- today. S-trattorrirarexcelled ander the—adversiry,
"From what I've heard, it's a pretty long
stepping in at right defensive end when allway, up there," said sophomore fullback David
OVC performer Anthony Hutch was lost for
McCann. "I wish we left Thursday."
the season in the first game.
"I'm thinking about staying up all (ThursStratton, a fifth-year senior, has seen adverday) night and sleeping on the bus," said
sity. He was around when the program was
junior quarterback Beoji Bona. "I can't play
posting 2-9 seasons.
spades for seven hours."
"It wasn't a quick five years, but it's had
McCann, Bona and the rest of the underits times," he said after his final practice on
classmen don't relish the long drive, but they
Thursday. "The last two years went by quick
do look forward to stepping onto the field for
the final time in '94, and trying to send the 10 •See Page 11A

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 Times photo
Murray State receiver Timmy Bland (39), shown against Eastern Kentucky, and nine other seniors play their final game
as Racers this Saturday at Western Illinois.

UK seeks respect versus bowl-bound Vols
By TOM SHARP
AP Sports Writer
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee will be trying to earn
the respect of the Gator Bowl
selection committee. Kentucky
will be trying to earn the respect
of somebody, anybody.
Perhaps most important,
,themselves.
The two old rivals — this is
the 90th meeting in the series, the
oldest for both schools — come

to Saturday's game in Neyland
Stadium from decidedly different
directions. Game time is 12:40
p.m. EST. It will be televised on
the Jefferson-Pilot network.
Tennessee is 5-4 with games
left against Kentucky and Vanderbilt. The Vols hope a 7-4 finish (which would give them six
victories in their last seven
games) would be enough to beat
out Mississippi State for the
Gator Bowl bid.

Mississippi State is 7-3 with a
game left against Mississippi.
The Bulldogs beat Tennessee
24-21 on Sept. 24 in Starkville.
Kentucky is 1-9 and about to
finish the worst season in Lexington since 1982, when Jerry Clai
borne's first team went 0-10-1.
It has been a rough ride for
Bill Curry in his fifth season. The
Wildcats won their first game and
have not won since. Some of the
defeats have been close, like to

Georgia, and others have been
embarrassing — 66 points to
Florida, 30 points to Indiana, and
last week to Northeast Louisiana,
a school in its first year of Division I-A football.
With only one game left, Curry's goals for his players have
broadened to include more than
the outcome of the contest.
"The players' lives are going
to be impacted by this," Curry
said. "It could be a very negative

experience. They could be bitter, been embarrassed, not just to
feel they're no good, and in this fight back but to understand that
culture today there are factors everybody goes through things _
that would tend to do that to a like this. It's just that ours is
more public."
youngster.
Tennessee's coaches, on the
"Or they can come out of it
and say, 'I now know how to deal other hand, are pushing the Vols
with adversity. Coach taught us to understand that they still have
that when you're falling and a lot to prove.
"We have no reason to think
being publicly humiliated, this is
the way you grow up and, be a we can roll our helmets out
man.' That's my job, to teach
them what you do when you've • See Page 11A
RACER VOLLEYBALL

Racers have visions of'92
No. 2-seed MSU
faces UT-M first
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
When Murray State travels to
Murfreesboro, Tenn., this
weekend for the Ohio Valley
Conference Volleyball Tournament, the Racers will be looking
to duplicate the 1992 season.
In that year, the Racers finished second in the regular season behind Austin Peay, but rallied in the tournament to win the
OVC championship.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

Former UK guard Travis Ford signed autographs at Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Thursday. A portion of the
proceeds from the sale of Ford T-shirts and other items will go to the local Family Resource Center.

Ford returns to Murray
Ex-Cat waits
for next move
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Fans of University of Kentucky basketball will always
remember him as "The Little
General."
Known mainly for his longrange three-point bombs, Travis
Ford, a native of Madisonville,
helped the Wildcats to an 86-18
record over his three years at
the school, including a Final
Four berth in 1992-93.
Ford stopped in at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet in Murray
Thursday, signing autographs
and posing for pictures with
local UK fans who will always

"I was born in
this area of the
state and both of
my parents went to
Murray State, so I
have some connections with Murray."
Travis Ford
remember his contributions to
the team.
"I was born in this area of the
state and both of my parents
went to Murray State, so I have
some connections with Murray," Ford said."We hit most of
the state in May and June of
this year, and we're just taking
it day-by-day now. I don't have
as many appearances now."

Ford was also selling copies
of his book, "Big Blue
Dreams," which was released in
early June.
"It's about my career, things
behind the scenes at UK, and
part of it is where I kept a diary
last year," he said. "It tells
about different aspects of UK,
and .what you .don't get to read
in the newspapers."
Ford, who lives in Bowling
Green with his wife Kim, tried
out with the NBA's Golden
State Warriors, and even though
he didn't make the team, he was
very appreciative of the experience and exposure.
"They didn't have any spots
open, but I played in several
exhibition games and got some
exposure for other teams," he
III See Page 11A

This year, the Racers head to
Middle Tennessee State as the
No. 2 seed, trailing only Southeast Missouri.
"Southeast Missouri and Murray State are definitely up there,
and Eastern (Kentucky), you nev-

er know about them," MSU coach
Brenda Bowlin said of the favorites. "And, in a tournament
you're always waiting for the
upset. But, realistically, there are
only three teams with a legitimate
chance at winning."
Murray State (20-12 overall,
14-2 OVC) meets UT-Martin
(11-22) tonight at 6 p.m. in the
opening round. The Racers swept
the regular season meetings with
the Pacers.
Bowlin said her team is ready
for the "all or nothing" stakes in
Murfreesboro.
"We're mentally prepared for
that," said Bowlin. "We don't
want to leave anything on the
court."
A win over UT-Martin would
likely pit the Racers against
Morehead State, a team Olt
handed MSU one of, its two c.1,ference losses.
"In the semifinals I look for
Morehead," Bowlin said of the

series, which had each team winning at home. "We split on the
road in two great matches."
In the finals, a matchup against
SEMO is likely for the Racers.
Murray State was tbe only OVC
team to beat the Obihkians in the
regular season, going to Cape
Girardeau, Mo., and claiming a
3-1 win.
Two weeks ago, however, the
Racers jumped out to a 2-0 lead
on SEMO, only to drop threestraight games in a 3-2 loss. A
win would've given the Racers
the league title and a No. 1 seed
this weekend.
"After that game we were very
disappointed in ourselves," said
Bowlin. "There was so much on
the line. But again it was a reality
check, because we had to tune
things up before the tournament."
The championship game is set
for 2 p.m. on Sunday.

Dallas wins on Tarpley's return
Jones scores 10
in Mays victory
DALLAS (AP) — Roy Tarpley
hadn't played an NBA game in
more than four years, but the
Dallas Mavericks power forward
still looked like he belonged
there Thursday night.
Tarpley scored 16 points off
the bench, including four consecutive points during a decisive
fourth-quarter run, and pulled
down nine rebounds to spark the
Mavericks to a 96-94 victory
over the Sacramento Kings.
"I know people were wondering if Roy Tarpley could still
play," said Tarpley, who was
banned by the league for violat-

ing its anti-drug regulations on
Oct. 16, 1991, and hadn't played
in an NBA game since Nov. 9,
1990.
"I think I showed tonight that
I can still play this game. This
was better than I dreamed it
could be."
Dallas wbn it when reserve
Lucious Harris hit an 8-foot bank
shot with 59 seconds to play to
snap a 94-94 tie and send the
Mavericks to a a 4-2 start, their
best since opening the 1990-91
season at 4-1.
Last season, Dallas didn't win
its fourth game until Feb. 2, the
44th game of the season.
Thu the story was Tarpley, activated from the injured list on
Wednesday after missing the first
five games with bursitis in his

left knee.
Coach Dick Motta played
Tarpley for 25 minutes, longer
than was expected for the 7-footer who was on his way to becoming one of the league's top players before collecting his third
strike under the league's antidrug policy.
"I wasn't nervous, but I did
get tired," said Tarpley, who was
6-for-10 from the field and hit all
four free throws. "The crowd
really pumped me up by accepting me back. I appreciated the
warmth that they showed. I was
cool, calm and collected our
there. Yes, I'm back."
Mavericks forward Popeye
Jones scored 10 points on the
night, hitting 5-of-11 shots from
the floor.
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Webber traded to Bullets

MURRAY STATE BASKETBALL . e

MSU boosters to hold chili supper
•

.

The Mar% Stale, University basketball boosters will host -a
chili supper Tuesday, Nov. 22, at. 5:30, p.m. in the North
dym of Ake Carr Health- Building, prior to the MSU men's
exhibition game against Croatia. The cost will be S5 per
ticket. For more information, contact Lindy Suiter at
753-3415 or David Ramey at 762-4270.
MIDDLE SCHOOL BASKETBALL
- -

.

Cattowsy sweeps Fulton county__

Webber reunited
with 'Fab Five'
membeHoward
By DAVID GINSBURG
AP Sports Writer
LANDOVER, Md. (AP)- If
Chris Webber and Juwan Howard
have as mush success together in
the NBA as they did at Michigan,
then John Nash will never regret
trading away what he called the
"heart and soul" of the
Washington Bullets.
In the span of five hours
Thursday, Nash transformed
Washington from a rebuilding
team into a contender in the

Atlantic Division. The Bullets
••Any time you have a chance
Together, they comprised two.general manager first signed
to make a deal like this, you've fifths of the "Fab Five" starting
Howard to a multiyear contract,
got to jump on it," Nash -said, lineup at Michigan that advanced
then_ traded.. Tom Quglicitta and.. "This,makes us th.eper and-better
Itan+p-iostsh
three first-round picks to Golden
in the interior."
games in 1992 and 1993.
State for Webber, last season's
The Ftulkts hav'en't made the
"Juwan is an exceptional
NBA rookie of the year.
playoffs since 111188 and haven't • talented player. Unlike Chris, he
The two were guaranteed more
had a winning season since
rearly has a great- deal of tech-than $100 million, according to
1986-87, but things could be difnique and relies on his footwork
the Washington Post, which
ferent now that Webber and
to be a terrific post-up player,"
reported today that Howard
Howard will be playing side-byNash said. "Chris, meanwhile,
signed an 11-year deal worth
side again.
•
has the raw physical skills that
$36.6 million, and Webber-signed ----Webber- -a--h-font---1U
a 12-year agreement worth 566.1. Rita oncm_piayed-centef-at--Got- -WA:goes as-plarinack-litowarkl
million.
den State, averaged 17.5 'points
and Webber will be in uniform
"We've never had anything
and 9.1 -rebounds and shot 55
Saturday night-iiilierj-die Bullets .
this big in the 30 years I've ownpercent from the field last season. host the . Boston Celtics.
ed the team," said owner Abe
Getting Webber cost the But,.
Howard, 6-9, the fifth player choPollin.
sen in this year's draft, averaged
lets their first round picks in
Nor has any other team ever
1996, 1998 and 2000. More.
15.3 points and 7.5 rebounds durcommitted that much money in a
ing his three-year career at importantly, Nash had to give up .
single day.
Michigan.
Gugliotta.

Calloway County Middle School's boys and girls baskeball
teams improved to 3-0 on the season with a doubleheader
sweep at Fulton County Thursday night.
The girls game was no contest as Calloway won by the
unbelievable score of 77-7. Kalista Cunningham led the Lady
Lakers with 22 points while Sabrina Emerson added 10, Jessica Norsworthy had nine, Becky Greene and Brooke Lencki
scored eight each, Tiffany Lassiter totaled six, Jenni Pigg
and Whitney Morris both had four and Tiffany White and
Bethany O'Rourke added three each.
The boys game was the total opposite of the girls contest,
but Calloway still came out on top, 53-51. Austin Wyatt
paced the Lakers with 23 points while Nathan Former contri_,_ butcd nine; Trent Garland had six; Matt Wyatt, Laramie Carcnough games nyknovrthat when
JOnes.__all had. four; and Payton Patterson
against anybody and win," you get out there against a Southscored three.defensive coordinator Larry Mar- eastern Conference foe you'd bet-"Calloway's next games will be Nov. 29 at North Marshall
•_ •
mie Said. "We haven't exactly ter be ready or you're going to
_Middle School.
established ourselves as a consist get'embarrassed," Cutcliffe.said.
- teat power every Saturday, "Most of our guys have played
against Kentucky. I don't think it
either."
-.Offealsi
Cutcliffe said it isn't that difficult Kentucky is going to play like.'1
to get the players ready for Ken- can promise you they will play
after we lost so early in the
ROM PAGE 10A
tucky, despite the Wildcats' hard and play their best footbalL
NCAA tournament last year,"
It won't be easy. I haven't been
unimpressive record.
Ford added, alluding to the
said. "They were very satisfied
"Our players have been in in one yet that was easy."
Cats' 75-63 loss to Marquette in
with the way I played. Right
the second round of the
now, I'm looking at a couple of
tournament.
options for playing overseas."
This year's team, though, as
Ford's former UK teammate,
deep and as talented as they
Jamal Mashburn, is having a
Sponsored By.
may be, suffered a setback in
stellar second season with the
their first exhibition game this
Dallas Mavericks. In fact,
Mashburn now owns the club's . season as starting center Andre
105 N. 12th (next to McDonald's)
Riddick went down with a knee
single-game scoring record,
injury and will be out for two to
Good service, 759-9888
which he attained by scoring 50
three weeks.
good coverage,
points against the Chicago Bulls
Ford knows all about that as
good pricelast week.
Like a good neighbor,
last year's starter in the pivot,
That's
"Jamal feels a lot better about
State Farm is there
Rodney Dent, suffered a knee
State Farm
Stars Finn Insurance Companes
the situation down there now,"
Horn. 01ficas Bloornongion hnns
injury against Vanderbilt in
Ford said. "He's worked hard,
insurance.
January and never returned to
but everything is turning around
SE Mssoun (6-5) at Tennessee St (5-5)
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
the squad.
down there because of the
Sarrdord (4-5-1) at Troy St. 17-31
LSO (2-7) at Tulane 1141), (n)
Saturday, Nor. 10
"I think Andre will be fine,"
ctraTh(Dick-Motta)."
Florida 18-1) at Vendable 15-41
EAST
Ford said. "His injury isn't as,
Vihgin• 17-21 at Virginia Tech 11-21
New Harrthshire (9-1) at Boston U. (9-1)
Ford said he still keeps up
East Tennessee St. (5-5) at Western Caroina (6-4)
Fordham (0-10) at Buckna) (44)
bad as Rodney's was."
with the UK program, and has
MIDWEST
Holy Cross (2-19 at coigne (3'7)
Ohio
U (0-10) al Akron (0-10)
Brun
16-31
at
Colurnbia
And what will happen after
attended several practices this
Tulsa 1341 at Cincinnati (14-1)
Penn (8-0) at Cornell (6-3)
Southern llincis (1-91 at Eastern Illinois 15-5)
Rhode Island 1240 at Delaware (6-3-1) ,‘
Ford's playing days are over?
year.
Toledo (6-3-1) at Eastern Mchigan 14-61
Yale (4-5) at Hanard (4-5)
Youngstown St 19-0-11 at Indiana St (5-5)
"I think they'll be great this
Lehigh (5-4-1) at Lafayette (4-6)
Will he follow in the steps of
Oklahoma St (3-6-1) at Kansas St (7-2)
Connecticut (3-7) at Massachusetts (5-5)
year," he said. "They're very
Rice (4-5) at Navy 12-71
Ball St (4-5-1) at Kent (2-8)
his father, Eddie, and coach
Iowa 14-5-1) at Minnesota 13-71, Oh
Northwestern (3-6-1) at Penn St 19-01
deep and talented, and the
basketball?
Rutgers (5-41) at Pittsburgh 12-81
Kansas 15-5) at Mssoun (3.7)
Eastern Wastangion (44) at Northern Iowa (7-31.
Danmouth (4-5) at Pnnuton (6-3)
inside players have gained
"I don't know about the
Maryland 14-61 at Syracuse (6-3)
Air Force (7-3) at Notre Darner (5-4)
weight over the summer.
Mame (11-1) at Tiemple (2-81
future yet," he said. "I think I
Morgan St. (3-7) at Towson Si 17-21
lAchigan (7-3) at Ohio Sr 18-31
"I imagine they're ready to
Boston College 16-2-11 at West Virginia (5-5)
Indiana (5.5) at Purdue (4-4-21
would enjoy it, though. There
SOUTH
, Murray St (5-5) at Western Illinois (7-3)
play and eager to get started
are a lot of coaches out there."
Auburn 19-0-11 at Alabama 00-01
Illinois 16-4) at Wisconsin (5-4-1)
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FROM PAGE 10A
since the coaching changes. I
wish I had two more years under
them (Nutt's staff)."
Closing out the 1994 season on
a positive note won't be an easy
task, whether the Racers are on
the road or not.
"They're a very sound, wellcoached, very physical football
team," Nutt said of the Leathernecks, second place in the Gateway Conference. "Offensively,
they have a quarterback that's
6-foot-5, 230 pounds. He's got a
very strong arm, who can drop
back and throw it.
"They also have a running
back, Kendall McDonald, who's
pretty close to a 1,000-yard
rusher if he's not already. So
we've got our work cut out for
us. We've got stop the run and
the pass."
Western Illinois, which has an
outside shot of landing a playoff
berth, is averaging 370.4 yards
and 28.3 points a game. The
Leathernecks have a standout
quatterback in Rob St. Sauver,
who has completed 154 of 275
passes for 2,041 yards and 17
touchdowns.
WIU is a very opportunistic
team, going into the gape at
plus-11 in turnover margin.
"They get a lot of turnovers,"
Nutt said. "Everytime you tum on
the film they're starting inside
the plus-20. They always have
good field position so we have to
niake sure we don't give them
any gifts."
Murray State and Western Illinois have one common "Opponent
this season - Eastern Illinois.
The Racers opened up the '94
season with a 31-15 win at Eastern Illinois, while the Leathernecks topped EIU 23-13 at home.
Wettern Illinois is very similar
to.
EIU, trading speed and quickness for bulk and muscle.
"They're pretty slow on film,"
said McCann. "They may be the
slowest team we've played this
year."
Nutt said his team is ready to
close the season right. Stratton
said Nutt can count on a maxi-

mum effort from the 10 seniors.
"This is the the last time we're
going to put on the pads for a lot
of us," said Stratton, a native of
Bradenton, Fla. "Some are thinking about pro ball, but this is it
for a majority of us.
"This has been our lifestyle for
22 years," Stratton went on.
"This is it. We've got „guys
banged up, but that won't be a
factor this Saturday."

SOUTHWEST
Louisiana Tech 12-8) al Arkansas St 11-91
Texas Tech (5-41 at Houston (1-81 at San Ammo.
In)
Alabamaifirrningham (6-4) at Praine View /DID
Southwest Texas SI (4-6) at Sam Houston St
(5-51
NW Louisiana 15-5) at Stephen F. Ausen
Texas
16-31 at Texas AIM (9-0-1)
Lane (2-7) at Texas Southern 13-71. (n)
FAR WEST
Bose
St (9-1)
Idaho 19-1) at
Southern Utah 01.61 at Cal Poly-SLO 16-41
Stanlord (3-6-1) at California 13-71
Iowa St. (0-9.11 at Colorado 81-11
Colorado St 19d) at Remo St. (44-1),
Wyoming (5-6) ,at Hawaii 13-61, (n)
Montana St (3-7) at Montana 18-21

South Carolina St. 18-21 at North Carohna AeT
16-41
Florida Or, (8-1) at Nonh Carolina Sr 17-21
North Texas 17-2-11.1 Northeast Lotheiana
In)
William a Mary 17-31 an Richmond (3-7)
Western lAchigan (7-3) at SW Louiaiana (5-5). (5)
Ausen Peay 15-71 at Tennessa•Martin (5-51
Kentucky (1-9) at Tennessee (5-4)

Texas-El Paw 134-1) at New Mexico 14-7)
Oregon 18-31 al Oregon St (4-61
San Jose St 12-8) It Paolic 16-41, (n) '
CS Northridge (3-61 at Sacramento St (4-5). In)
Southern Cal (7-2) at UCLA 14-0
Nevada 19-i( et UNLV (5-4)
Brigham Young 19-21 at Utah 18-21
Now /Alice Sr 13-71 al Utah St (2-8)
Washington (7-3) at Washington St 16-41

a.2.1)

Weekends & Holidays

GRAND
BUFFET SPECIAL
rues . Wed.-Thurs.

Seafood on Grand Buffet $5.49
Seniors $4.99
We Welcome Your Christmas Parties..

#Eurn
Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!
Great Price! Great gelection! Great Tires'

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING :•.
C)pon Mon En

7 5 Sat

WAREHOUSE TIRE '
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

Paburall*mpIlintil Orrllestra
CHRISTN1AS CONCERTS
Saturday, Dec. 10, 8:15 p.m.

GALA

and

Sunday, Dec. 11, 3:00 p.111.

Ctinsaan

TEMCO American Dream"'

Hear your favorite C,hristmas carols and seasonal songs. including
"Let It Snow." "Sleighride," "Jesu Joy of Man's

Desiring,"
selections from "Messiah," plus a "sing-along" much more,

Make Reservations Now!
Call 444-0065 or 800-738-3727
Sriar
k
Adults $9.50- Student/Child $8.50

United Way Member Agencies

Vent-Free Gas Logs & TEMCO Fireplaces
A major breakthrough in Gas Log Technology

AMERICAN RED CROSS
Peggy Billington, Executive Director - 753-1421
607 Poplar Street. Room 202, Murray, KY 42071
Provides assistance with emergency and disaster situations. trairung
programs in First Aid, Water Safety and CPR, assistance to servicemen
and their families. People served: 5,95L 1994 allocation $15,800
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA Tony Pathos/ski, Contact Person - 502-247-9841
Helps instill values and teach young people to make ethical choices,
develops physical and personal fitness through camping, hiking swimming, field sports and community service People served: 501. 1944
allocation 512.000
CALLOWAY COUNTY 4-H COUNCIL
Jane Steely, Director - 753-1452
607 Poplar Street, Room 208, Murray. KY 42071
Promotes the development of youth into productive, self-directing and
contributing members of society People served: 3,335. 1994 alloca.

MURRAY-CAUDWAY COUNTY PARENTS ANONYMOUS 755.0082
Uses self-help methods to assist families in developing and maintain
ing positive relationships_ People served: 395. 1994 allocation S2.000
MURRAY-CALLOWAY couisty SENIOR CITIZENS
Eric Kelleher, Executive Director - 753-0929
607 Poplar Street, Suite 105. Murray. KY 420'1
Provides educational programs and activities including health, rm. re
'anon, legal issues and fellowship for senior citizens Coordinates local
meals-on wheels program People served: 1.200. 1994 allov a
ruin $10800 (This allocation served ma local match for this program
to receive S33 000 in federal funds)
MURRAY FAMILY YMCA Russell Wolff Executive Director 759-YMCA (9622)
209 N. 12th, University Square. Murray KY 42071

Provides programs fur all age groups. including senior citizens fitness
and aquatics, after sclmol child care. summer day camps and youth
leadership training People served: 1,737. 1994 allocation 514.600

lion $10,000

•Money-saving supplemental heat
•Beautiful, realistic glowing logs & embers
•No soot • No ashes
.Easily installed in nearly all factory-built and
masonry wood-burning fireplaces
•Three control settings provide the look and the heat
you want

CALLOWAY COUNTY HUMANE SOCIETY
105 East Sycamore Extended. Murray. KY 42071 - 492-8838
Provides care for homeless animals, pet therapy at nursing homes and
teaches animal care Strives to increase awareness about cruelty to
animals and pet population People served: 5,764. 1994 allocatiOrt $2,500
KENTUOOANA GIRL SCOUTS
Karen Olson, Local Contact- 759-1010
Helps Os ages 5-17 develop values, self-awareness, leadership skills
and community responsibility People served: 316. 1994 alloca
tion. $8000.

Available In Natural or LP
MAIN STREET YOUTH CENTER
205 N 4th St Murray. ICY 42071 753.8336
Provides a dr:
ti;-free. wholesome. supervised environment for teens to
gaer
th with th ir peers Activities designed to help youth develop positive self-worth and quality values People served: 425. 1994 allocation $8,000 \

Now in stock at...

A.Y
U
COMPANY
SUPPLY
Inc.
208 E. Main St.

•

"'"

Jackson St. (7-31 at Alcorn St (7-2-1)
YAM (0-10) at AppalaChian St (6-2)
Buffalo (3-7) at Central Ronda 16-41
Georgie Southern 16-4) at Citadel (5-51
South Carol!. (5-5).41 Clemson 15-5)
Sewena• (1-7) vs Davidson (2-7) at Bermuda
Nonh Carolna 17-3) at Duke 18-2)
Morehead St 10-101 at Eastern Kentucky (8-2)
Tennesssee-Chatlanooga 12-8) at Furman (3-7)
Wake Forest 12-81 at Georgia Tech (1-61
Delaware St (&-a) at Howard U (4-6)
Southwest kerma. Sr (3-7) at Jacksonville St
13-5)
Northeastern (1-91 at James Madison (41)
Charleston Southern (0.10) al 1.6o19' (4-61. (19
Nc(iolls Sr. (5-5) at McNees' St 18-2). (n)
East Carolina 1641 at Memphis (6-41
Tennessee Tech (5-5) at keddle Tennessee St.

A

$3.00
$5.00

$4.00
$7.00
• Golf Lessons Available •
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
Practice Range
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Miniature Golf
$1.75 Batting Range
50c
N. 16th St., Murray

Larry Krouse Insurance

1St

9 Holes
18 Holes

9 Holes
18 Holes

SCOREBOARD

photo
)ame

11A

'8 '5,1.1

753-3361

NEED LINE OF MLIULSY.CALLOWAY COUNTY
Kathie Gentry. Executive ()vector - 753-6333
607 Poplar Street. Suite 104, Murray. KY 42071
Provides emergency assistance for local people needing help with food,
rent. unliner temporary shelter', medical prescnreions and tramportanon People served: 2,385. 1994 allocation $12,500 (An additional
S1'.410 was awarded by- the Federal Emergency Food and Shelter pro
gram initiated locally by United Way)
PURCHASE AREA SPOUSE ABUSE CENTER
Peggy Payne, Executive Director 1-800 585 268t)
Provides a safe, temporary shelter for victims of'spouse abuse and
their children Counseling and referral service is available Provides
court advocacy escort and transportation for the victim, support groups.
riot,* h, prevention and communtty education, and homeless rib training initiative People served: 69.(New agency for 1994 çatnpatgn

"itAri VICTIM SERVICES
Sherri Bone. Clinical Executive Director - 753'577"
Ploy ides free services to victims of sexual &shank and sexual abuse. a
24-hour crisis line, counseling services, medical and legal advocacy.
sum.in groups, self-defense training and comultation and a speakers
tilos. People served: 171. 1994 allocation 0,600.
WEST KENTUCKY MENTAL HEALTH/MENTAL RETARDATION
,Danette Monon, Pnigram Director 755-6622
iSIS kvcamore. Murray, KY 42071
Pro, ides a wide range of comprehensive mental health, mental titter-

United Way

‘Lition and substance abuse services People served: 531. 1994 allo...item S5.(X)0
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Pressure mounts on GATT

I.

communications companissso
Gore said.
- AP) •L-- FearWASHINGTON (
give them a discount on valuable
The vice president, flanked by
ing an embarrassing defeat, Vice
Budget Director Alice Rivlin, licenses to develop the next genPresident Al Gore and other
White House Economic Adviser eration of wireless telephone
senior administration officials
Laura Tyson, U.S. Trade Rep- systems.
worked feverishly Wednesday to
Kantor, who had accompanied
resentative Mickey Kantor and
shore up wavering Republican
senior lawmakers, said delay of Clinton to Indonesia for a Pacific support for the GATT trade
even six months would reduce trade summit, said he planned to
,
accord.
U.S. economic output after 10 meet with Dole. He said the GOP
Thei.- efforts came a day after
Jesse Helms, chairman-to-be of
years by $70 billion and block leader's suggestions would be
"considered carefully."
the Senate Foreign Relations
creation of 25,000 jobs.
Helms, R-N.C., and Sens.
Committee, hinted he would hin"I don't know why any memder the administration's foreign
ber of Congress would want that Strom Thurmond, R-S.C., and
policy initiatives if President
on his or her record," Gore said. Larry E. Craig, R-Idaho, wrote a
Clinton -pressed ahead on the
Gingrich, R-Ga., sent a letter letter last week urging Dole to
GATT vote, now scheduled for
to Clinton repeating his commit- seek delay of the accord. They
Dec.' 1.
ment to work toward "a biparti- said it w•luld Cut-tariff revenues Shortly before Gore spoke,
san majority overwhelmingly by S31 billion over the next 10
Newt Gingrich, the next House
approving!' GATT in the House years without fully replacing
them.
speaker and a supporter of the
on Nov. 29.
On Tuesday. Helms released
pact to slash world tariffs, said he
The letter was also signed by
his letter telling Clinton that preswas "very very concerned"
the outgoing speaker, Rep. Thoabout its prospects in the Senate.
mas Foley, D-Wash., the outgo- idential support for a delay would
Gore said at a news conference
ing majority leader, Rep. Dick "have an exceedingly positive
organized by businesses supportGephardt, D-Mo., and the outgo- effect on my making certain that
the administration positions on
ing the trade agreement, "The
ing minority leader, Rep. Bob
all foreign policy matters ... will
Congress will decide whether the
Michel, R-III.
United States will continue to
Republican Sen. Bob Dole, be considered fully and fairly."
But Oregon Sen. Bob Packlead the world in global economexpected to be majprity leader in •
wood, senior Republican on the
ic issues or not. That's really
the new Senate, has said he is
Finance Committee, discounted
what it comes down to."
predisposed to support GATT and
Gore, White House Chief of
would prefer to vote this year. the possibility that Helms' posi,Staff Leon Panetta and Treasury
But because legislation imple- tion would sway other senators,
pointing out that textile firms in
Secretary Lloyd Bentsen all said
menting the agreement cannot be
the pact, negotiated under the
amended, he is seeking admi- North Cal-Mina oppose GATT .
because it phases out trade proGeneral Agreement on Tariffs
nistration support for separate
tections for the industry over 10
and Trade, must be approved this
legislation early next year.
year --by-the--lanie-clusk-Demacra-That _hiu_i,veatti_atfehg.thew..gie__ years_
ability of the ,United States to
tic Congress.
withdraw from the accord if U.S.
"It is abundantly clear that a
delay of the GATT would defiinterests were harmed. It also
nitely kill the GATT ... and hurt
would address a controversial
Market News Service Novemlwr it, 1444
deal that was struck with three Federal-State
our country immeasurably,"
Kestucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes

- HOG MARKET

DEATHS
H.L. Tidwell
H.L. Tidwell, 75, Rt. 3, Murray, died Thursday, Nov. 17, 1994, at
11:45 a.m. at his home.
He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Born Sept. 2, 1919, he was the son of the late Hurman Tidwell and
Auda May Hendricks Tidwell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Bertha Wells Tidwell; one son,
Clyde Dale Tidwell and wife, Carolyn, Rt. 1, Murray; two sisters,
Mrs. Treva Nell Wadkins, Murray, and Mrs. Earlene Cherry and husband, Ward, Paris, Tenn.; one brother, Charles Tidwell and wife, Ella,
Murray; one stepsister, Mrs. Edna Curtis, Minnesota.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Mrs. Jeuel E. Mayer
The funeral for Mrs. leuel E. Mayer was today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. David Brasher officiated. Music was by Bobbie Burkeen and Susan Reynolds.
Pallbearers were Owen H. Hale, Glen Hale, Edward Hale, William
Gerald Paschall, lames Mayer and Lewis Mangrum. Burial was in
Murray City Cemetery,
Mrs. Mayer, 93, Rt. 3, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 14, 1994, at
7:31 p.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.

Mrs. Verna N. Holifield
The funeral for Mrs. Verna N. Holifield will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
at First Christian Church, Brookport. The Rev, Eugene Dye and the
Rev. Ken Peterson will officiate. Burial will follow in Pell Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Brookport Chapel of Aikins-Farmer Funeral
Home, P.C., from 6 to 9 p.m. today (Friday) and at the church on
Saturday from 10 a.m, until the funeral hour.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
Christian Church, Brookport, Ill.
Mrs. Holifield, 86, East Third St., Brookport, Ill., died Wednesday,
Nov. 16, 1994, at 12:05 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Marie Hope Taylor, Murray, Mrs. Margie Lou Kinzley, Lansing, Mich., and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Rowley, Percy, Ill.; two sons, Carl Wayne Holifield, Forest,
Miss., and Stephen Henry Holifield, Bloomington, Ill.; one sister,
Mrs. Vada Marie Statham, Belleville, Ill.; three brothers, George Fred
Dye, Brockport, Rufus Dye Jr., Austin, Texas, and Eugene Dye, San
Diego, Calif.; 13 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.

Mrs. R.A. Travis
Funeral rites for Mrs. R.A. Travis will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. John Reilly will
officiate. Burial will follow in Maple Springs Cemetery, Benton.
Mrs. Travis, 82, Benton, died Tuesday, Nov. 15, 1994, at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
A former school teacher, she was a former owner of Smith Bay
Boat Dock and a member of Eddyville United Methodist Church.
Her husband, W. Holloway Travis, and three sisters, Anna Maude
Treas, Alice Ruley and Madge Powell, also preceded her in death.
Born Nov. 26, 1911, at Eddyville, she was the daughter of the late
Rube Doles and Girlie Gray Doles.
Survivors include two sons, Joe Travis and Dee Travis, Benton; one
granddaughter, Mrs. Arisa Jameson, Benton; one grandson, Bill Travis, Reidland.
This obituary was published incorrectly on Thursday because of
wrong i; formation submitted to the newspaper.

Drive A
New Car
Every 2 Years

THE TAYLOR WAY
goo'

1995 S-Series Pickup LS
**payment at lease signing - 52,4,7674 Total of payments - $5,681'
Residual value at lease end - 57,143" Stoac #133057

,101t A 111to‘t
V\

‘t•"" .

ONLY PAY FOR THE "CAR" YOU USE

Buying Station Receipts: Art. 136 Fat. 200 Barrows A
Gilts 1.00 higher Sows steady 1.04 higher.
US 1-2 23043o
.......
US 1-2 210-230 lbs.----.......----523.00525.50
US 2-3 230-260 lbs.---------------525.511426.00
US 3.4 260270
----Sows
US 1.2 270.350 lbs.-----------.514.00414.50
US 1.3 300-400 lbs
S14.50S15 00
US 1.3 400525 tbs.
US 1.3 525 and up lbs ------------S16.0•41800
US 2-3 300.500 lbs.-------------$12.0•413
Roan S15.00-515.50

Stock Market
Report

1995 Geo Prizm
**Payment at lease signing - *2,038'8 Total of payments - 55,375"
(5
Residual value at lease end - 58,65.5"Stock #01369

Prices as ol 9 AM
Company

Price

Chg

Dow Jones Ind, Avg.
- 7.73
3828.04
DJIA Previous Close
Air Products
455/s • I/s
AT&T
521
/
4321/1 +
Bell South
Briggs & Stratton..,,,,- 33,/3 + 1/s
Bristol Myers Squibb 593/. CBT Corp. Ky.*...221/.B 223/4A
493/. tine
Chrysler
28,13 Dean Foods
61 +
Exxon
Ford Motor
281/4 •
AV. + ,Is
General Electric
375/1 • Vs
General Motors
Goodrich
44,/2 +
34i/s s/s
Goodyear
73.t/1
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
33'4 tis
15 unc
K-Mart
K U Energy
2534 • 3/s
Kroger
25s/s unc
37 unc
LG&F
Mattel
27°/s one
McDonalds
29n/s • 3/1I
37 unc
Merck
202 + 3/s
J.C. Penney
Peoples First*
2011 21A
Quaker Oats
66,/s • sts
743/4 unc
Schering-Plough
Sears
50 +
Texaco
615/1 unc
Time Warner
35 - 3/s
28'4 unc
UST
Wal-Mart
23 + 5/1

$.1 500"DOWN PAYMENT

1995 Lumina LS Sedan
**Payment at lease signing - 52,2666'Total of payments - 57,838"
Residual value at lease end - 510,8732" Stock #186584
\k‘k\

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
UNC - price Anchanged

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Reouest

'
(403
HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.
..B Nowt 0.yira P. • lines, 101 retl SVC

1995 Beretta Coupe
**Payment at lease signing - 52,12277 Total of payments - $6,18648
Residual value at lease end - 57,42225

$25777*,•

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, Nov. 20
2-4 p.m.

residual
mem based on 24 month closed end lease with 13(0)D0 down Taxes. titles, license not included (ustomer has option to purchase vehicle at lease end for
.rnount Lease based on 15,000 miles annually. Subject to approval and pnor sale. **Includes refundable sccunty deposit and down payment
TO Dover TN
Keri
Tlhak•

gi

125

2

11issr,:riv •

•

Toyon
Murray
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Graveside rites for Mrs. Nellie S. Fields were Thursday at 1 p.m. at
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provow officiated.
Pallbearers wer: J.C. West, J.R. Ward, Henry West, Ray McAlpin,
Danny McAlpin Fid Jerry Armstrong. Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield,
was in charge of arrangements.
Fields, 82, Sedalia, died Tuesday, Nov. 15, 1994, at 8:35 p.m.
•
rray-Calloway County Hospital.
at
Survivors include one son, Mason West, Sedalia; one sister, Mrs.
Clara Thomas. and one brother, Joel Sullins, both of Mayfleld; five
grandchildren, Richard West, Indiana, Diana Oliver, Cuba, Joanna
Coleman, Farmington, and Lisa West and Jacquelyn West, Sedalia; six
great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.

ea:v

More Car • Shorter Term • Less Money
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Mrs. Nellie S. Fields
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641 South r 121 gine

A.R4:

1509 London
Canterbury
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Holiday Inn
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Pa ns Trij

IoLiri^ Grove

Next door to Toyota of Murray.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO,INC.
Loretta Jobs Realtors
303 N. 12th St.
(502) 753-1492

Showroom Hours:8-7 Mom-lay - Friday;8-5 Sal nifty
Hwy 641 South • Murray•(502)753-2617
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Section B
GOP determined not to fall prey to fights

HELEN BOUGHTON photo

Among those attending an organizational meeting of the Republican
Women of Calloway County were, from left, Dovie M. Williams, vice
president of Calloway County Republicans, Vannetta Bullard, Adeline
Betts, treasurer of MSC College Republicans, Helen Suit, treasurer of
Republican Women of CC, Nancy Meacham, Kathleen Thornton, president of Republican Women of CC, Matilde Canady, and Joy Meade, vice
president of Republican Women of CC. Attending, but not pictured, •
were Helen I. Boughton, publicity chairman, and Jacqueline Oliver, recording secretary, Republican Women of CC, Sandy HiCkS. Juliet p.
Robinson, Mary E. Robinson, JoAnn Hammock, Gloria Shull and Katherine Ray.

Mario Cuomo says his future is still uncertain
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — A
Job offers arc coming in,
subdued Gov. Mario Cuomo, including radio and
TV talk
having lived with defeat for more
shows and feelers from universithan a week, admitted Wednesties and law firms. He wouldn't
day he "wanted to win this thing
confirm a rumor that he had been
more than any political contest I
asked about becoming cominisever had."
sioner of baseball, but indicated
Calling his loss to Republican
he didn't think much of the job.
state Sen. George Pataki "a big
Cuomo, battling a national
disappointment," the three-term
GOP tide and anti-Cuomo sentiDemocratic governor said he is
ment that had increased as his
still uncertain what the future tenure lengthened,
lost his reholds for him, although he's had
election hid 49 percent to 45
a number of job offers.
percent.
.On top of that, he and his wife
"I will miss — not being govhave to search for a new house.
"I'M going to be the first ernor, not, the house, not, the
127year governor to go out home- police, not the ceremonies — but
less and jobless." Cuomo said he the opportunity to deal with these
had recently told former New problems," he said. "To helP
people, 18 million of them, and
Jersey Gov, James Florio.
maybe a lot of.other people who
In a two-hour interview with
The Associated Press in his state will watch and see how we do it
Capitol office, Cuomo said he and maybe do it better
wants to live in New York City, themselves."
where he was raised: "It's a very
Pataki, promising to-cut taxes
expensive place to live, but this and reinstate the
death penalty,
is my place."
takes office Jan. 1.

0,

Waal

TAMARA MARSTELLER/Campbellsville College photo

JOETTA HARLOW KELLY of Murray, a 1981 alumnus of Campbellsville
College, shows some of her artwork that was recently on display at
Campbellsville College's Gosser Center Gallery. Kelly is minister of preschool and children at First Baptist Church, Murray, and also teaches
art at Murray Christian Academy. She Is married to Jim Kelly and has
three children, Benji, a senior at Campbellsville College, Abby Kelly and
Joseph Kelly.

By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Mindful of the damage President
Clinton suffered in the gays-inthe-military debate, Republican
leaders are determined not to
wander far from their budget and
government reform agenda into
fights over abortion and other
divisive social issues.
Their caution reflects a desire
to solidify the GOP's newfound
support among white women, to
avoid overreaching the mandate
of their midterm gains, and to
deny Democrats an early opening
to re-energize their despondent
base.
Much of this approach stems
from the GOP's analysis of Clinton's 'early efforts to allow
homosexuals to .serve_ openly in
the military. the effort sent Clinton's support among white men,
and across the South, into a tailspin from which the president has
yet to recover.
it invigorated conservative
groups, particularly the Christian
Coalition and other religious conservative groups, and these organizations were significant players
in the Republican midterm
sweep.
Now, if Republicans rush forward with a controversial social
agenda, "it could excite our forces and help us organize for the
next .elections," said Ann Lewis,
a veteran Democratic strategist
and a senior official at Planned
Parenthood.
So far, Rep. Newt Gingrich,
who will become House speaker
in January, has kept his focus
mostly on economic and reform
issues. Gingrich has offered vague criticisms of liberal housing
and education programs but with
the exception of school prayer
and welfare reform, two popular
/ideas, has spoken sparingly about
social issues.
"We cannot replace the social
engineering by the left with a
social engineering of the right,"
Gingrich said Tuesday night.
The House GOP agenda does
include social policies certain to
prove controversial. But in picking these battles, Gingrich and'
his allies were careful to put
reform items first and then
choose social issues that enjoy
substantial if not overwhelming
support in public opinion polls —
though vehemently opposed by
liberals.
Gingrich, for example, wants
the House to vote by early July
on a constitutional amendment
allowing organized school prayer.
Liberal groups oppose the
amendment but President Clinton
said Tuesday he is open to the
idea, suggesting there will be no
unified Democratic opposition.
Another provision in the House
GOP's 100-day blueprint that is
opposed by some liberal groups
would allow parents to exclude
schoolchildren from federal
surveys they find objectionable
because of questions about sexual
behavior.
As for abortion, Republicans
expect sonle conservatives to
push for restoration of the "gag
rule" prohibiting clinics that

Have A Seafood Day!

FEED 4 FOR UNDER

$8.00
FISH Sr FRIES $1.99

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

•
Captain
Seafood

Captain D's
Seafood

t

Offer Expires I 1 - 30-94
Not good with any other
special or discount offer at
participating Captain 13s.

FISH & FRIES $1.99 FISH & FRIES $1.99
Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies Fish, Fries & Hush Puppies

•

Offer Evora
Not gond with any Odle,
special or dn.-runt offer at
participating Captain D's

ITA•

Seafood

•

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

from 40 percent in 1990 to 46
percent this year.
And only lopsided support
from black women kept Democrats from losing even more
ground. In the 1990 midterms,
only 42 yowl., of white- women
voted for Republican House candidates; this year that jumped to
53 percent, according to Voter
News Service exit polling.
This is a critical constituency
in competitive suburban districts,
and sided with the GOP this time
"because while' most are prochoice, abortion is way down on

their list of concerns," said
Michigan pollster Ed Sarpolus
"The economy and taxes and
their children's schools arc far
more important."
Still, a major abortion fight
could erode this newfound GOP
support. So could any effort to
repeal the Brady handgun control
law and the -new assault-weapons
ban. Both are very popular
among women.
Again, the GOP leadership
appeiKE in no mood to pick those
fights. 1

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &

Home Owners Insurance.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Chise

g Dal",

600 Main St.

Ross
753-0489

Great Performances by Martin.

jAvailable In LP or Natural Gas'

Shown: Alpha Gas Lags MS40

Alpha II cent-free go,' logo by Martin Gad Product.' aregreat performers. I beg
hare all thefeature.' you lie about a uvod lire, without the work and eapenoc.
Reamoe they're thermwtatically controlled, you can oelect the temperature.vou
until them to maintain. Alpha IIgao hy.' feature dual Armen' br beautiful.
rolliv flame... They're abo AGA.design certified a.' eent.free ga.,beaten', and
they're nited an anw.:mg 99.9% efficient! Irben you until agreat perbrmanee.
you li'ant Alpha 11gad Igo' by Aladin.

$35995

Martin

Murray Home & Auto

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Chestnut St.

3411i-V
ael
'
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Open House
Sunday, Nov. 20th
1-5 p.m.
Large selection of accessories, lamps,
pictures, recliners, sofas, chairs
and Baldwin pianos reduced
for this event!
Register for La-Z-Boy Recliner
($399.95 value)

FISH & FRIES $1.99
Offer Expires 11-30-94
Not good with any
special or discount offer at
partictpating Captain IT.

receive federal funding from
advising pregnant women about
abortion.
But Gingrich's leadership
team, according to aides, has
made it clear in meetings that it
does not favor well moves, at
least in the short term.
"It's a sensitive subject in our
caucus," said one leadership
aide, speaking on condition of
anonymity. "We won't know for
sure until everyone is back in
Washington but we think people
understand the need to proceed
carefully here:"
There likely will be a debate
on a miniature version of the gagrule when welfare reform comes
up. The leading House GOP ma-.
sure prohibits federal welfare
block-grant money. from being
used for abortion eounselinge.But moderate Republicans who support abortion rights have suggested they Will try to delete that
prohibition, and their effort has
not been discouraged by
Gingrich
Still, Democrats believe Gingrich ultimately will find -big
social-policy fights irresistible, or
be unable to prevent more socially conservative members from
provoking them. And conservative groups that backed Republican candidates .may demand
actions if the result could hurt the'
GOP
with
moderate
constituencies.
But Republicans say there are
ways to keep social conservatives
happy, short of delving into the
tough social issues:
For
example,
the
MOO-per-child tax credit included
in the House GOP's "Contract
with America" is a major goal of
Pat Robertson's Christian Coalition. At the same time, GOP
leaders view it as a way to solidify their support among working
women.
In this year's midterms, Democrats still enjoyed majority support from women voters overall
in House races, but the percentage supporting Republicans rose

Offer 1r:spites I I In-04Captain
Not gond with any nth,
special or discount offer sr
panicipating Captain Us
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Seafood

to be given away at 5 p.m.
— Refreshments —

THURMAN FURNITURE
208 E. Main

753-2571
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The More
Things Change,
The More
Things Look Like...
Dodge Carai.tin

Dodge Rani Club Cab

It's the best-selling minivan of all time, by far.
Millions of people can tell you why.

Dodge Avenger

Last year we changed the rules about what you should
expect from a truck. This year, we stretched them.

Dodge Viper RT/10

It's the kind of car that could get by on looks alone.
We made sure it'll never have to.

Dodge Neon Sport Coupe

We used a ten-cylinder,400 hp engine to briiig the
American roadster back up to speed.

Dodge Intrepid.

It's a new personality for a car that had plenty to
begin with. Say hello to the other Dodge Neon.

Its cab-forward design changed everything. Including
the very architecture of the American sedan.

The New Dodge
See Your Friendly Dodge Dealer Today

.

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

Improper use of new asthma
drug deemed deadly by FDA

Jones confidante appointed
to health policy board

FRANKF9RT, Ky.(AP) — Jack Hall. who has been Gov. BreWASHINGTON (AP) — Asth- for emergencies, but they did not
ton Jones closest political adviser and primary fund-raiser for nearma sufferers have been dying do so,- Finkelstein wrote in the
ly a decade, is now chairman of the influential Health Policy
since a new drug hit the market New England Journal of MediBoard.
in April, some apparently because cine last week.
Hall replaces Donald Clapp, who was just appointed to the posithey mistakenly believed the
Asthma is an inflammatory
tion in July and confirmed by the state Senate -in September.
long-lasting drug would immedi- lung diseasegba_rac_terized "by
''Clapp's- resignation letter was dated Nov. 4, effective Nov. 15. It
ately relieve their breathing attacks in - which the airways
was released by Jones' office on Wednesday.
problems.
become blocked and patients
Clapp said his reasons for,resigning were personal. He could not
There have been 20 deaths can't breathe. Some 10 million
be reached for comment on Wednesday.
reported to the Food and Drug Americans have asthma, and
The board is set up to collect information about the state's health
Administration among users of about 5,000 die each year.
care system, create model insurance policies and could eventually
Serevent. It is not yet clear how
Quick-acting bronchodilators,
set the prices for medical service*.
many are linked to misuse of.the
medicine inhaled straight into the
Hall, 62, helped raise $10 million for Jones in 1990 and 1991 to
drug, but manufacturer Glaxo
to widen airwsyaUevlajc
-fimmee-lofter-tteord-spending campaign for governor and repay
Inc. is 'warning patients and doc- araiaIT The "most-poptiTSI-ISJones for the nearly $2 million he spent in 1987 to run for lieutentors to use it properly.
albuterol. Yet they only , last
ant governor.
Serevent is very effective at about four hours, so patients
Since October 1992, Hall has been executive director of the Petpreventing asthma attacks and its often awaken during the night,
roleum Underground Storage Tank" Commission and a special
effects last longer than other wheezing as the drug wears off.
adviser to Jones. He has been paid $70,000 a year in those two
drugs, experts agree. But it
Serevent, or salmeterol xinafopositions.
doesn't treat actual asthma ate, is the nation's only long199
H8is new job pays $82,463. Hall's appointment is until June 30.
attacks — because it takes at lasting bronchodilato.r. It is for
least 30 minutes to begin
patients with moderate asthma,
The appointment requires confirmation by the state Senate, but
working.
who have stabilized the disease 4 •
Jones-would have to place the issue on a special session agenda for
,"It's very, very important that
with other drugs. They inhale two
it to be considered before the regular General Assembly session in
people understand Serevent is not puffs in the morning and two at
January 1996.
for acute a3thma," Ramona Jones
night, 12 hours apart.
Franklin Jelsma, Jones' chief executive officer for public affairs,
of manufacturer Glaxo Inc. said
The drug has proved safe in
said the subject- of Hall's confirmation had not been considered.
Wednesday. -Instead, she said, - trials by hundreds of people, so
Jones said in a. news release that Hall played an integral role in
"It's so.important for people to - -patients 'should not abandon it.
the development of health 'care reform legislation and worked
have that short-acting bronchodi- 'FDA spokeswoman Susan Cruzan
closely with legillative leaders,
lator in case they get in trouble." .emphasize4.- _
RCP. Erhetto Scorsone, D-Lexington, one of the primary legislaGlaxo also issued an expanded
"It is one of the most useful
tive architects of the bill that created the Health Policy Board, said
warning Wednesday that its
drugs ... for asthma," said Dr.
he was unfamiliar with Hail's credentials on the subject.
migraine drug Imitrex should
Roger Bone, president of -the
"I've never had a discussion on health care with Jack Hall,"
never be given to patients with
Medical College of Ohio. "But if
Scorsone said. "I really don't know what he brings to the table on
coronary artery disease. Glaxo
it's used inappropriately, it can ' • that issue.
received a second death report cause problems.".
"He's a political insider. He knows how the system works. In
among such patients, although it
Serevent - doesn't fiizht asthma
terms of health care, I don't know what he knows on the issue,"
isn't sure Imitrex is to blame. attacks .because-it -takes 30--to-45
• Scorsone said.
Still, it urged doctors to check for
minutes to work, too long for a
Though he has worked for Jones in various capacities in and out
undiagnosed heart disease and, if
badly wheezing patient. Patients
of government since 1985, Hall spent some time in the health care
a suspected patient passes a heart
may overdose as they frantically
field among his jobs at the University of Kentucky.
screening, to administer the first
try to make Serevent stop an
dose in their offices in case of a, attack —. and overdosing can
reaction.
cause abnormal heart rhythms
Glaxo also is warning asthma
and other dangers, Bone warned.
doctors about the Serevent probIndeed, the FDA has received
lems, and last week began meetsome cardiac. reports.
ing with the Food and Drug
But FDA fears doctors also are
Administration about strengthenat fault, prescribing Screvent for
ing Sercvent's patient warning
patients with unstable or Worsening asthma.
label.
NEW YORK (AP) — A medi- aide, Anita Hill.
Bone noted that general practi- tation on death won the nonThe FDA emphasizes that it
Other non-fiction finalists
tionerg without asthma expertise fiction prize at the National Book included "The
can't yet prove a connection with
Unredeemed Capdo pre.;cribe most asthma drugs, Awards on Wednesday, beating tive: A Family Story From Early
the 20 deaths, because asthma by
but thinks patient education is the out four other finalists, including America," by John Demos;
itself can be deadly. But improbiggest need. He tells his own a controversial new book about
per Serevent use is suspected
"Fatheralong: A Meditation on
because many of the reports list 'patients never to carry Serpent Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Fathers, Sons, Race and Socieasthma or "no drug effect" as so they will be unable to take it Thomas.
ty," by John Edgar Wideman;
during
but
an
to
attack,
always
cause.
the probable
The winning book was "How and "In Pharoah's Army: MemoAnd Dr. Frank Finkelstein of carry a quick-acting drug instead. We Die: Reflections on Life's
advice,
That's
said Glax- Final Chapter," by Sherwin B. rjes of the Lost War," by Tobias
good
Plymouth, Mass., describes two
Wolff.
elderly women found dead while o's Jones. "Screvent is not 'he Nu land.
Along with Gaddis' book, the
holding their Serevent. ''Both problem. The important - thing is
William Caddis won his sec- fiction finalists included "Moses
had been told ... they could use making sure patients and physi- ond fiction award for "A Frolic
their previous inhaler (albuterol) cians understand how to use it." of His Own," and James Tate Supposes," by Ellen . Currie:
White Man's Grave," by Richard
won the poetry award for the Dooling; "The Bird Artist." by
"Worshipful Company of Howard Norman; and -"The ColFletchers."
lected Stories," by-Grace Paley.
Each winner received $10,000.
Gaddis previously won the award
Poet Gwendolyn Brooks
in 1976 for "JR."
received the 1994 National Book
Foundation Medal, given for
"distinguished contribution to
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — expansion.
American letters," at the annual
in each case, the bulk of the
City planners unveiled maps
event at the Plaza Hotel.
showing a large swath of land expansion would be along the
Much of the interest in this
east of Interstate 75 should be existing boundary stitching from
year's awards has centered on
developed an an expansion of the Winchester Road to an area cast
"Strange Justice: The Selling of
of Richmond Road.
Urban Service Area.
The
committee took no action Clarence Thomas," by two Wall
The area outlined Wednesday
Street Journal reporters. Authors
includes nearly 600 acres of Pre- on any . of the proposals. But
Jill Abramson and Jane Mayer
ston and Anita Madden's Ham- Miller, chairwoman of the comdiscuss Thomas' appointment to
burg Place, one of the best- mittee, has said she expects a the
high court despite sexual harknown horse farms in the decision before the end of the
assment allegations by his former
year.
Bluegrass.
The Urban Service Area is a
76-square-mile site where subdivisions and shopping centers-are
permitted in Fayette County.
Whether and where to expand
the Urban Service Area has been
at the center of discussion for a
24-member committee Mayor
Pam Miller appointed to update
the 1988 Comprehensive Plan,
the county's master land-use
guide.
The planning stair presented
three possible expansion scenarios. One map showed a
2,000-acre expansion; another
showed a 3,700-acre expansion;
and a third showed a 5,000-acre

Meditation on death
wins nonfiction prize

Expansion project
under consideration

3f3
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy
tor Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly & Sate Money

UPS

91-1. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
753-2180

"Murray's Friendly
=‘,.o
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to 6
and Saturday )3-1 til Christmas.
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AUDIO/VIDLO
808 Coldwater Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1535
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ANKSGIV I N

Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feat
with turkey,
homemade dressir.lg
and -all the trimmings-!Open
Thanksgiving Dri;
1030 a.m. 3 p.m.
Closed Friday. Nor. 2.5

Thanksgiving Menu Includes----Turkoy • Ilain
Cornbread Dressing
Mashed Potatoes • Gras y • Sr:eei
ital.
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker Fluff
Spiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls -• Cornbread
Pies.. Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cheri).
Apple, Lemon Meringue, Raspberry Cream
Red Vets et C.ike

flrgular Hours
Open Tues.-Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
4-8 p.m.
Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray, Ky.

Closed
Sunday,
Monlay s

Call In Orders
753 214s

"Before I got
my GED,
I was stuck
in job lock."

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

"Since earning my GED, I've been
promoted. I now supervise 40
employees, and I encourage them to
participate in adult education
programs. •
"Adult education is a way to go
back and pick up from where you left
off. It's a new beginning."

1-800-669-7654
502-762-6971

Harold "Jade Romaine
Hamad In KY I TN
759-1033 or 75343973
401 & 12111 St • Murray

Alm

Fred Stafford. GED. 1990

Want to prepare for the GED
exam? We can help
and the help is free.
Call

INSURANCE

to learn more about
adult education programs.
"Paducah's MOST INTERESTING
STORE" come see - you'll agree

SHIMS

509 Lone Oak Rd.
Hannon Shopping Nei°
Op.. SA.M. toll P.M. • Frt. & ki.1111

e
Well always be there for you.
Sheltga Marano* Co. Homo 0/11ah Galumbla

,

f-51`ti.

ADULT EDUCATION IIICHANGING LIVES
Kentucky Department for Adult Education and Liter-acy
Cabinet for Workforce Development
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VISA GOLD • CASH RESERVE • PRIVATE RANKING • TRUST & ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES • COMMERCIAL BANKING SERVICES •
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CONVENIENCE ...
17 BANKING OFFICES.

;Inking in Western Kentucky has entered a
bold new era! Fie of the region's Most
trusted hanks. have joined together under
one Mlle . . . Peoples First.
The result is comenience, financial products and
• resources — Combined with traditional hometown service
— to pro\ ide bunking service that's second to none.
- You've known the .names previousk as Peoples Bank,
Paducah, -Ralik of Nturra‘. First National-LaCenter, Salem
Bank-Salem/Sinithland and First- Liberty-culvert'
City/Benton. ilut our new name
— Peoples First — says it all:
A bank totalk dedicated to our
customers, our region- and the
communities we serve.

Wherever ott go, there's a Peoples First
banking office. Plus,, customers can usePeoples First 24-Hour Teller machines
Ihroughout:the region ... and Cirrus®
machines around the world. With our
Access24 serviCe, you can'use any
.
touch tone phone to get up-to-the minute account information
day or night. We plan to be in Wal-Mart SuperCenters
throughout Western Kentucky. Also, we are
0
the only local bank in the region that issues
1.3A i F tvl
\
their own MasterCard and Visa...
SMITHLAND
ENTER,
4era,t
therefore you get your card more quickly
' 41411
Ak
—
Ow iv
through Peoples First.
e*
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17 BANKING OFFICES IN

BALLARD COUNTY • CALLOWAY COUNTY • LI1
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we are
Lt issues

Jickly

,HIAL RETIREMENT ACCOUNTS • ADVANTAGE CARD • 24 HOUR TELLERS • ofCCESS 24 • NOM' IM;

5

Mf NI 10ANS • PERSONAL LOANS

14 BANKING...

LOANS & FINANCIAL
RESOURCES FOR THE REGION.

INNOVATIVE
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES• .\.te\cr
can
Peoples First location,
choose from the most complete
lineup offinancial products anywhere.
In addition to checking and savings
accounts, select from services such Is: Advantage Card 2
The banking card that works like a check. Key Club — A
superior checking account value — with many benefits — for
one low monthly fee. The Richer Life— If you're 55 or
over, this is the premier account for you. prime
Investment Account — Pays you premium interest without
tying-up your money in a CD. Plus much more to be
introduced in the months ahead.

to qualit‘'
Peoples First has 11Io11ev10 lend
\ •
service. Everv•Peoples First loan officer on procide an immediate
re buying a
answer "to your Personal Loan rcqu,cst..
new home or refinancing. well 11(.11) \ t.\ crY step of the way
with a Home Loan. With met. SI billion in assets. the banks of •
Peoples First Corporation have the financial strength to make
Loans ilutt create jobs and provide economic
growth-in the communities of our region..
As the dawn brings new promiscmer the
lakes, forests, fields and towns of \\ csteril
Kentucky .. . Peoples First brings a new day
in banking. Bank with us and find -out ho‘‘
Peoples First is leading the uyn'

LEADING THE WAY...

Peoples First
_
•
timber nth.. • Equal Musing Lender

JNTY • LIVINGSTON COUNTY • MARSHALL COUNTY • •McCRACKEN COUNTY
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LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT

1

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE._

estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Honorable Mayor William N. Cherry and
Members of the City Council
•
City of Murray'
Murray, Kentucky

In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the City of Murray, Kentucky as ofJune 30, 1994,and the results ofits
operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.

We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the City of Murray,Kentucky
as of June 30, 1994, and for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the City's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States, and the provisions of
Office of Management and Budget(OMB) Circular A-128, -Audits of State and Local Governments."
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the general purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose
financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken ass whole. The combining and individual fund and account group financial statements
and schedules listed in the table ofcontents are presented for purposes ofadditional analysis and are not a
required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Murray, Kentucky. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general purpose
financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the
general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
Richardson, Howe & Melton
August 16, 1994

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
JUNE 30, 1994
Proprietary Fund Types

Governmental Fund Types

General

Special
Revenue

$125,480
675,000

$156,965
6,355

Water and
Sewer

Natural
Gas

Sanitation

Fiduciary Fund Types
Internal
Service

Pension
Trust

$14,732

$25,983
1,082,917

Cemetery

Account Groups

Totals

General
General Long- (Memorandum
Fixed Assets
Term Debt
Only)

ASSE1
Cash in banks and on hand
Investments, at cost, which .approximates market
Receivables (net of allowances for uncollectibles):
Taxes
Customer
Due from other funds
Other
Gas well reserve, at average cost
Materials and supplies, at average cost
Prepaid expenses
Utility plant in service
Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Vehicles
Other equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Unamortized debt discount
Restricted assets
Escrow account - KPAA
Deferred compensation fund
Amounts to be provided for retirement of debt
Deferred landfill closure costs

$71,622

$81,221
3,702,781

$159,739
1,000,000

234,452

185,938
2,500
14,799
392,653
97,977
22,701
3,299,268
502,128
419,349
375,382
319,756
302,826
(2,466,195)

166,783
5,758

$21,682

$

$657,424
6,467,053

1,113

20,958
125,994
51,907

21,097
6,868
100,417
13,838
29,821,018
352,590
87,195
592,032
274,260
50,051
(8,650,743)
192,411
4,121,034
8,792
77,930

45,315

4,235
17,968
15,257
20,618

228,115
54,524
1,580,782

225,000
25.000

(660,523)

(124,000)

307,500
532,177
1 365 319

144,782

33,033

65,955

15,870

$7,463,821

$2,625,172

74,124
$1,044,654

TOTAL ASSETS

$184,417

$27,353,767

Governmental Fund Types

General

Proprietary Fund Types

Special
Revenue

Water and
Sewer

Natural
Gas

Sanitation

$1,125,270

$179,318

$58,950

$2,204,996

Fiduciary Fund Types
Internal
Service

Pension
Trust

22,071
591,408
173,317
88,831
392,653
219,012
36,539
33,348,401
1,216,742
1,263,721
_
3 938,515
594,016
352,877
(11,901,461)
192,411
4,298,849
8,792
205,070
192,431
192,431
74,124
$192,431 $42,432,796

Account Groups

Totals

General
General Long- (Memorandum
Fixed Assets
Term Debt
Only)

Cemetery

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Bonds payable
Customer deposits
Accrued payables
Accrued retirement
Accrued payroll taxes
Accrued interest
Bonds
Customer deposits
Other notes
Due to other funds
Deferred compensation payable
Lease obligation payable
Obligations under capitalized leases
Capital additions by refund agreement

$63,245 $

$93,986
5,062,348
6,150,000
108,495

$342,141

$26,679

$12,932

$
164,780

116,545

65,130
33,842

29,624
45,315

65,130
33,842
104,299
19,311
636
18,075
77,930

4,734

23,255
12,797
65,955
4,972

34,151
15,870
52,864

69,766

4,170

27,651
278,826

Total Liabilities

237,156

Fund Equity:
Investment in general fixed assets
Contributed capital
Grants in aid of construction
Other contributions in aid of construction
Retained Earnings
Unreserved
Fund Balance
Reserved
Unreserved
807,498
Actuarial present value of projected benefits
payable to current restirants and beneficiaries
Unfunded actuarial present value of credited
projected benefits
Total Fund Equity

$538,983
5,227,128
6,150,000
225,040

4,734

11,913,906

565,665

129,564

69,766

17,102

192,431

2,204,996
766,618

36,400
134,938

6,610,064

6,131,538

2,324,270

13,130,324

2,204,996
250,000
7,525,852
2,241,901

250,000
7,489,452
1,340,345

104,299
42,566
636
173,317
205,070
57,836
27,651
278,826

(87,784)

14,978,088
33,033
(43,849)

179,683

33,033
943,332

1,604,158

1,604,158

(478,888)

(478,888)

807,498

179,683

15,439,861

6,898,156

2,495,608

162,216

1,125,270

(10,816)

2,204,996

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY $1,044,654

$184,417

27,353,767

$7,463,821

$2,625,172

$179,318

$1,125,270

$58,950

$2,204,996

29,302,472
$192,431

$42,432,796

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES,EXPENDITURES,AND CHANGESIN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1.904
Governmental
Fund Types

General
REVENUES
Property taxes
Franchise taxes
Payments in lieu of taxes
Bank shares
Insurance tax
Licenses and permits
Fines and fees
Tax collection charge
Intergovernmental revenue
Interest
Miscellaneous income
Cemetery lot sales
CERS Unfunded tax levy
Equipment sales
Grant funds received
Transient room tax
Total Revenues
EXPENDITURES
General government
Police department
Fire department
Animal control
Engineering
Cemetery
Street department
Planning and zoning
Community development
Benefits
Administration
E-911

$1,100,643
112,689
3,653
98,471
776,814
537,272
11,245
6,000
203,841
26,544
10,765

Special
Revenue

$

Fiduciary Fund Types

Pension
Trust

$72,513

300,796
6,011
5,661

75,231

Cemetery

$

1,822
5,925
12,754

136,831
4,569
139,253
77,594
3,246,184

312,468

147,744

20,501

686,613
1,031,146
1,072,793
21,447
25,422
94,125
290,180
68,387
49,557

308,483
140,082
6,288
48,172

Totals

Memorandum
Only)
$1,173,156
112,689
3,653
98,471
776,814
537,272
11,245
6,000
504,637
109,608
22,351
12,754
136,831
4,569
139,253
77,594
3,726,897

686,613
1,031,146
1,072,793
21,447
25,422
94,125
598,663
68,387
49,557
140,082
6,288
48,172

Tourism Commission
Drug Court Awards
Debt service:
Principal
Interest
Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures

52,522
13,894

52,522
13,894
3,311,961

421,947

146,370

94,125

3,974,403

(65,777)

(109,479)

1,374

(73,624)

(247,506)

Governmental
Fund Types

Ft.H•ID BALANCE, Beginning
of Year
FUND BALANCE, End of Year

Totals

Pension
Trust

Cemetery

8(65,777) 8(109,479)

$1,374

$(73,624)

$(247,506)

77,301

10,000

237,301
(87,301)

77,301

10,000

150,000

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from other funds
150,000
Transfers to other funds
(87,301)
Total Other Financing
Sources (Uses)
62,699
Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues and Other
Financing Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and
Other Uses

Fiduciary Fund Types

Special
Revenue

General
Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures (from
page 4)

61,737
3,555

61,737
3,555

(Memorandum
Only)

(3,078)

(32,178)

.1,374

(63,624)

(97,506)

810,576

211,861

1,123,896

52,808

2,199,141

$807,498

$179,683

81,125,270

8(10,816)

$2,101,635

4 .1
'

•
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LEGAL NOTICE
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OPERATING REVENUES
Charges for eervices
Tap-on fees .
Miscellaneous revenues
Total Operating Revenues
OPERATING EXPENSES
Water plant expenses
Sewer plant expenses
Water and sewer field operationsEngineering operations
General office operations
Administrative expenses
Other operating expenses
Depreciation
Gas purchased
Gas plant expenses
Collection expenses
Transfer station and landfill expenses
Central garage expenses

4
3

Total Operating Expenses

1

Operating Income (Loss)

7
1
3
2

2
1
5
6
7

Natural
Gas

$2,894,918
135,826
74,970

$4,498,886

$1,663,964

66,592

3,990

3,105,714

4,565,478

1,667,954

381,756
434,673
396,763
117,975
186,648
148,078
86,534
768,002

35,853
249,114
74,748
159,976
174,825
3,258,641
561,827

$9,277,573
135,826
145,552

219,805

226,323

153,828
435,762
222,826
246,510
1,076,214
3,258,641
561,827
675,022
707,944
226,323

9,000

2,520,429

4,514,984

1,507,353

235,323

8,778,089

585,285

50,494

160,601

(15,518)

780,862

(1,532)

103

Total Non-Operating Revenues (Expenses) (338,549)

133,815

33,478

Transfers

OPERATING TRANSFERS
From other funds
To other funds

246,73k

-184;309-

(50,000)

(50,000)

(55,000)

319

354,095
• (505,930)
(17,892)
(1,210)

319

(170,937)

-----194;0-79-

u9,925
5,000

5,000
(155,000)

Total Operating Transfers

(50,000)

(50,000)

(55,000)

5,000

(150,000)

NET INCOME (LOSS)

$196,736

$134,309

$139,079

$(10,199)

$459,925

5

Sanitation

Internal
Service

Totals
(Memorandum
Only)

$5,997,229

$2,185,191

$(77,585)

$14,303,507

134,309

139,079

(10,199)

459,925

Watei and
Sewer
RETAINED EARNINGS, Beginning of Period $6,198,672
Add: Net income (loss)

196,736

Depreciation on fixed assets acquired
by grants externally restricted for
capital acquisitions and construction
that reduces contributed capital

Natural
Gas

214,656

RETAINED EARNINGS, End of Peri&

$6,610,064

$2,324,270

$(87,784)

HIRING night-time dosers,
day-time sandwich makers
& day-time grillmen Apply
in person at Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut, Murray. Ask to
speak to a manager.
HOUSEKEEPER. Must
have own transportation.
Excellent pay. Send resume to: PO Box 656, Murray, KY 42071.

$14,978,088

Copies of this audit are available at no cost to the public. Contact Finance Officer at 762-0315.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

NPTICE OF SALE
Case No. 93-C1•138
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the October 18 Term thereof 1994, in the above
cause for the sum of FORTY-SEVEN THOUSAND FOUR
HUNDRED NINETY-SIX AND 72/100 DOLLARS($47,496.72) and
interest after Judgment at the rate of twelve percent (12%) per
annum until paid, plus a reasonable attorney's fee of $7,124.51 and
its costs therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 22nd day of November, 1994, at 12:00 Noon, or
thereabout, the following described property to-wit:
Beginning at a point in the East right-of-way line of Carty
Road,also a corner with West Vaco;thence with right-of-way
line S 38 degrees 58 minutes E., 100.0 ft. to the corner with
Donald Hopkins, thence N 62 degrees 06 minutes W., 445.0
ft.,back to the point ofbeginning,containing 1.0 acres more or
less.
This being a part of the same property conveyed to Donald E.

Hopkins and wife, Sherry L. Hopkins, from Charles D.
Alexan deran d wife, Mary Lou Alexander by deed dated April
9, 1986, and recorded in Deed Book 168, page 695, of the
Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
THISPROPERTY IS SOLD FREE AND CLEAR OF ALL
LIENS AND CLAIMS OF THE PARTIES TO THIS
ACTION IN AND TO THE SUBJECT REALTY
WI1ETIIER OR NOT SAID LIENS OR CLAIMS ARE
ACTUALLY ASSERTED.

37
55

22
94

Said sale shall be for cash or an a credit of thirty (30) days and
unless the purchaser is-the Plaintiff, the purchaser shall make bond
with sufficient sureties to secure payment of the purchase price, and
said bond shall bear interest at the rate of twelve percent(12%) per
annum until paid. Also in the event the purchaser is the Plaintiff,the
Plaintiff shall not be required to pay into Court the entire amount of
the Purchase price,but will be allowed to pay the costs and the Master
Commissioner's fee instead. Bidders will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.

33

16)

Help
Wanted

Notice

The Commonwealth ofKan tucky,Calloway Circuit Court Ji m Walter
Homes, Inc., Plaintiff, versus Donald E. Hopkins, Sherry Lynn
Hopkins, Unknown Spouse Of Sherry Lynn Hopkins, If Any,
Household Finance Corporation, Commonwealth Of Kentucky,
Department of Revenue, Defendants.

060

0E0

020

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local claim service"

SANTA
FOR HIRE
Do you need a Santa
to entertain your
party. To cheer up a
young child or just for
an office party. Any or
all occasions! For reservations can 7591303 after 3:00 p.m.

1

Help

Mk:god

AVON. Earn money with
Avon. Call 1-800-847-5338
for your -starter kit. Avon
independent sales
representative.
DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance.
Apply in person Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St

FREE recyclable card
board. Large office building
seeks individual willing to
transport cardboard to recycling center. You keep all
profits. If interested call
502-924-5897.
HIRING lull-time backline
help for nights. Apply in
person at Arby's from
2pm-4pm.

/ ALPINE
•)ockford(oscrlict

clarion Tr

1113113:11=1:1=. Car Audio
.S'ilitset Boulevard Music
753-0119

Dixieland Center

Come Browse Along...

The Garden Path
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements
Pick useful gifts Glean some
bargains from lovingly used
antiques and etc
Visit with Evelyn Wallis in

Lost
And Found

P

-The Village-North 12th Street
(next to Dr. Wuest)
Wed.-Frt. 10-5, Sat, 10-2

LOST in Martin Chape
Road area Male neutered
cat, yellow & white, old
family pet 759-9778 or
753-2795

lum

n2n

Help
Wanted

020

020

Notice

Notice

Notice

A PIONEER Convienence
Mart South 4th Street is
now hiring. 1 part-time
clerk, must be 18yrs of age,
days or nights available
Apply in person.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

Microwave
Repair

301
101)

MI Brand,

Ward Elkins

000

753-1713
CALLER La's 753-5865

106)

IMAGES
Gilts & Baskets
Bridal, Prom, Pageant &
Tuxedos. Dyeable Shoes
10-5 M•F, 10-2 Sat.
Bel-Air Center 753-41A

141

635

•wer*F•••••••

NTERIOR 5 exterior pain
sale. 5 gallon can $20. Ge
at Black's Decorating Con
ter, 701 South 4th St
Murray
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open 5pm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks. Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-31304

!fringe Bentjit.
featuring .J1 le's
House of Stylus.
here on Monday.
Nov. 21.
759-1874
ANN'S Country Kitchen of
Murray will be open
Thanksgiving Day from
8am-3pm. Buffet: turkey,
dressing salad bar and the
trimmings- $5 50

DRY clean your carpet Get
effective carpet cleaning
results with Host- the easy
do it yourself dry carpet MRS. Theresa, Psychic
cleaning system Call today Reader 8 Advisor. A true
to reserve a machine at born psychic, gifted from
Black's Decorating Center God 554-7904 call for
753-0839
appointment

A part-time typist needed
for busy medical office
Send resume to PO Box
1040 A, Murray, KY 42071

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,

to Sq. Hale

Road, right Or

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

Se Haki

Road 1/4

wee

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

America's second Car

McDonatcfs
Now

Hiring
Salary managers up to
$350 per week, based on
expenence Benefits inelude insurance, bonuses, free uniform, free
meals, vacation
Apply in person
107 N 12111 St
Murray. KY 42071

NEED sitter for 2 elderly
people. 436-2313.
PERSONAL aide wanted.
Room & board plus
$200/wk. 502-388-2641 after 5pm.

(Door. open all 6-00)

SOult1

106)

MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION:
Foundation Accountant.
Starting Date: January 3,
1995. Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in Accounting, two years experience
in financial statement preparation, ability to communicate effectively, and experience using spreadsheet, database and word
processing software; experience in fund accounting
is desired. Responsibilities:
Supervise all accounting
functions of the Murray
State University Foundation, including the Miller
Memorial Golf Course. Duties include, but are not
limited to day-to-day tasks
to ensure the reliability of
the Foundation's financial
accounting information;
serve as liaison between
Foundation and those responsible for the expenditure of Foundation funds;
monitor Foundation investments; coordinate audits;
prepare schedules and re-'
solve findings; revise, draft,
and monitor compliant()
with Fcundation policies
and procedures; and prepare reports and summaries of-financial information
as requested by management and other users. Application Deadline: November 30, 1994. To Apply:
Send letter of application
with resume, transcript, salary history and the names
and telephone numbers of
at least three professional
references to: Chair,
Screening Committee,
Murray State University
Foundation, PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071. Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

PIONEER Convienence
Mart in Lynn Grove is now
hiring. 1 part-time Clerk & 1
part-time clerk willing to
traIn as back-up cook. Primarily days, occasionally
weekends or early evenings. Apply in person.

060

Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

.1c.Ugly Duckling
LTAG2131330311
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
112 So. 12th
1-800-THE-DUCK
Murray. KY 42071
Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

60

26 99

70 Ewa Cerra., Erawapes.

100

39 99

25 Extra Cools a Emelopee Fmk

A ricraft Photograph
1608 N. 121 • 753-0035
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Employers:
<1
Let professionals 46
help you find
.
030
9
:44‘
444"
qualified
44CP
°
workers 0
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i Ntot
'
4
i4,0
%
4
6-iet•

Job Seekers:

Let us help...
no fee to applicants

Help Wanted
Two positions available in circulation department of_the Murray Ledger
& Times. One part-time and one fulltime employee. Full-time offers 40
hours and medical-benefits. Part-time
is 24 to 30 hours per week.
Apply in person to the Murray
-L-edger-&--Times-7-1-00+-Whitnetf-Ave---Dennis Hodges, Circulation Manager.

EXPERIENCED waitress.
Must be highly motivated
with out-going personality. Hours available are
8arn-3:30pm, Mon-Fri. Off
Sat & Sun. Apply in person
at Pam's Cake Hut, 410
Main St.

214,656
$6,131,538

Free

at...
araceoaaaweikekes FIN

41111111,

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students. Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8:00am-3:00pm.
This proiect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private In•
dustry Council. This is an
Equal Opportunity- program. Auxiliary aids ancl,services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities.

=
Ned SINCIAIrILOY0emed
"If

Price

59 99 , io 6.es Caen a Enweeopes

knowledge of corporate or individual income taxation.
Computer experience is a plus.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-B,
Murray, KY 42071.

9,558,951

675,022
707,944

36,560
(3,185)

1
4

$219,805

124,387

139,663
(4,316)

9
2

Only)

l'hutu Greeting Cards
•

Growing CPA firm
seeks tax professional, preterrably
CPA or CPA candidate. Full-time position during tax tiling
season with periodic work throughout the year. Must
have at least a basic

381,756
434,673
396,763

NON-OPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Interest income
F77,553
Interest expense
(498,429)
Amortization expense
(17,892)
Gain (loss) on sale of equipment
219

Income

t.

Totals
(Memorandum

Internal
Service

Sanitation

iat0

Help
Wanted

CITY OF MURRAY, 10ENTUCKY
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN RETALNED EARNINGS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1994

Water and
Sewer

7B

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18. 1994

SOMEONE to babysit 3 & 6
year old in my home
6:30am until 5pm. Mon thru
Thurs. 753-3474.
SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers. $600. per week
Apply within, Paris Landing
or call 901-642-5548
TEXAS REFINERY CORP
needs mature person now
in MURRAY area. Regardless of training, write E C
Hopkins, Box 711, Ft
Worth, TX 76101
WANTED self motivated
computer programmer to
be in charge of a speoal
poled Must have experience in relational databases such as Access or
Paradox Submit resume
to PO Box 934, Murray, KY
42071

Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR tEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Start rate of pay is $5.43 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days. You
have the opportunity to advance to $8.33 per hour.
Please apply only if you are interested in working for
a progressive company whose'work is child's play."
Apply to:
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

FisherPrice`
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts.
Monday through Friday, for seasonal production
operators. If you would prefer to work part-time, the
following shifts are available.
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
6:00 p.m. • 10:00 p.m.' Mon. - Fri.
3:30 p.m. • 12 midnight Tues. 8 Thurs.
3:30 p.m. • 12 midnight Mon., Wed., 8 Fri.
Pay rate is $5.15/hour plus 20c per hour when
working the second shift and 25c per hour when
working the third shift.
Please apply if you are interested in working for a
progressive Company whose "work is child's play.'
Apply to: •
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opportunny Employer
MSNAD

WestView
NURSING

HOME

NURSING ASSISTANT
West View nursing home is a superior rated,
174 bed nursing facility/Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The nursing assistant is
responsible for quality resident care. The applicant must have a high school diploma or GED
with previous experience and/or training preferred but, not required. Certified NA program
available.
West View offers competitive salary and
excellent benefits, including health and life
insurance and paid vacation and holidays and
paid sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11
& 11-7 shifts. Please apply in person or contact
Carolyn Winchester, RN lnservice Coordinator.
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY KENTUCKY 42071

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?
We represent several top rated companies to
give you the best possible rates, benefits, and
service.
MAJOR MEDICAL
INSURANCE
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT
NURSING HOME INSURANCE
CANCER INSURANCE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE _ _
LIFE INSURANCE
ANNUMES

4 companies
7 companies
6 companies
3 companies
3 companies
5 companies

bompanies
Please call us the next time you need any ofthe
above insurance. Over 2,000 people already
have their insurance with us and we appreciate their business.

-s

McConnell Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

73-4199-
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070

UNIVERSITY BOOK
STORE Assistant Director
of University Bookstore
Starting Date January
1995 Qualifications Ba
&eke's required Masters
preferred in Business Ad
ministration Marketing or a
related field Individuals
must have a mrnimum of 4
years retail experience or
an equivalent combination
'of education and experience in.a retail operation
preferably in a university
bookstore Excellent writ
ten and oral skills are re
gutted Applicants must de
monstrate knowledge of
1844-or PC compatible corn
puters. Lotus and Wordper
fed Preference given to
individuals with experience
in textbook management
systems, long range plan
fling and development of a
marketing plan Respons.
billies "The Assistant Di
rector is responsible for the
ordering of textbooks, general books, and merchan. dise. as well as supplies
Assist the director in developing an aggressive marketing plan designed to-create opportunities for inrevenue
creased
generation and program
+ --expansion. Adcfitional. _duties include supervision .of
staff, coordination of the
textbook management system, marketing programs
and services to campus
and local commuqgt Application Deadline.'Member
.2,-5994
To-Apply - Snnd
-letter of application, re--sumo, and three current
letters of recommendation
- to Jack Vaughn, University
Bookstore, Murray State
University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY 42071 Murray
State University is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D. AA
employer.
INDEPENDENT LIVING
SPECIALIST Working with
a not-for-profit social service agency who provides
program and services for
people with disabilities in
Murray and surrounding
area. Social Service background helpful, but not essential. Full-time position.
People with disabilities encouraged to apply. Travel
involved Send resume by
November 30, 1994 to
CAL. 1304-U Chestnut
- Street," DixieTarfd Shifting
Center, Murray, RV 42071.
ATTN Jeanne.

Domestic
& Childcare

Want
To Buy

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced. referencet Call
Linda 759-9553

METAL scaffolding white
Slack washer & dryer &
refrigerator 753-5303
763-7724

HOUSEWORK done Call
Rose 474-2131, leave
phone number & name
IN home daycare Non
Brooking environment
Mother of one References
No tv Days filled with fun &
activities 753-6980
WILL do house & office
cleaning Call 436-5309
5pm to 7pm only
WILL live-in with elderly or
housekeeper for people
who need help wrth children
& domestic work Call
753-4590 ask for Ruby No
answer leave on answering
service
Will babysit in my
Any ages, anytime
taking orders to
cakes, pies &
753-3625

home
Also,
bake
rolls

CAMERA repair person
wanted for freelance work
Contact Snap Shot 1 Hour
Photo, Olympic Plaza
753 9347

Instruction

ABC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
new computer. 753-7001.
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
HARD
OF MEMORYDRIVE FULL- if this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.
CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001.
COMPUTER- disk drive
'printer, software, $325.
753-6525.

070
Domestk
& Childcare
A 1 Homv& office clean
irig Experienced, thorough
dependable. References
available "Nothing cleans
like a woman!" Call Sheri
Mruz today, 753-3638..
WAITRESSES & waiters,
cooks, dishwashers- day &
night Shift. Apply in person:
Ann's Country Kitchen of
Murray

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections. 753-9433 day
or night.
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles. 436-2578,
901-644-0679.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray

The Book Rack
New Discount Books
Tije & Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
Dixieland Shopping Center • 753-4821

Nature's Bounty
Luncheon

Specials
Monday - Baked Potato w/Cup Soup
Rouni & Vegetables w/Grilled Chicken
Tuesday - Vegetable Lasagna
Freshbaked Bagel w/Cup Soup & Fruit
Wednesday - Margarita Chicken
Freshbaked Breidbowl w/Chili Or Soup
Thursday - Fresh Linguini w/Marinara Sac,'
Chicken Parmesan
Friday - Mexican Lasagna
Saturd•y - Gardenburger w/ Cup Chili
130414 Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.
753-0575

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy

641 North • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs, Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00

p.m.

Anytime By Appointment

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices
Tooter's Daily

Specials

Tooter Burger, Fries, Coke
Veg Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Onnk
Chili Dog, Nachos, Drink
Pork Tenderloin, White Beans,
Cornbread Cakes, Drin
12 Lb Tooter Burger,ries, Milkshake
Hot Dog Fries Shake
Tooter Dog Nachos & Cheese. Drink

$430
$3.60
$4.00
$4 50
$5.25
$3.50
$4.00

Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 092-6111
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
Hours Mon -Sat 10 a.m.-7 p.m., Sun 1 p m -4 30 p m

Houses
For Rent

Public
Sete

Real
Estate

TAPPAN electric washer &
dryer almond 3yrs old
$300 759-2483

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3tar
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753 5209

2BR very nice central h/a
appliances & lawn mainte
nanoe furnished Coleman
RE 753 9898

Just Opened

Back Deck Sale

Bypass WI
Storage
121 Bypass North
Sizes from 1000
up to 20x20
753-2225

End of Gibbs Store
Rd.-Take Wiswell 10
Gibbs Store.
Nov. 19

HALEY Appraisal Service
call
Bob
Hate
502 489 2266

160

SADDLE for pony
435-4389 after 5pm & on
weekends-

3PC living room suite, grey
with ottoman, like new
$656 436-5813

USED go cart or go-cart
frame need two Call
753-4522

HIDE a-bed couch with
matching loveseat, excellent condition 436-6095

WILL buy used SuperNin- KENMORE washer &
tend o players. Call dryer, $275/set. Beautiful
753-0675 Leave message leather sofa, color: taupe.
on machine
753-8107.

Articles
For Sale
1 QUEEN & 1 twin size free
flow waterbeds. both with
stands & mattresses Kentucky Wildcat pool table
light. Best offer. 759-2366.
200,000 BTU natural gas
heater, ceiling mount
436-2902

Hardwood
Flooring
$1 29/sq. tt.
delivered

24" BU t B Wolff tanning,
bed
527-7717 or
527-7170
2 TRUCK loads of cultured
marble sinks, assorted
sizes.- Hot Shot prices!Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641, Vi
mile South of Hazel.
498-8964.

LIKE new, queen size
Beauty Rest waveless flotation system from ,Simmons Matching box
springs Will sell with or
without bed frame Need to
see to appriciate
753-3724
ROLL-away bed. Fruit jars,
437-4702 after 8pm.
SECTIONAL couch, gray,
with a little mauve & blue
Scotch guarded. $160.
436-2619.

Thelma's Bargain Bin
509 S. 12th St. Murray, KY
759,9940
Horne Of Quality Used
Furniture And
Appliances
We Buy One Item
Or Housefull
Financing Available

1E3

Heavy
Equipment

SEPTIC pump truck. Cal
354-6521 or 354-6075.

ASHLEY wood stove, student desk & chair, twin bed.
753-7787 after 5pm.
f3OGARD trucking and excavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.

GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650.

3BR 2 bath, tow utilities.
with garage, $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

CHESTNUT Street townhouses Very nice 2br. 1%
baths All appliances in
duding washer & dryer.
deck tool shed, ceiling
tans etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty, 753 9898

MOBILE Home Village wa
ter furnished $80,mo Coleman RE 753 9898
290
Heating
And Cooling
AIR Conditioning Ron Hal
Heating,' Cooling and
Electric Co. Service, uni
replacement and complete
instalthon licensed gas in
stetter Phone.435-4699.

IN country, new lbr duplex
completely furnished, all
utilities paid Has all accessories, $350/mo 436-2722
between 8am-6pm

panels $2/ea & up. Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641,'4
South of Hazel. 498-8964,
Firewood
CLEAN, old hand stitched
quilts. Oak wash stand, A FIREWOOD for sale
lamps, McCoy pieces, 437-4667.
vases, AT&T phones, anSEASONED firewood. Call
swering machines, home
THE WOODMASTER
interior groups & gun racks.
759-9988.
Reasonable! 753-6456.
SEASONED firewood,
COLOR 19in tv, twin bed,
$25/rick picked up,$35/rick
entertainment center,
delivered. 492-8254.
753-2217 after 6pm.
WOOD for sale, $25/ridiCOUNTRY style loveseat
you haul 437-4669.
Brass daybed. 25in full
screen tv 759-2217
EMBER Hearth fireplace
insert with blower, $100
753-9850
EXECUTIVE desk & chair
753-5222.
FISHER Price 3inl table,
pool, ping pong, & hockey,
like new, $120. Suntan bed
canopy, $450. Sears 2800
treadmill, $300. Kenwood
pull out cassette deck with
carrying case, $125.
437-4002.
FOR sale: 19in Magnavox
color tv's, 8yrs old. Holiday
Inn, 753-5986.
GOLF dubs & bag. Wilson
1200LT'S. 1-2-4-5 woods,
3 iron thru pie., $150. 10
used windows.& storm windows, $103. Call for sizes
436-2647.

Debbie's
This-N-That
Shop
A unique blend of
old and new.
Great gift ideas.
Hwy . 94 East, 3 miles
out of Murray
New Hours - Open 10-4
Tues., Wed., Thurs.,
Fri., Sat.
Closed Sun. & Mon
LARGE sectional couch
with two built-in indiners.
Off white color with touches
of blue and rust in textured
pattern. Used less than one
year Call 753-0675, Leave
message on machine.
NEW metal siding & roofing. Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume. Secondary
if available. Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724,

ODDS & ends of building
materials, Irmo items. Blow
out prices. Come see! Paschall Salvage, Hwy 641,'4
mile South of Hazel.
498-8964
SMALL wedding dress with
veil,-very nice 753-0789.
VINYL floor covering remnants. tile, hardwood
flooring Lots of stuff cheap
Paschall Salvage, Hwy
641 '4 mile South of
Hazel 498 8964

Musical
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600
2fin
Radio
FOR sale: 19in Magnavox
color tv's, 8yrs old Holiday
Inn, 753-5986,

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse. $95/mo including all utilities 753-1266

STATE approved daycare
center for rent. 'Attractive,
clean, newly painted,
1650sq ft building. Unfurnished or furnished with approved toys, equipment
and furniture': Excellent
condition. Coleman RE,
753-9898. .

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments.
Phone 759-4964. Equal
Housing Opportunity

2 or 3BR brick ranch, near
Oaks Country Club. Natural
gas, city water, $450/mo
Also, 2br farm house,
public water, propane,
washer & dryer,-$275/mo.
Both available immediately. 753-5303, 753-7724.

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments. Apply in person 3BR brick with carport,
1:30pm-4pm, Men-Fri, .$42/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
1409 Duigiud Dr.

1BR, 2 blocks from MSU,
$160/mo plus deposit._ References required.
759-3050 after business
hours.
1BR apartment, w/d hookup, 1 block from campus,
6mos old. 753-0472.

1BR furnished apartment,
$200/mo plus deposit. No
pets. Hwy 121 next to
fairgrounds. 753-3139 after
3-30pm.
1BR, low utilities. References & deposit required,
no pets. $185/mo.
753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109,
1. ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive. Utilities furnished.
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities. Walk
to MSU. Coleman RE
753-9898.'
2BR, 1% bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR apartment, furnished,
across the street from university. Non-smokers. No
pets. Call for appointment.
Rogers Enterprises,
753-5140.
28R duplex, gas heat, new
bathroom, carport,
$295/mo. 753-8767.

14X70 SWINGER northern
built trailer. Front kitchen.
Call 251-2891 after Sem:.
Daytime call 489-2527.

2BR duple*, quiet area
near Robertson School.
Appliances. lyr lease.
$275/mo. 753-8096.

1978 MOBILE home, 2BR furnished. All utilities
dean, 2br, gas furnace, paid. No pets. Pine Bluff
stove & refrigerator, Shores on lake. $500/mo &
.$3,995. 759-1922.
deposit 436-5431.

TRAILERS for sale for storage. Can be seen at Shady
Oaks, Hwy 121 North.
WANT to take Advantage
of Low interest rateshut
don't have a lot of money
for a big downpaymen0
See Volunteer Homes, Inc
for 5% downpayment or
Land and -0- down Low
monthly payments. Starting
at $150 per month Volun
leer Homes,Inc , Hwy 79 E.
Pans, TN 901-642-4466

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

437-4608

WOODBURNING fireplace
insert with blower, $200 yi N country S9811 2br, de A
753 1660 after 5pm or 'posit & Mere:races. non 1/
leave message
smokers 759 1837

NICE 2br, w/d hook-up. No
pets. 753-0859 days,
753-5214 after 5pm.

753-7934 after 3:30pm.

TO be sold at Paris Livestock Co Nov. 21. The herd
NOW available. 1br apart- of the late Loy Horn. 71
ment, furnished and with head of Angus, some full
paid utilities, near hospital, blooded, Baldies & Salers
No pets. Lease & deposit mixed. Cows, calves, open
• & bred heifers, first calf
required. 436-2755.
heifers. 901-642-3283.
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing. Apply in person at
Pets
Southside Manor, 906
& Supplies
Broad St Extended, between 8am-12noon. No 1 FEMALE Rat Terno
phone calls please. Equal puppy,8wks old 753-7269
Housing Opportunity.
3 RABBITS for sale.
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath du- $10/all 435-4389 after 5pm
plex. Appliances furnished, & on weekends.
central gas h/a, garage, w/d
AKC black, male Miniature
hook-up. $475/mo lmo
Schnauzers. Have shots
deposit, lyr lease. No pets
436-2484.
753-2905 or 753-7536.
AKC Dalmations, all shots
& vet. Great with kids
$125-$200. 615-746-5355

WOOD WORKS

'8igns

1994 BUCCANEER in Fox
Meadows. 759-9311.

SECLUDED 3br trailer with
addition, basement & garage lots. 753-6392 before
9pm.

3BR house, 14 baths, new
gas heat 8- central air sys- tem, reasonable utilities,
NEW 2br tri-plex apart- - garage, storage. No pets. 5
ments, gas heat, w/d hook- minutes from town. Southup, appliances furnished__ west School District. Nice &
no pets, available Oct 15th, well kept $500/mo +depo$425/mo, deposit required, sit. 753-7920 or 753-1664.
Call 753-4873 after
6:30pm, Allen Properties. 3BR house with gas heat,
appliances furnished,
NEW 4br, 24 bath execu- $360/mo plus deposit
tive duplex in Falbrook. All 753-0095.
appliances furnished, including w/d & microwave. NEWLY remodeled 2br
Garage, yard maintance in- house near hospital, with
cluded. 1 year lease. No gas heat, w/d hook-up,
pets. 753-4937 days, stove, refrigerator, furnished. $400/mo plus depo436-2741 nights.
sit. 759-9967 after 5pm.
NEW brick townhouse, 2br,
1% bath, family room, NICE 2br house. Low utilikitchen, lots of storage, re- ties, unfurnished, available
frigerator with ice maker, now. 6 miles West of Murstove, microwave, w/d ray. $300/mo w/deposit.
hook-up. No pets. 435-4226.
$425/mo, plus deposit.
360
Cambridge Subdivision,
For Rent
753-7435 days, 753-3966
Or Lease
evenings.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
NICE 2br duplex, all ap- warehouses on Cente
pliances, quiet neighbor- Drive behind Shoney's
hood near shopping center, 620-$40/mo 759-4081
central h/a, available
November. No pets. Depo- NORTHWOOD Storage
sit. $360/mo. Call 753-2832 presently has units available. Call 753-2905,
after 5pm.
753-7536.
NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, disLivestock
hwasher, %yid hook-up.
& Supplies
Northwood, No pets. $375
plus deposit. 753-1953 18FT Delta Gooseneck
days, 753-0870 nights.
stock trailer, $2,750.
NEW 2W duplex, $425kno.
753-0724.

1,2,380 apts. Furnished
very nice near MSU. No
753-1252
pets.
days,753-0606 after 5pm

NOT A LOT OF CASH???
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of Repos and
Pre-Owned Homes. As low
as $500 down, with payments to fit your budget!!!
Volunteer Homes, Inc.,
Hwy 79 E, Paris, TN.
901642-4466,

2819 dose to downtown,
$325/mo plus deposit
753-9509

2BR house, carport, w/d
hook-up, $350/mo
753-9636

Apailments

1980 14X80 3BR, 2 baths,
all appliances. On rdcluded
4 acre lot with 24X24 barn.
shed & pond. Movng, must
sell! 753-5525 before 8am
& after 5pm.

2BR brick with carport
Available now $375/mo
Coleman RE, 753-9898

LARGE efficiency, Grand
Rivers, $350/mo including
utilities. 502-362-4263.

RETAIL or Office Space in
S. Side Shopping Center.
753-4509 or 753-6612,

Mobile
Homes For Sale

27ft

512, CANTERBURY
Drive 3br, 1.4 bath, stove,
refrigerator, washer, dryer
Beautiful home in prime
location No pets Available
Jan 1st Substantial applicants with references only.
$650/mo 436 2561

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village. lbr
apartment, utilities in- 2BR house near downtown
cluded, rent based on in- Murray. 753-4109
come.55 & older, handicap
& disabled. Equal Housing 2BR house for rent in city
Opportunity. $390/mo. Contact Mur-Cal
RE, 753-4444.
502-354-8888.

ROGER stainless 10-22
rifle with Tasco 3-7X20 1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
scope. Used very little, 1 energy efficient. No pets.
CHRISTMAS special!
Childrens wood oak rock- $150. 753-1660 after 5pm $285/mo +deposit.
or leave message.
753-8848 before 9pm.
ers, $11.95/eá: Fiberglass

NINTENDO, $40. Games,
$5/ea lyr old, like new.
Call Justin, 435-4668.

r

Apartments
For Rent

I

Home
Furnishings

. (502)'526-2824

49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE IN
STALLATION. Call
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753,7001.

Mobile
Homes For Rent

PORTABLE SPA, 3-4 person Call 753-5842 days

Kiln Dried
Hardwoods
Also Available
LINE dance lessons
753-2635

Appliances

Call us about...
V Computer Cut Vinyl
Logos and Letters
• Custom Banners
• Plywood Signs
• Magnetic Signs
V Vehicle Lettering
V Plexiglass Signs
V Window Lettering

382-2306

V Real Estate Signs
V Office Signage
V Greeting and Advertising Posters
V Sandblasted Redwood Signs
V Architectural Signs
V Metal and Foam Letters
V Bronze Plaques
Trade Show SignsOisplays
or

753-2378

DOG Day
759-1768

Afternoon,

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.

Mini Storage Rentals
(10 ft.

x 12 fl.) and (6 ft. x 9 ft.)

Monthly Rentals
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 1/2

Mile North of Hazel on Hwy. 641
Billy Fortes
Lee Starks
(502) 492-8508
(502) 492-8238

753-3801
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• Sanasol Mossop• • froorgy IelercIng
• Deep Mulele Metopy • Rolfarolopy

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATE'S
NW STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INCRLLf OR OUTCRILS

RELAXATION•STRESS IMIDUCTION•Iffitri ARM

Holiday Bazaar
Inside Yard Sale
Sat,

Nov. 19

Lake
Prcperty
WANTED Waterfront lake
homes under $100.000 up
to $325,000 Also wanted
waterfront lots on Kentucky
Lake Call Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492

8 am.-?
White farm house
corner N. 16th Ext.

Rd.
Furniture, clothes,
decorations, etc.

& Poor Farm

ESA
Farms
For Sale
43 ACRES East of Murray.
Woods. building site,
$5,400 Easy terms
759-1922 owner

Moving
Sale

4in

MOVING SALE
Fri., Nov. 18
Sat., Nov. 19
7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Junction N. 18th St.,
Hwy. 121 By-Pass
and Coldwater Rd.
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1321 OLIVE Blvd - 3br, 1 5
baths, living room, dining
room, screen in porch.
hardwood floors, built in
book shelves -trench,doors.
large attict, $95,000.
753-1890.
I

8 a.m.-?

2BR brick with 2 bay detatcheiaragliw roof
on house & garage in 1993.
Built in ovens & cOok-top.
Call 753-3695.

15

2OR 3brbrick with 1 bath &
carport Located in Easy Y
Subdivision, $49000
759-4861

le
oi
7i.

3BR, 2 bath Newly remodeled home on 34 acres
753-1410 leave message

15
SL
le

38R remodeled in and out.
Trees, city water, $45,000.
753-8061_

7!

Everything' must go!

YARD
SALE
Sat., Nov. 19
7 a.m. • 12 noon
1611 Tabard Dr.
CARPORT
SALE
Sat., Nov. 19
7 a.m. - 12 p.m.
407 N. 10th St.
Water bed, sheets, &
comforter - $50; 6'
black couch color 25' TV -$30,oak
645.
kitchen table
pine work table - $35,
and others

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

BY owner, Canterbury,
brick. Uv rm, 3br, 2 bath,
large lam rm," kit, w/bkfst
area, pantry-, laundry rm,
cent h/a, attached storage
shed, double carport, quiet
street, $92,500 Shown by
appt. 759-1350
DRYVIT residence located
in Spring Creek Oaks over
4000 S/F under roof- 3br,
2.5 baths, formal living
room & dining room. Den
with wet bar. Hardwood
floors, ceramic tile, marble
vanities, crown mold. Whirlpool bath. 753-1890.
EXTREMELY well maintained Obr, 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood.
Den with fireplace & attractive shady backyard with
privacy fence. Price just
reduced to $99,500. Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222, MLS# 3000112
INVESTORS notice! Rental property for sale. Property *1: Duplex plus house
on 1 lot. Property *2: Currently a post office building
with 5yr lease prim rental
apartment in back. Call Hal
for more information at Professional RE, 759-1591.

Lt I
This five year old house with approximately 1,575 sq. ft. living area with
one gar garage has 2 bedrooms. 2
baths, with large great room with
fireplace. Must see - $94,500. Call
753-8343 from 6 p.m. - 9 p.m.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY • MURRAY IB•Knd Bunny Breanl
753 5940

Riding mower w/grass
catcher, home interiors, lamps, phones,
Tupperware,
much
more

GARAGE SALE
Sat., Nov. 19
7 s.m. till 7
Oft 94 E, left on Van
Cleave Rd.(by Happy
Holiday Pontoons), go
1.5 miles, Rayburn's
Used Cars on left, 2nd
house on right.
Rain or Shine
Toys. girl's clothes (sizes
2 al, truck topper, new 10
gallon aquarium, lots of
other items

LAI
Stv
lutc
lot,
abk
LAI
sak
but
ind
hie

94 West 1 mile past
Lynn Grove, take
Jim Scott Rd. to the
right. Come back
one mile.
Sat., Nov. 19

PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-2915

Public
Sale

South 641
Security Storage

8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Mist furniture kitchen
ware, lamps, large area rug
navyavoryrmauve glassware antqUe6, worrier's
shoes 8-8./2 name brands
Aigner
Solly Birdcage,
gas grill, women's clothes
48

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges It
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our court°
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

This home,located at 1300 Fleetwood
Dr., is on a beautiful corner lot with
3,907 sq. ft. of living area, 3 car
garage, 4 bedrooms, 4 baths, living
room, dining room, and 2 large dens
with upstairs deck and downstairs

deck. This house has many other
features. You must see to appreciate.
Priced at $225,000 Call 753 83/11
from 6-9 p.m.
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see

Service
Hale

alty has
purchase
anges It
it selling
ir courte
issional
'2 Of stop
Main St

Used
Trucks

LAKE home Anderson
Shores 2br 1 bath
lutchen, family room nice
Mt, $34,000 once negoe
able 5545880 442 3864

1987 RANGER XLT VIP
great shape $3 700
474 8331

LARGE new 2br duplex for
sale, 1142sq ft plus garage.
brick veneer, all appliances
including wid gas central
hie 759-4664, 750-9835

10,000 up
wanted
Kentucky
tury 21.
ballots

of Murray
ng site
terms

NICE 3br, 2 bath brick,
close to town, on beautiful
Large lot New roof 1993
Central hist. new 1992 Priced at $88,000. Some
owner finanang may be
available. MLSO 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE,
753-1222

753-5726

510

Campers

DAVID S Cleaning Services We specialize in vinyl
siding, concrete driveways,
blacktop driveways boats,
mobile homes Fully insured & completely mobile
759-4734

1984 37FT Kountry Aire
5th wheel 314 379 2723
40 FOOT Coachman, 5th
wheeler, 1984, new fur
nace and water heater Updated appliances, $7,500
436 2755

NEW 3br homes, 95-100%
financing- up to 30yrs. fixed
rate to qualified buyers Priced from $70's-S80's
753-3672 after 5pm

D&D Lawn Care Will do
leaves 499 2296
DRYWALL finishing, to
pairs additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761

S10
Services
Offered

EXPERIENCED drywall
finishing References avail
able Call 436 2060

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling,
moving, clean-up, odd jobs.
tree trimming, tree removal
mulch hauling Free estiTim Lamb
mates
436-5744

FIREWOOD & tree service
436-2562
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting., Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 753-2592

1 1 1 .1 1 1 Hauling, tree
trimming, tree removal, &
.70
cleaning out sheds, attics,
odd jobs, & will haul &
Motorcycles
spread mulch Free estimates 436-5744 Luke
1991 HONDA Cub off the
road trail bike, $800 Lamb
753-1901
111.i 1 TREE trimming,

3br, 1 5

m, dining

n porch,
, built in
lob doors,
95,000.

KITCHEN CABINET RE
FACING. Make your old
new again with Formica. All

colors, free estimates..
Wulff's Recovery. Murray

hauling, carpentry & Odd

bay de
vir rOo
Nr3em 1993
cook-top

jobs. P_aul- 436,2102._
Used
Cars
1975 ONE owner, Ele
gance Cad Coe., low mi
Wage, extra clean inside &
out, loaded, $1,275
759-1922

1 bath &

in Easy Y
$49,000.

n and out
, $45,000

1984 MONTE Carlo SS,
white with blue interior
Very good condition Asking $4,800 753-2556

id storage
port, quiet

Shown by

1986 CUTLASS, V-8, auto
• t-tops 437-4171

o'er located
Oaks over
root- 3br,
nal living
win. Den
Hardwood
le, marble
old, Whirl1890.

Cracks in Driveways
Walkways Patios Garages
Expansion Joints Replaced
Waterproofing - All with
10 Year Warranty

ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

1987 GRAND Prix, 62,XXX
one owner miles, all options, V-8, immaculate,
white with burgandy interior. 489-2004
1987 NISSAN Sentra, light
blue, 2dr, 5sp, a/c, am/fm
cassette, good condition.
For more information,
753-7823

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 Major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates
Anytime Local References
DIEVffigal4 co
Silo 1975
Smog Western Kenttady

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30. years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER. 436-5848

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515,

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or comROY mercial, Servall Gutter Cp.

BACKHOE Service
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

Gilson competes in pageants
Leslianne Nicole Gilson of
Murray has had a busy summer
and fall pageanting.
In June, she traveled to Daytona Beach, Fla., to compete for the
Cover Miss title. Competing
against 200 plus children 'in her
age segment, Gilson was voted
overall pro-model/photogenic and
Cover Miss 0-3 mini-ovall.
Leslianne competed in the
USA Pageant nationals in September in Paducah. She was
crowned overall photogenic and
the 0-3 Grand Supreme.
She also competed in the Metropolitan Pageant's Mininationals and was crowned overall Grand Supreme and will travel
to Grand Nationals in the spring
of 1995.
Leslianne's greatest achieve-

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674. Stella. KY.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
1989 HONDA Accord LX, teed. 753- 1134 or aluminum gutters, variety
loaded, $6,500 753-1522 436 5832
of colors Licensed, indays, 759-4806 nights
BUILDER New homes, sured Estimate available
founda759-4690
additions,
garages,
5sp,
Sentra,
NISSAN
1989
a/c, low miles, anvfm ste- tions, poured basements TIRED of high cost on leaf
Williams,
reo, perfect condition inside Call Tripp
removal, tree work & haul
753-0563
& out, $3,850 759-1259
mg? Then call 436-2867
1990 BONNEVILLE
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
67,XXX miles, $6,500
* Four Star
Service Center, cleaning*
753-5303 or 753-7724.
Mobile Home
servicing $15; most repairs
Parts & Service
$35 Free estimates.Route
1990 GEO Prism, air, am/
Porches 5 decks available
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
fm, 1 owner, good condiremetal fool
Mon.-Fri., 753-0530.
tion, $4,950 See at 1705
Saver root coating
College Farm Rd
Whoe rool coatng
WANT a new look before
753-2615.
Everloch nnyl underpinning
the holidays! We do all

Mice! Resale. Propolus house
y ff2. Cure building
plus rental
is. Call Hal
lion at Pro59-1591

• 14etune warranty.

1990 LUMINA Euro Sport,
1 owner, excellent condition. 35,XXX miles. Call
759-1690 after 5pm

proxia with
ms, 2
1 with
). Call
11,

1993 CHRYSLER Con
corde, to settle estate
$14,350 753-7271

BUSHHOGGING and ga
dens tilled 437-4030

1994 CHEVY Consca,
white, loaded. 20,XXX
miles 753-6808,753-2212
after 5pm

Vans
1988 DODGE Caravan SE
V-6. front wheel drive,
seats 8, all power accesso
nes. very good condition,
$5,500 obo 492-8815

ig

lets
kOrTI

1990 FORD Aerostar. ex•
tended van Front & rear
arc, cruise, 73,XXX miles.
very nice, $9,350
759-4017

Bread)

500
Used
Trucks
1979 JEEP CJ7, V-8, al
manual, very good condi
bon, $3,200 753-8249 at
ter 5pm
1980 DATSON 1981 Ford
p/u 1978 Ford window van
14h Jon boat All automatic
Must sell, leaving town Priced to sell 489-2455 after
5pm

wood
I with
3 car
living
dens
stairs
other

1982 FORD F100, rebuilt
302 V-8, auto trans, good
tires, 82,000 obo
489-2677
1983 FORD Ranger truck,
runs good, 84.XXX miles.
$1,800, obo 436-2528
Mark

ciate.
-8343

-1

MINIM !UMW. &
air Condnon.ng

Phone (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 N. Hazel *

1993 FORD Escort, 4dr,
5sp. teal, 53,XXX
new ores Phone 492-8890

1985 NISSAN truck
19,XXX actual miles, 5sp
extra nice, $3,800
436-5571

types of painting (sponge,
bag, feather), wallpapering
& remodeling. No job too
small Call 759-9359.

K Rok underpnning
Doors. windows, metal
slding, floor repair

1990 PONTIAC 6000 LE
$3,950 753-1522 days
759-4806 nights

ment this year so tar has been her
Dixieland Dolls and
win at
Darlings Nationals in Nashville,
Tenn. She was crowned over all
divisional pro-model and was
crowned the Overall Beauty/
ProAm Queen. She was awarded
a 1994 automobile.
Gilson, 4, has to date Won
three automobiles in pageants.
When asked what she likes best
about pageants, she replied, "I
love the prizes, but most of all I
like the friends I make and it's
fun. to play with them!"

cents a nunute.1
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE gi% es you fresh insights regarding an
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: old problem. Kake overdue
--Trskel will help. you- iitiLatlee sour changes.'.
IRGO (-Aug. 23-Sept, 22):
business or career goalS. Major
_financial changes are featured,earls look forward to a happy day with
in 1995. Family ties are the-key-to famiky and friend.. A formaLuccalanding a special appointment or sion may appeal to your sense of
coveted job. Be more ohsen ant both style. Dress to the nines! The love
around home and at social gather- bug could bite when least expected.
ings. Young people are depending Go slow.
LIBRA.!Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Deal
on you to keep your promises. .romance that deepens next summer with facts, not fantasy. Romance
kelationshicts thatclevelop
in-0-141-weskiing
could
CELEBRITIES f BORN- ON--- -slowh-but-stirely-litive-art excellent
lasting. Do not try to rush
of
Foster.
chance
Jodie
THIS DATE: actress
actress Meg Ryan. fashion designer things. Get a better grip on credit
Calvin Klein. sportscaster Ahmail card spending.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 211:
Rashad.
ARIES (March 21 -April 191: It Safety should be uppermost in your
is better to say nothing than to utter mind v. hen tackling difficult tasks.
the wrong words. Your silence may Loved ones tnay be nervous and
lead others to think that you are a easily offended. Relax with a good
deep thinker! Romance has its ups book this evening. Romance is hest
postponed. Plan for the future.
and downs. Avoid taking risks.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
TAURUS (April 20-May 201:
Profit may be the main mons ation 211: You instinctively know what
behind an energetic community needs to be done on the home front.
drive. Cultivate VIPs without being Refuse to be taken in by a stranger's
obvious. Join a professional organi- sweet talk. Getting involved in a war
-tution or special club. Stay upbeat of words would be a mistake. Back
ablbut romance. Once again. lose away.
. CAPRPCORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
will conquer all!
f GEMINI(May 2L-June 20 Try, 19): Set the wheels in Rotion for a
to revise a family budget to include joint financial venture. Lucrative
a major purchase. A•rainy Alas fund results,are likely! Move with confiwill help you handle tine ‘pecti.'d dence in real estate matters. You
expehses. Elisplaying ymor
best advantage will stop your com- Romance takes a hack seat to career.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:
petitors in their tracks.
CANCER (June 21-Julv 221: A Today should go much better than
-ehange-of-Lifestyle enjoys .favorable yesterday You reach an amicable
influences. Establish credit in a agreement with a partner. Later.
favorite store, then take advantage your thoughts turn to someone at a
of its special sales. Regular exercise distance. Go ahead and call. Old
will help you banish fatigue. Heed grievances are soon forgoven.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
the'siren call of romance tonight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: Close letter or phone call could bring fresh
personal relationships and domestic hope. You see a light at the end of
matters will claim your attention the tunnel. Pay attention to a loved
early.today.-Stan a special project to one's health: you may have to help
improve your home.. Loved one meet the doctor bills.

Leslianne will host a preliminary for Dixieland Dolls and Darlings on Sunday, Nov. 27, at the
Woodmen Building at Third and
Maple Streets, Murray. For information call 759-4985.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are deeply spiritual, interested in religion and
curious about all phases of life and death. Adventuresome and brave. these
Scorpios are capable of great feats of derring-do. Count on them to accomplish almost anything they set out to achieve. In fact, these multi-talented
Scorpios excel in so many areas, their biggest problem may be settling on
the right career.

753-6433.

BACKHOE Service, complete foundations, septic
systems. R.H.Nesbitt, Construction Phone 492-8516',
1988 CROWN Victoria, pager 762-7221.
high miles Runs great BOB'S Plumbing Repair
$2,750 753-6562
Service, All work guaran-.

fell mainh home in
iborhood.
& attracqard with
Price just
500. Conu d RE,
3000112

Leslianne Nicole Gilson

--

CONCRETE
REPAIR

Al cleaning out gutters
leaf raking Free estimates
Luke Lamb 436-5950

1983 OLDS 98 Good con
dition loaded, good tires
Reasonable 753-6816 at
ter 4pm

interbury,
w, 2 bath,
it, w/bkfst
undry cm,

-KY.- 436-5560.

At. Al's hauling, yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683

1980 AUDI 5000, local car,
sunroof, am/fm stereo, all
leather, fuel injection
$1.950 or best offer
753-8096

ily remod34 acres.
message.

SAL4.411.1.41,'111% t.>111.1.R 19. 199.1
(Foryour personalitcd dad icarte Dixon horoscope. based i in sour town
date of birth. call 1-900-988-''788. Your phone company will bill you 99

Aft.

1988 4X4 'If ton Silvered()
loaded 81.XXX miles
492 8572 --

NEW 3br, 2 bath, central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561

HOROSCOPES

LEAF
REMOVAL

10 long bed. VS
1987
auto, air, low mileage
$5,200 753-6557

NEW 31x, 2 bath. W/P tub.
oak cabinets, 1280sq 11 living, garage Priced upper
$60's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722

front lake

UN lam

Homes
For Sale

WILL tear down old barns &
buildings & hall away. Most
done for material or slight
fee. Ask for John Jr
474-2235,

Free
CARPORTS for cars and
Column
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs OLD fashion type Christand etc Excellent protec- mas trees, 10-20ft high.
tion, high quality, excellent 489 2113
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CHIM Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 100/, senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435 4191
COE & Coe General Repair Carpentry, electrical &
drywall 502 492 8403

Need
Extra
Cash?

COUNTERTOPS custom
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery Murray
436 5560

Your Ad Could
Be Here...

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete installation and serCall Gary at
v ice
759-4754

closets, basement or
garage. Advertise these
'no longer needed'
items in the classifieds.

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm.
Horace Sholar
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng
Carpets, upholstery Free
estimates 753-5827
LICENSED for electric and
gas 753 7203

Clean out your

753-1916
CLASSIFIED

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

CONTRACT BRIDGE
Tomorrow: Gazing into the future.

1. You are declarer with the
West hand at Five Diamonds
doubled.
EAST
WEST
•AQ 752
•4
V 65
IP 7
• 10 94
•QJ8652
+A K
*QJ1084
The bidding has gone:
North East
South West
4•
3V
1•
Dble
Pass
Pass
4V
5•
Dble
North leads the nine ofclubs. How
would you play the hand?
•• •
2. You are declarer with the
West hand at Seven Diamonds and
North leads the king of hearts. How
would you play the hand?(Assume
that the trumps are divided 3-1.)
• EAST
WEST
* A 85
•K J 2
•
10 76 4
10 9 7,
•
•AKQJ 85
72
K
+AQJ6
•••
Answers:
1. The bidding clearly indicates
that North has the ace of diamonds,
and the club lead has all the earmarks of a singleton. If you wereln
start to draw trumps at trick two.
you'd run the risk of North winning
with the -ace and putting South on
lead with a heart to make the killing
club return.
To try to stop this from occurring,
lead the ace of spades at trick two
and continue with the queen! Assuming thatSouth followslow,which
is highly likely, discard your singleton heart on the spade queen. This
play costs you nothing; it merely
substitutes a spade loser NI- a heart
loser.
North wins the trick but now has
no way to put his partner on lead
with a heart in order to get a club

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.

By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call

.'43•18411 Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Irosless Ingeborg King 492•4349

sCHO, WW1'
Sponsored by

-othe
408 South
12th
Murray
753-0005

Walter's
Pharmacy
Will Ship
Your
Packages

via

UPS
Computerized Shipping Service

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Nov. 21
to 23 ,ia-e been released by Joanna Adams, food service director,
ar.d Judy Clark, fo id service
coordinator, for Calloway County.
and Murray City Schools
respective!y.
Schools will not be in session
on Thursday and Friday,,Nov. 24
and 25, because of the Thanksgiving holiday. The menus, subject to occasional change, are as
follows:

Pre-School
Breakfast
Monday - Honeybun, applesauce.
milk; Tuesday - sausage and biscuit,
juice, milk; Wednesday - pancakes
with syrup, juice, milk.

Lunch
Monde!, - fish nuggets, cole slaw,
white beans. cornbread, milk, Tuesday turkey and dressing with gravy,
green beans, sweet potatoes, cupcake. milk; Wednesday - vegetable
soup, grilled cheese fresh fruit, milk.
East, North, Southwest
Breakfast
Monday chicken fritter on biscuit,
Tuesday • Honeybun, diced pears.
Wednesday - pancakes and syrup
Milk, juice, cereal and toast are available daily
Lin
Monday chili burrito corn dog,
grilled cheese. Tuesday - turkey and
dressing with gravy, hamburger, peanut butter/jelly sandwich. Wednesday
- vegetable soup with hot dog, grilled
cheese or pimento cheese Fruits, chef
salad, vegetables, fries, desserts, milk
and fruit drink are available daily

OP
Calloway Middle
Breakfast
Monday - Danish, Tuesday - sausage and biscuit. Wednesday - country
ham biscuit Cereal, donuts, juice and
milk are available daily

Lunch
Monday • spaghetti w/meat sauce.
barbecue ribbette sandwich, Tuesday
- turkey, dressing and gravy, hamburger, Wedneiday - pizza, corn dog
Sandwich bar, fruits. vegetables,
salads, milk and fruit drinks are available daily

St. 753-7688
604 S. 12th
5.

Calloway High
Breakfast
Monday - bacon and egg biscuit:
Tuesday - steak biscuit; Wednesday sausage and biscuit. Cereal, fruit,

donuts, juice and m.lk are available
• daily.
Lunch
Monday - chili crispito, baked potato bar, hot ham and cheese; Tuesday
• turkey, dressing and gravy, corn dog;
Wednesday - spaghetti w/meat sauce,
chicken panic sandwich. Hamburgers,
cheeseburgers, pizza, deli sandwiches, chef salads, fruits, vegetables
milk and fruit drinks are available

daily.
Murray City
Murray Elementary
Breakfast
Monday - French toast sticks;

Tuesday - scrambled eggs, toast, jelDanish roll Cereal.
ly, Wednesday
toast, fruit juice or milk are available
daily

Lunch
Monday - cheeseburger barbecue
chicken on a bun. Tuesday pizza.
sack
steak on a bun, Wednesday
lunch - hot dog or peanut butter sandwich Peanut butter and jelly sandwich,
fruits, vegetables, juice and milk are
available daily.
Murray Middle
Breakfast
Monday - Honey bun, Tuesday country ham and biscuit: Wednesday pancake on a stick. Cinnamon toast,
cereal, toast, assorted juices and milk
are available daily

Lunch
Monday salmon patty, bean roll,
pizza, Tuesday - spaghetti w/French
bread, country fried steak, hamburger,
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, fish
sandwich wicheese, pizza Fruits, vegetables. fruit drink and milk are available daily.
• Murray High
Breakfast
Monday - banana elfin loaf, Tuesday - pancake sausage on a stick,
Wednesday - donut Cereal, cinnamon toast. assorted juices and milk
are available daily
Lurch
Monday - chickan nuggets, corn
dog, Tuesday - taco salad bar. chicken vegetable salad, French bread pizza, Wednesday - tray lunch ham and
cheese, pimento chees, peanut butter
sandwiches. Hamburgers, cheeseburgers, pizza, French fries, assorted
vegetables, fruit juice and milk are
available daily

-------

.r•
•

Inc.

Children's Fashions • Sizes Infant-14

Calloway County

Walter's
Pharmacy

Moslem Cord

753-1916

return. As a result, you come home
in a blaze of glory while at the same
time you teach North not to double
you in the future with some such
hand as:
4 K.1 86
•A K 84 3 2
A3•
▪9
2.By far the best method ofplay
is to attempt a dummy reversal
which, if successful, will make it
unnecessary for you to rely on'a
spade finesse.
Ruff the heart king with the jack,
lead the five oftrumps to the seven,
ruffthe six of hearts with the queen,
lead the eight of trumps to the nine,
then ruff the seven of hearth with
the king before.playing a low club to
the king. Now ruff the ten of hearts
with your last trump, the ace.
You next lead a low spade to the
ace and draw the only missing trump
with dummy's ten, discarding your
jack of spades in the process. The
last four tricks are taken by your
king of spades and A-Q-.1 of clubs.
The 13tricks you score consistoftwo
spades,four clubs,and seven-count
them- trump tricks.

Hello
Stranger!

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

Pg
n5

Test Your Dummy Play
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LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

Twenty years ago
Dr. David C. Roos, Mrs. Tem,
Canupp, the Rev: Robert Brockhoff and Margaret Trevathan are
serving as officers of MurrayCalloway County Need Line.
Euple Ward is the executive
director.
The Speech Teams from Calloway County High -School and
Murray High School won honors
at the Trigg County Invitational
Speech and Debate Tournament
at Cadiz.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Hale were
married 50 years Nov. 16.
Mrs. Belle Orr celebrated her
90th. birthday on Nov. 16.
Buddy Hewitt, Dr. Tim Miller
and Dr. George Oakley were
elected to three-year terms on the
Board of Directors of Murray
Country Club.
Murray State University Racers
beat Austin Peay State University

Ten years ago
More than 300 local residents
interested in the direction of state
and local education attended a
special open forum held Nov. 15
at Murray Middle School
auditorium.
Charlie Lassiter has been
named to the Board of Commissioners of Murray -Calloway
County Hospital to fill the vacancy created by the death of Paul
Mansfield.
Births reported include a boy
to the Rev. and Mrs. Mike Bragdon, Oct. 18; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Lawrence, Nov. 3; a
boy to - Mr." and Mrs. • Charles
Parker, Nov. 8,
Reita Moody of Murray, chaplain at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, spoke about "Stress
Management" at a meeting of
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club.

By The Associated Press
Today is' Friday. Nov. IS. the 322nd day of 19'44. There are 43 days.
kit in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 18, 1928, the first successful sound-synchronized animated
cartoon, Walt Disney's "Steamboat Willie," starring Mickey Mouse,
premiered at the Colony Theater -in New York.
. On this date:
In 1865, Samuel L. Clemens published his striry "The Celebrated
Jumping Frog of Calaveras County" under the pen name Mark Twain'
in the New York Saturday Press.
In 1883, the United States and Canada adopted a system of Standard Time zones.
In 1886, the 21st president of the United States, Chester A. Arthur,
died in New York at age 56.
In 1936, Germany and Italy recognized the Spanish government of
, rAncicrix
In 1978, California Congressman Le6 J. Ryan and four other peol'ile
were killed in Jonestown. Guyana, by members of the Peoples
Temple; the killings.were followed by a night of mass murder and
suicide'by 912 cult members.
In 1987, the congressional Iran-Contra committees issued their final
, sot, saying President Reagan bore 'ultimate responsibility" for
mgdoing by his aides.
,
len years igo: President Reagan was in seclusion at his ranch near
Santa Barbara, Calif., resting for what a spokesman called "the
adget struggle in Congress."
DEAR ABBY: It's been startling
• live years ago: Longshoreman Buck Helm, a survivor of the Northregarding
in California earthquake, died at a hospital in Oakland, almost a to read the opinions of sympato expressions
vtorith after he was pulled from a 'flattened section of the Nimitz responses
thy.
cc way.
Upon the demise of my dear husOne year ago: The.U.S. House of Representatives joined the Senate band, Barnaby, more than 500 peostaff ple phoned, sent eards,11-ovve1's:
in approving legislation aimed at protectinribortion
ma patients. American Airlines flight attendants went on strike, but food, attended the funeral or visited
ruled iheir job action four days later. Representatives of 21 South me.
, Touched-by the love that surtican political 'parties 'approved a new constitution.
more
became
family,
I
rounded
my
Fortner
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is
86.
Imogene
Actress-ccimedian
roday's Birthdays:
aware that God is love, and love is
.tronaut Alan Shepard is '71. Republican Sen. Ted Stevens of Alaska
thankwrote
I
weeks
from God. For
rs 31. ACtres3 Brenda Vaccaro is 55 Ac4ress—Linda_Evans_is
you
Singer Kim could- make the effort to eipress
• tress Susan Sullivan is 50. Comedian Sinbad is
Wilde is 34.
sympathy to my family in any way,
Thought for Today: "Your way of giving is more important than I sincerely wanted to respond. It
was a joy to write to those people. I
what -you give." ------Vietnamese.-proverb.
even went over the list of those who

Can Be Yours at a meeting of
Paris, Road Heatiemakers Club
held at home of Alice 'Steely.
-Forty years ago
Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor of First
Baptist Church, Murray, has been
ele,cted as moderator of Kentucky
Baptist Convention at the meeting held at Georgetown College
this week.
The Rev. John E....Pugh is the
new pastor of South Pleasant
Grove Methodist Church. He was
named to fill the vacancy created
by the death of the Rev. H.P.
Blankenship.
Mr. and Mrs. C.G. Wallis will
be: married 50 years Nov. 20. -Mrs. Bill Wrather opened her
home for a meeting of Harris
Grove Homemakers Club.
Marvel cigarettes are advertised as selling for $1.65 per carton in the ad for Kroger Company this week.

in a football game at Clarksville,
,
Yhirty 'years ago
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat- Hickman County
High School by the score of 55 to
46 in a basketball game. Lamb
was high scorer for' Calloway.
Murray State Cr6Ilege Faculty
Trio composed of Prof. Roman
V. Prydatkevytch, violin, Prof.
Neale B. Mason, cello, and Prof.
Russell Terhune, piano, will give
a concert on Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. at
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include.a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Ramsey, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Gore, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Edwards, and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Lee.
Lyda Sue Collins and Ina Nesbitt presented a lesson on "Charm

DEAR ABBY
sympathy. Your readers should try it
VERA RUSH HILL.
DECATUR. GA

signed the memory book at the
funeral home and attended the
funeral, and wrote each of them,
expressing my family's gratitude for
their love.
I was the winner, because as I
virote; my gtief for ttarnatly melted
away and memories of his l& and
what it meant to others flooded my
-mind — and I remembered his deep
love for all of us.'Counting all our
friends and blessings prompted me
to write a book about my husband,

DEAR VERA RUSH DILI.:
Thank you for the positive spin
you- put on acknowledging
expressions of sympathy. More
people may follow your innovative lead and find it rewarding.

-41+e- 44-4-14-y Co
workers left our company and
moved to another state. She and I
were very close friends so, naturally, we keep pitueuh
NI \ problem: Several individuals

have memories of Barnaby they
would never have had.
The bottom line: There is joy in
taking the time to write thank-you
notes to those who have expressed

1

DAILY COMICS
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By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

her address, and they know I
have it. She does not want any ties
to her old job — especially with
these she only tolerated while working here.
Abby, what should I say to these
peopr-wittiout offending them, or
causing hard feelings-against me for
protecting the privacy of my friend?
Also, when someone with whomyou
have worked for several years
reeves the company and asks for
your address and telephone num- her-, should it be given to them?.
I am not terribly fond Of my co- •
workers and prefer to keep my
social life separate from the workpaten sionnivin, iininn individuals_
have no social life outside the office,
so they assume everyone who works
there is a "friend."
I would appreciate a quick
response while I stall everyone at
work.
PRIVATE LIFE
want

DEAR PRIVATE: Since the
departed employee "only tolerated" her co-mkorkers while she
worked wMi them, she
shouldn't object to your telling
them that she requested that
her new address not be given
out.
And since you — by your own
admission — are not terribly
fond of your co-workers, you
have little to lose by being candid with them.
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"Leonard painted that and hung it up just this
afternoon.... Fie calls it, 'It's My Couch! My Couch-!
Don't They Urnier stand?"
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CATHY, RELAX!
THE ONLY THING
ANYONE CARES
ABOUT ON
THANKSGIVING
15 THE. FOOD!

;
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LEARNING
TO COOK AS
SOON AS I
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13 Roman 1,051
14 —40
(rock group)
15 Vase
16 Hare
18 Pen point
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22 "Loving —"
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25 — chi
27 Actor Richard
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

53 Bikini top
55 Experimental
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61 — Angeles
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symbol
64 "A rose -rose"
65 A letting out
of air
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CAN'T 60001 TO
PLAY RIGHT NOW
HE'S READING.
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THERE'S NO WAY IN
THE WORLD THAT ANNA
KARENINA AND COUNT
VRON5KY COULD EVER
HAVE BEEN HAPPY
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1 "Forever—"
2 Preston ID
ground
date (hyph
3 Actor Gulager
19 Wager .
wd )
4 Money back,
21 Asian sheep
8 Infused
——
24 Capuchin
9 Ms. MacGraw
satisfied
10 Insect egg
monkey
5 Twice (pref.)
26"—
11 Uncle's mate
a Living"
6 Cash ending
12 A Gershwin
28 Fabulous bird
7 1944 invasion 17 Wet spongy
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DR. GOTT

—I

Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please enlighten
me regarding warts. If they are contagious, how is the virus transmitted -touching, drinking out of the'same
glass, kissing someone with _warts,
having sex with someone who has
warts, and so on? Can a person be a
carrier but not have warts? Why
would a wart that appears similar be
more contagious if it appears on the
penis or vagina than if it were on the
hands, feet or chest?
DEAR READER: Warts are caused
ey viruses, which are spread by direct
(and often prolonged> skin-to-skin
contact. In general, the more active
the contact, the greater the likelihood
of transmission.
For instance, brushing against the
,wart on a person's hand will probably
not result in infection with the virus,
whereas sexual intercourse favors
transmission.
Some warts are more easily spread
than are others.
Wart viruses can exist in the skin
for Variable, periods before warts actually appear. In particular, men without visible warts on their genitals can
infect their partners. (Condorns can
effectively protect against this.>
Warts often disappear without
treatment. Those that remain can
usually be cured by the application of
prescription medicine, chiefly podofilox.
One final comment: Genital warts in
women have been associated with
cancers of the reproductive tract.
Therefore, any woman with such
warts should be treated by a gynecolo-gist and her partner should be meticulously examined for don-visible
warts by a urologist or dermatologist,
using special tests.
To give you more information, 1 am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Viruses and Cancer::
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has
been advised by his doctor to have
knee replacement surgery. As an artiTiaal IffiEe TifeSpan is about eight
years, he is concerned that a second
replacement down the road might be
necessary. In Europe, ceramic is presumably used for knee replacement
instead of metal, and appears to fuse
better What is your opinion?
DEAR READER: I am not familiar
enough with European ceramic prostheses to advise you. To my knowledge, the U.S. artificial knee is a
splendid product that works well and
enables patients to maintain normal
lives for many years.
The lifespan of the prosthesis will,
of pourse, depend on how strenuously
it is .i/ced. A sedentary person may
well e joy his artificial knee for a lifetime; runner may find his wearing
out in a matter of years.
Ask your husband's orthopedic surgeon to give him a valid estimate of
how long the artificial knee will function, given your husband's level of
activity.
By
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